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ABSTRACT

The continuous demand from the automotive industry for enhanced properties in gray
cast iron components, such as brake rotors, highlights the need for a faster development cycle for
gray iron alloys. Current industrial practice involves producing a large quantity of the proposed
composition for a full production run. It is an expensive undertaking due to the raw material and
production time used.
Physical simulation of the gray cast iron industrial process will decrease the time and cost
for development of a new alloy.

Current methodologies include thermal analysis and the

extraction of mechanical-property samples, which were not developed for physical simulation,
and are not flexible enough to reproduce the results of a production component. A primary
limiting factor is the lack of any reported data on the actual thermal history of a production cast
part.
The present work has developed the methodology to obtain in situ thermal traces from a
brake rotor in the production line. The data obtained were compared to the results from current
methods to identify differences in cooling rate and microstructure. Measurement and analysis
required the development of a systematic nomenclature for gray iron thermal analysis.
Applying a spline-line smoothing methodology to the industrial thermal traces allowed
their incorporation into the control sequence of the High Temperature Universal Metallurgical
Simulator Analyzer software for physical simulation. The results obtained by using the same
chemical composition and average cooling rate from production reproduced the microstructure
from an industrial cast component in a laboratory setting.
Having proven the viability of laboratory simulations to model the industrial process,
sequential quenching experiments were conducted to study the sequence of microstructural
development in hypoeutectic gray cast iron.

These experiments support the systematic

nomenclature that was developed. Additionally, a five-stage model for (MnX)S development was
identified: formation, nucleation, growth, instability, and fragmentation.
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Science is an adventure of reasoning and imagination, and although the dictionary does not
define it that way, it is lived in that way by those who practice it, regardless of whether their
personal capacity is great or modest, and regardless of whether the subject they are dealing with
will produce gold in the long term, immediate term or never.

La ciencia es aventura del raciocinio y de la imaginación y aunque el diccionario no la define
así, así la vive quien la practica, sin importar si su capacidad personal es genial o modesta y sin
importar si el tema del que se ocupa producirá oro a largo plazo, a inmediato plazo o nunca.
Teresa de la Selva
DE LA ALQUIMIA A LA QUÍMICA, 1993.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation documents the research effort in support of the physical simulation of brake
rotor metallurgical processes using the Universal Metallurgical Simulator Analyzer.
Chapter two reviews the state of knowledge in the research area. It includes a description of the
critical thermal and mechanical properties that affect brake rotor performance, and the current
production process itself. The characteristics of gray iron and its classification are reviewed. The
carbon equivalent concept is reviewed and a new approach is described for future evaluation.
The chapter also identifies the capabilities and limitations of commercial thermal analysis; the
High Temperature Universal Metallurgical Simulator Analyzer (HT-UMSA) is introduced.
Several representative research studies of aluminum, carried out using HT-UMSA, are described.
Chapter three details the initial experimental work on gray iron conducted in HT-UMSA. The
differences between thermal traces captured by HT-UMSA and by current methodologies are
compared. A nomenclature for gray iron thermal analysis standardization is proposed.
Chapter four describes the experimental work conducted in Mexico at the foundry facilities of
Rassini. The methods used to obtaining production-line brake rotor cooling curves and their
analyses are shown. The microstructure and mechanical properties of production components are
presented and discussed.
In chapter five, the capabilities of HT-UMSA for the simulation of gray iron metallurgical
processes are demonstrated. Two main groups of experiments show the flexibility of UMSA for
research.

Each group of experiments includes results and conclusions, which enhance the

understanding of gray iron casting technologies.
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The first group of experiments, termed natural cooling, document the UMSA performance under
varying conditions of insulation, chemical additions, and thermal mass. The second group, termed
physical simulation focus on reproducing the thermal profile and microstructure obtained from
the production brake rotor. A third section of this chapter details the results and analysis of
sequential quenching, conducted as part of the physical simulation experiments. Sequential
quenching experiments were carried out to understand the brake rotor microstructural formation
sequence for hypoeutectic alloys.
Finally, chapter six provides a comparison and discussion of the brake rotor measurements in
chapter four, and the UMSA experimental work in chapter five.

The conclusions of the

dissertation and proposals for future work are presented in chapter seven.
Novelty of the Work
The experimental work on physical simulation of gray iron brake rotor identifies the possible
relationship between thermal parameters and the resulting graphite morphology.
For the first time, the cooling curves of a brake rotor are gathered from a (Disa) production line
under typical production conditions.
It was demonstrated that the UMSA can replicate the production brake rotor graphite morphology
by reproducing the cooling curve obtained from the rotor solidification process.
The value of the first derivative in the analysis of the thermal curve is shown; systematic
nomenclature is proposed to better describe the cooling process.
Quenching experiments demonstrated the microstructural formation sequence of the brake rotor.
Reported for first time are the steps of (MnX)S particle life: formation, nucleation, growing,
instability, and fragmentation.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review covers multiple areas associated with this research on the physical
simulation of gray cast iron brake rotors. It begins with a discussion of brake rotor materials and
properties, followed by a review of the metallurgical and production of gray cast iron. The brake
rotor production process itself is then discussed. Thermal analysis associated with both
commercially available systems, as well as the UMSA system used in this research, is reviewed.
This chapter ends with a set of conclusions drawn from the literature review.

2.1 Brake Rotors
Disk brake rotors are critical safety components on most modern small and medium sized
passenger vehicles. The invention of the disk brake system occurred around 1886 after the
creation of the first prototypes of internal combustion automobiles [1]. After the Second World
War the development of brake system technology accelerated, particularly the development of the
materials for the components. The ventilated brake rotor was produced in 1964 by Ferrari [2].
Generally the components of the hydraulic actuation brake system include the brake pedal;
booster (if fitted); master cylinder; hydraulic lines, which consist of items such as pipes, tubes,
and hoses; and the brake rotor assembly. This assembly, Figure 2.1a, consists of a brake rotor,
caliper with piston, anchor bracket, bolts, guide pins, and brake pads [3][4].
The brake rotor is assembled to the wheel and spins with the rotation of the wheel. When the
driver pushes the brake pedal, the force is translated through the hydraulic system and the caliper
presses the pads against the surface of the brake rotor. The kinetic energy of the vehicle is
transformed into thermal energy through the friction between the pads and the brake rotor [5].
The friction induces a torque force in the direction of the wheel axis to counter the angular
momentum of the wheel, Figure 2.1b.
The heat generated during the friction of brake pad and rotor depends of the weight of the vehicle
and the speed at the moment of the braking. The braking surface of the rotor reaches temperatures
between 700 °C- 800 °C [1][2][5][6][7]. Thus the thermal resistance, which comprises the
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thermal conductivity and thermal shock resistance, are indispensable characteristics of the brake
rotor.

Figure 2. 1. a) Basic components of a Hydraulic Braking System a passenger car [4]. b) Brake rotor
assembly [8]

High rotor temperatures during the braking process result in expansion of the brake surface with
local rotor temperature gradients. This expansion and the subsequent contraction on cooling
generate repetitive internal stress, and represent the cycles that cause thermal fatigue of the rotor.
Because the rotor also experiences pressure, the process is referred to as thermomechanical
fatigue. Thermal fatigue can initiate heat cracks in the braking surface [1][5].
Friction between the pad and the brake rotor implies that the braking surface on the rotor must
have an acceptable level of wear resistance. In economic terms, the brake pad has a shorter life
and is replaced more frequently that the more expensive rotor. The rotor weight also affects fuel
efficiency. As such, the final design of the rotor is an optimization problem in terms of friction,
wear, weight and fatigue.

2.1.1 Current and Alternative Brake Rotor Materials
The characteristics which make gray cast iron the preferred material for brake rotors are
castability, machinability, thermomechanical characteristics, wear resistance, noise, vibration, and
harshness (NVH) damping capacity, and favorable cost [1][2][3][9][10][11]. Table 2.1 [2] shows
a classification according to the percentage of carbon content of gray iron currently used in the
automotive industry.
Several materials, other than gray iron, had been developed to decrease the weight of the brake
rotor. These other materials are capable of a good performance during the braking; however, the
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cost and the complexity of their production are higher than gray iron. Consequently gray iron
generally remains the material used for brake rotors.
•

Ceramics: high thermomechanical properties [3]

•

Compacted graphite cast iron: friction forces [7] and thermal fatigue strength, are higher
than gray cast iron [9]

•

Metal matrix composites

•

Carbon composites: performance at temperatures around 1000 °C [2]

•

Aluminum metal matrix composites: high thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, and
weight 60 % less. [2]; these positives are offset by their low strength and low wear
resistance [3]
Table 2. 1. Classification of Gray Cast Iron in the Automotive Industry [2]
Low Carbon

Application

High strength
Resistance to
wear
Passenger vehicles
Normally small
size

Tensile Strength,
N/mm2
Hardness, BH
Chemical Composition , wt. %
Carbon
3.0 -3.4
Silicon
1.9 -2.2
Manganese
0.5-0.8
Sulfur
0.10 Max
Phosphorus
0.10 Max
Graphite
Size
Matrix
Ferrite
Process Performance
Castability
Reduces the structural
homogeneity
Machinability

Medium Carbon
Alloyed
Non Alloyed
Good Resistance to
distortion and cracking
Passenger vehicles
Normally small size

High Carbon
Alloyed
Non-Alloyed
Improved thermal
conductivity
Sport car market

250

220

200

150

190-240

180-230

180-230

180-220

Flake
Type A
4-6
Pearlite
5% max

3.6 -3.9
1.8 -2.1
0.5 -0.8
0.10 Max
0.10 Max
Flake
Type A
3-5
Pearlite
5% max

Flake
Type A
3-5
Pearlite
5% max

3.3 -3.5
1.9 - 2.2
0.5 -0.8
0.10 Max
0.10 Max
Flake
Type A
4-6
Pearlite
5% max
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Good

Excellent

Good

Excellent

2.1.2 Physical properties of the Alternative Brake Rotor Materials
There are a number of physical properties that promote performance of the brake rotor. These
properties include thermal conductivity, tensile strength, wear resistance, thermal fatigue strength,
and brake judder, squeal damping capacity, corrosion resistance, and residual stress.
Thermal conductivity, wear resistance, thermal fatigue strength, squeal, damping capacity and
hardness are a function of the graphite flake morphology [1]. It is reported that interconnected
graphite flakes allow for fast heat dissipation [6], and the thin graphite flakes reduce the brake
rotor wear [1]. The thermal fatigue strength can be improved by reductions in both thermal stress
and crack propagation. Thermal stress reductions are accomplished by increases in both the
thermal conductivity and the resistance to elevated-temperature compressive stress. Reductions in
crack propagation are associated with: reducing the amount of graphite crystallization; increasing
the number of eutectic cells; and refining the graphite grains. The quantity of graphite flakes
affects the thermal fatigue behavior [5].
The friction, which induces dynamic instability in the system, is related to the squeal noise. It can
be eliminated by increasing the damping capacity of the rotor material [2][3]. Damping is the
attenuation of vibration, with higher damping resulting in faster decay and reduced noise
propensity. The coarse shape and high quantity of graphite flakes improve the damping capacity
of gray iron [12]. The graphite flake length is also associated with the hardness and ultimate
tensile strength [11]. The morphology of the graphite flakes is defined by the solidification rate.
As such, changes to the number of cores, type of molding sand, size of the mold, and gating
system can improve the graphite flake morphology [1].
The hardness of the brake rotor is an important factor that determines the wear rate on braking
surfaces [11]. The hardness is affected by the time interval between pouring of the casting and
the solid part shake-out of the mold [11]. The hardening effect of different alloying elements in
the ferrite phase [1] in order of ascendant effect is: Cr < Ni < V < Mo < Mn < Cu < Al < Ti < Si
< P < C, N. Thus the addition of C and N has more effect in ferrite hardening than Cr or Ni.
Tensile strength is increased by the addition of: Mn, V, Mo, Cr and Cu to the gray cast iron melt
[1][13].
Brake Judder is defined as the first order excitation of the vehicle suspension during braking [2].
Wear, corrosion, and inhomogeneity of the microstructure on the braking surface affect judder
interaction [2][7]. Uneven residual stresses are retained in the part during the casting process.
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When released under thermal load, these residual stresses can cause permanent deformation, thus
causing excessive runout on the brake rotor and eventually judder [7][14].
The vertical molding production process promotes residual stresses in the brake rotor mainly due
to the different cooling rates at top, bottom, and sides of the rotor inside the sand mold [13][14].
There is an effect on the final dimension of the brake rotor due to the additional hydrostatic
pressure associated with the bottom liquid entry region. The machining process can also introduce
dimensional variation into the brake rotor geometry [2][14].
Corrosion resistance is important for the brake rotor material.

A corroded braking surface

promotes frictional instability on the braking system, and causes noise [10]. Oxidation starts on
the rotor surface by anodic and cathodic reactions near the graphite flakes. Corrosion resistance is
improved by the addition of alloying elements, but often with a detrimental effect on the length of
the graphite flakes [10].

2.2 Brake Rotor Production Process, Equipment and Materials
The casting production process of brake rotors can be divided in four major stages: melting;
mold and core-making; casting; and cleaning of the cast part. These stages are schematically
represented in the flow diagram, Figure 2.2.

2.2.1 Melting
Melting refers to the preparation of the molten metal [15]. The casting industry has adopted
electrical heating furnaces mainly due to higher flexibility and operation control, cleanliness and
low levels of pollution [16].
The raw materials used for the production of the brake rotors are: cast-iron scrap from both the
feeding system and the machining process; low carbon steel; pig iron; boring chips; graphite; and
high manganese steel. At Rassini Frenos [17] these materials are melted in an induction furnace
with a twelve-ton capacity. The temperature range of the melting process is 1500 - 1540 °C.
Before the molten material moves to the next stage, it is often treated. Alloying elements are
added generally for desulphurization and refinement and eutectic modification [16]. After the
treatment, the melt must be chemically inspected. The sample used for this inspection is a
quenched “coin”. Quenching produces a white iron structure, which allows a better detection of
the elements under the spectrometer.
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The temperature is measured by the immersion into the melt of a pyrometer with an S-type
thermocouple. Another practice is the use of sand cups with an integrated K-type thermocouple
to provide temperature data. A Thermal Analysis (TA) system provides the C and Si content
[18]. When the temperature and the chemical composition of the melt achieve the requirement
set by the work instruction parameters, the melt is transferred by a 2.5-ton-capacity ladle from the
melt induction furnace to a seven-ton-capacity holding furnace, which is situated near the
molding line. At this stage the melt is mixed with the melt remaining from the previous operation,
which results in a new mixture with a slightly different chemical composition and different
temperature. Thus new chemical composition and temperature measurements are made.
Once the chemical composition in the holding furnace meets specification, the melt can be poured
into the sand molds. If the chemical composition or the temperature of the melt does not meet the
requirements of the work instruction sheet, pouring is delayed; adjustments to the chemical
analysis are made by adding a new charge of molten metal. The “pouring temperature” of the
melt in the holding furnace is kept in the range of 1425 - 1435 °C. Temperature control is
important for assuring the quality of the casting part.
It can occur that the holding furnace is full and has no additional capacity for another charge of
material. In these cases the melt deemed unfit, and the furnace is emptied by the casting of large
ingots; the result is a loss of time and money for the plant.
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Figure 2. 2. Simplified flow diagram of Rassini’s foundry processes showing four main processes:
Melting, Mold & Core-making, Casting, and Cleaning.
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2.2.2 Molding and Core-making
Castings are made using permanent mold or sand molds. The sand molds are made using a
pattern, which allows the manufacturing of several identical molds in a short time.
Green Sand
Green sand is the most popular mold sand for casting; its primary constituents are silica sand,
clay, and water. The properties of the sand such as compatibility, moisture, flowability,
permeability, strength, are controlled to assure an efficient molding process and the performance
of the mold. The mold must keep its shape with no deformation during both the pouring of the
melt, as well as solidification. The mold must also allow gases to be expelled. Inadequate
properties of the sand lead to defects in the casting part [15][16][19].
The molding method refers to the pattern utilization, as well as the sand filling and compaction.
There are diverse methods for molding; these include manual or automatic; and horizontal or
vertical, considering the pattern withdrawal and joining of the mold parts.

A wide spread

molding method is described in Figure 2.3, in which the sand flows and is squeezed in the
vertically joined patterns [16]. The arrangement in Figure 2.3 does not show a core in the line. If
there is one, it must to be placed when the right hand pattern plate is swung away.
The sand mix comes out of an overhead hopper and is blown into the chamber created between
the two patterns of the mold. The ram side of the pattern applies the pressure for squeezing the
sand and consolidates it to the desirable shape. The swing side of the mold moves outward to
allow the mold, pushed by the ram side, to form a continuous strand of molds, called a molding
line [16]. Castings generated by molds can require inner cavities that are not feasible to be shaped
by the mold. In such a case a sand core is needed. This sand core has to be of sufficient strength
to be handled, and has to be manufactured in advance of the processing of green sand molds. Just
prior to the pouring process, the core is placed into the ram side of the sand mold; when the swing
and ram sides of the mold come together, the core gets surrounded by green sand.
The cores can be made of metal, plaster, ceramic or sand. The most frequently used is the sand
core due to the ability to produce intricate shapes, and easier removal from the casting. The sand
cores are made mainly of sand grains and organic binders, which provide green strength, baked
strength and collapsibility [15].
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The method of manufacturing could be manual or automatic. As in the case of the sand mold, the
sand cores are made using patterns to get the desirable shape. The cavity created by the patterns is
filled with core sand mixture. It must to be compacted using techniques similar to those in
molding, and has to be hardened either by chemical reactions (cold box) or by baking (hot box).
The already hardened sand core is taken out of the patterns, and cleaned by trimming, brushing,
and coating [15][16]. The coating can be applied by spraying, dipping and swabbing. Commonly
the coating is liquid, which requires the core to be baked to remove the moisture. Then the sand
core is stored for future used in the molding line.
The design and manufacturing of the core and mold patterns can take several days or weeks,
increasing the time of a prototype production. One of the tools developed to shorten the time is
additive manufacturing technology, which can produce the transitory patterns or even the mold
and cores quickly.

Figure 2. 3. Schematic arrangement of vertical joint moulding facility. a) Sand fill from the overhead
hopper, b) Squeeze from both faces, c) Right hand pattern (swing side) plate withdrawn and swung
away; block mould (ram side) pushed to join strand for casting (Disamatic principle) (courtesy of
Georg Fischer Disa Ltd.) [16].
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Additive Manufacturing Technology
Additive manufacturing technology builds up material in layers following a desired geometry.
Although additive manufacturing is not used generally for the final product, it is used to
manufacture the components that are used in the fabrication chain, thus reducing the prototype
time.
The desired geometry (model) is generated with computer aided design (CAD) software. The
design file specifies the shape and size desired, and the data are transferred via an interface to the
3D machine, which mathematically “slices” the model for the printing. The thickness of the
slices is constant and will determine the accuracy of the dimensions on the 3D printer product
[20].
Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology was originally developed around polymeric materials,
waxes, and paper laminates. Subsequently, AM has been adapted to form composites, metals, and
ceramics [21], including foundry sand, acrylic resin, and epoxy resin. Currently research is
underway on biomaterials [20][22].
The generation of solid phase by the conglutination of powder by an additional binder was used
in the experimental work of the present research. This process is known as 3D printing, because
it is similar to the ink printing process, or more specific Binder Jetting Technology [22].

Figure 2. 4. Binder jet binding technology. The leveling roller hauls the powder from the supply to
the bed where the inkjet print head supplies the binder material to make the addition between
powder layers [23].
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In Binder Jetting Technology the powder material is placed in a layer of a specific thickness, and
then the binder nozzle, “the Generating/contouring element,” deposits the binder material in the
areas of that layer as defined by the CAD model. Once the layer is deposited, the powder particles
conglutinate. The process is repeated until the final printed component is obtained, Figure 2.4
[20][22][23]. The materials frequently used as powder are commonly particles in the 50
micrometer range (20-100 micrometers).
After the removal of the component, from the AM machine, the next step is the cleaning and
inspection of the component. The final use of the component could require additional processing,
such as painting or assembly [24].

2.2.3 Casting
The casting process encompasses the pouring; inoculation; filling of the mold; solidification; and
cooling of the casting part along the molding line. The pouring process refers to the pouring of
the melt into the mold. Pouring could be manual or automatic. At this stage the temperature has to
be controlled and also the chemical composition of the melt is verified.
The inoculant purpose is to reduce the degree of undercooling, produce type A graphite and
control chill [15]. The inoculation is performed in the melt stream, as it is poured from the
holding furnace to the mold, Figure 2.5. The inoculant is introduced as a particulate with a
controlled grain size. The addition rate (g/s) of inoculant is automatic; it is calculated according
to the weight of the integral casting, consisting of the cast part plus its feeding system.

Figure 2. 5. Inoculation in the melt stream taken with a pyrometer camera (Courtesy of Rassini

Facilities)
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Filling the mold refers to the conditions under which the melt is introduced into the mold: mainly
melt turbulence and pouring time. Several designs of the gating system can be made to determine
the desired filling rate; these consider the geometry of the part, the temperature of the melt, and
the characteristics of the sand mold [15][19]. Figure 2.6 shows a typical gating system for a
vertical poured mold.
The range of the melt temperature is controlled to avoid the creation of defects in the cast part. If
the melt temperature is too cold, the mold may not be filled completely; if the temperature is too
high, the melt can penetrate the sand mold, absorb gas excessively, or generate coarse surfaces on
the casting [15][19].
Solidification of the mold begins with the cooling of the liquid melt, followed by the
transformation from liquid to solid, and the cooling of the solid casting part [15]. It is worthwhile
to note that the melt loses temperature from the moment it leaves the holding furnace; when the
mold is being filled, there is a thermal shock where the mold gains heat and the melt loses it.
Thus when the mold is full, the temperature of the melt has been decreased [15][19].

Figure 2. 6. Schematic of the gating system, consisting of the 1) pouring cup, 2) down sprue, 3) runner,
4) ingate, 5) mold cavity for the cast part, 6) riser, and 7) gas vent.
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2.2.4 Cleaning
The cleaning of the casting starts when the part has been broken out of the sand mold. Generally
for large industrial processes, the mold containing the casting falls down into a drum, where the
mold itself breaks. The drum cools the sand and the cast part, and by vibration, the sand is
removed and returned to the process line (returned sand).
Once the casting is removed from the drum, the gating system is knocked off and recycled. After
that, the cast part goes through additional processes.

Blasting is the most rapid means of

removing sand [15]. Then after fine cleaning, flash and occasional excess material on the casting
are removed by grinding or sawing [16].
Parts are visually inspected on the cleaning line to identify any casting defects. A complete
inspection can include gauge measurement of critical dimensions, radiographic inspection, as
well as fluorescent or magnetic particle inspection. It can also include the evaluation of chemical
composition, verification of natural frequency, microstructure, hardness and tensile strength
properties, which comprise the most frequent customer requirements [15].

2.3 Gray Cast Iron
Ferrous materials are classified as steels and cast irons according to their carbon content as shown
on the equilibrium Fe-C phase diagram, Figure 2.7. Cast irons are further divided into categories
based on their phase morphology [15].
•

White cast iron, which contains cementite (Fe3C)

•

Gray cast iron, which contains graphite flakes

•

Mottled iron, which solidifies partially as white iron and partially as gray iron

•

Malleable iron, which contains nodular-shaped aggregates of graphite
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Figure 2. 7. Equilibrium Fe-C Phase Diagram [25].

The mechanical properties and the microstructure of the gray cast iron used for brake rotors are
regulated by ASTM, DIN/ISO and SAE standards. DIN EN ISO 945 [26] and ASTM A247
[27] indicate that graphite is classified according to its type, distribution, and size. Figure 2.8
identifies the seven graphite types in ASTM A247; the DIN specification considers six. Figure
2.9 identifies the different distributions of graphite per ASTM A247. Table 2.2 shows the size
ranges from ASTM A247, which is higher than in the DIN EN ISO 945 specification. The
differences range from 280 microns at size 1, down to 5 microns at size 8.
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Figure 2. 8. Graphite types in iron castings per ASTM 247 [27].

Figure 2. 9. Graphite distributions used to rate type VII flake graphite in gray iron per ASTM A247.
Figures reduced from magnification shown [27].
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Table 2. 2. Graphite Size per ASTM A247 [27]

Size Class
Dimension
(µm)

1
≥1280

2
640 to
<1280

3
320 to
<640

4
160 to
<320

5
80 to
<160

6
40 to
<80

7
20 to
<40

8
<20

Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the metal matrix structure is not addressed in these
specifications. Nonetheless, the microstructure of the metal matrix is a requirement for most
commercial gray cast iron products, including brake rotors. Silman [28][29] states that “there is
insufficient information on national standards, differences in grading of alloys and in terminology
used for describing various materials and processes.”
Specification SAE 431 [30] mentions the microstructural requirements for brake drums and
rotors:
― Type: VII, flake graphite, according to ASTM 247
― Distribution: A, uniform distribution, random orientation, according to ASTM 247
― Size: 3-5, according to ASTM 247
― Lamellar Pearlite : Predominant
― Ferrite or carbide: < 5 %

Hardness is in the range of 184 - 260 Brinell. Tensile strength minimums of SAE casting grades
in 30-mm-diameter test bars is in the range of 127 - 239 MPa.
The mechanical properties are a result of the chemical composition and cooling process. Thus the
characteristics of the production line affect the mechanical properties. Although the production
line can be the same for several products, the geometry and size of the part result in different
solidification rates in the same production line. The difference is noted both between products
and also between different sections of the same product; thinner sections cool faster than a thicker
section.

This information is empirically known and predicted by mathematical procedures;

however, actual data can only be measured in the production line.
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2.3.1 Gray Iron Chemical Composition
The current state of technology for gray cast iron production uses alloying element additions to
achieve the required performance. For brake rotors, different characteristics associated with
geometric dimensions and mechanical properties dictate that chemical composition must be tuned
to optimize these results. Table 2.3 identifies three categories of alloying elements present in the
melt of gray iron by weight percent [31].
Table 2. 3. Alloying Element Categories by Weight Percent [31]
Major elements

Minor elements

Trace elements

wt. % >1

wt. % <1

wt. % <1

Iron
Carbon
Silicon

2.5-4
1-3

Phosphorus
Manganese
Sulphur
Chromium
Nickel
Copper
Tin

>0.05
0.37-0.89
0.08-0.18
<0.3
<0.5
<0.5
<0.1

Boron
Lead
Bismuth
Titanium
Nitrogen

<0.0050
<0.0001
<0.0200
0.005-0.050
0.001-0.015

Carbon is present in gray iron from about 2.5 to 4.0 wt. %. It is present in the form of elemental
carbon in the graphite phase; it is combined as carbides including Fe3C; and it occurs in ferrite in
the matrix and inside the pearlite constituent [15][31][32].
Alloy elements can modify the properties of the gray iron [33]. The alloy elements which increase
graphitization are Si, Cr, Te, N, Co, and Al. Ce, Mo, and Te refine the

graphite size

[5][15][25][32][34]. N makes the graphite shape shorter and thicker, and develops rounded ends
[31][35]. The quantity of graphite flakes increases with the addition of Ni and Ce in the inoculant
[1][5]. The effect of Al, Mn, S and O in gray irons is related to its role in lamellar graphite
nucleation [15][32][34][35][36][37].
Some elements, such as Al, have been noted to promote defects [25][38]. Uncombined oxygen
will increase the tendency for white iron. A high P level promotes shrinkage porosity [32][35].
B and Bi promote Type D graphite formation, which decreases mechanical properties. H, Bi, and
Ce have a chill tendency [31][32][35]. N is an undesirable element because it lowers the thermal
shock resistance [31].
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Mn, Cr, Mo, Zr, V, B and Bi are carbide-forming elements. Carbides can act as austenite nuclei.
The strength increases due to stabilizing of the carbides [15][25][31][32][34][35]. Cu and P
increase fluidity [15][25][31][32][34][35][39].
Cu, Cr, Ni, S, Ce, P, Mg, Ti, S, B, Bi affect austenite. Namely, they increase its amount, stabilize
it, and promote its random distribution. B and Ce contribute to secondary-dendrite-arm formation
and decrease dendrite spacing [15][25][31][32][34][35][39][40].
Cu, Mn, Mg, Sn, Cr, Mo, N, Ce promote the formation of pearlite, while Ni refines the pearlite
[5][15][25][31][32][34][35][39][40]. Mg and Ce are frequently used as nodularizing elements
[35][40].
Multiple authors have identified the effects of various alloying elements on mechanical properties
in gray iron. High levels of Sn increase the hardness while decreasing tensile strength [31][32].
The addition of 0.02 wt. % Ti was noted to increase the wear resistance [6]. Increased Ce led to
an increase in the hardness of the matrix [5]. Small additions of V were noted to substantially
increase the strength of gray irons. V also improves the ductility and abrasion resistance of cast
irons [25][32][41]. Ni was seen to enhances the strengthening and hardening effect of Mo
[15][25][34]. N causes an increase in tensile strength [31]. Te promotes white structure and is
widely used for determination of metastable temperatures in the melt [35].
Several authors have identified the effects of P. It increases the friction coefficient, and reduces
the mass lost by wear [1]. It forms the steadite phase (Fe3P), which has a melting point about 953
to 982 °C [15][31]. The segregation of P leads to the formation of eutectic-types alloys [25].
Finally, it is reported that the combination of chemical elements promote an enhancement or
reduction of the effect of properties [42][43].

2.3.2 Inoculation
The inoculation process is the addition of particles in the melt to promote the nucleation of
eutectic grains, and to generate the desired form of type A graphite with a minimum amount of
undercooling [35]. The chill, which is the tendency of the melt to form iron carbide (white iron),
is reduced if the undercooling is minimized [44].
Inoculation, when made in the ladle, is called “Ladle inoculation;” it can also be made in at a
further stage, and is referred to as “Late Inoculation.” Late inoculation can occur at pouring (Late
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stream inoculation), where the stream of the melt is entering the mold concurrent with a flow of
inoculant flux. A second type of late inoculation occurs in the running system of the mold. In
both cases the inoculant is mixed with the melt as it is poured into the mold [45].
Several inoculants have been developed in the industry, with ferrosilicon and calcium silicide
being the most common inoculant bases. The chemistry of the inoculant determines its effect
[46]. There are four inoculants groups [33][36][44][47][48].
1. Standard - mainly Si, Al and Ca
2. Intermediate - Ba, Ti and/or Mn
3. High potency - rare earth, Ce or Sr
4. Stabilizer - contain elements which help to stabilize pearlite; Cr is the most common
The amount of the inoculant addition varies between 0.15 and 0.4 wt. % of the cast part,
depending on the potency of the inoculant. The addition of inoculant above this range does not
improve its effect. Thus an intermediate value is recommended for cost saving. To ensure proper
mixing with the melt, the recommended inoculant particle size is 100-8 mesh (0.149 mm - 2.38
mm) [44].
The loss of the inoculating effect is known as fade [19], and depends on chemical composition.
Inoculants containing Ba have a better fading resistance than ones containing Sr [49]. The effect
of the inoculant starts to be lost after 5 minutes and can be completely lost after 30 minutes
[44][50].
Dioszegi [51] shows the high effectiveness of pure iron on the inoculation process for primary
austenite in hypoeutectic gray cast. Since the austenite eventually decomposes into pearlite, the
primary formation of austenite will affect the final mechanical properties of the product.
According to Dioszegi [52] the pearlite originated from primary austenite is harder than the
pearlite originated from eutectic austenite.

2.3.3 Equilibrium Fe-C-X Phase Diagram and Carbon Equivalent
Phase diagrams are generated from experimental results by measuring the temperature of the
sample as a function of time during cooling, i.e., cooling curves [44]. The Fe-C phase diagram,
Figure 2.7 is composed of both the stable (Fe-C) and metastable (Fe-Fe3C) phases. Compared
with graphite, cementite is a metastable phase. As a result, the Fe–C system is more stable than
the Fe-Fe3C system [32].
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The temperature measurements to obtain these equilibrium phase diagrams are made with pure
materials, in vacuum conditions, and at very slow cooling rates (0.008 - 0.041 °C/s) [25][32].
The eutectic and eutectoid points in the iron carbon phase diagram shift to lower carbon contents,
and their temperatures are modified when the silicon content increases [15][25][32][34].
The cooling rate has an effect on the eutectic point. Fast cooling rates increase the eutectic
temperature; slow cooling rates increase the trend to form the austenite-graphite eutectic
constituent. Commercial cast iron is solidified under non equilibrium conditions [32].
The evaluation of the state of the alloy (if hypo or hyper eutectic) is usually made using the
carbon equivalent (CE) value. The common CE formula is identified as 1 in Table 2.4 [44]. The
table identifies a number of CE formulae proposed by various authors.
Table 2. 4. Carbon Equivalent (CE) Formulae
Reference
Conventional
Campbell [19]

Formula

Conventional
ASM Handbook
[44]
Sillen
[53]

 =  +  3

Comments
Formula use on the
majority of industrial
processes.

 =  + 0.33  + 0.33

Formula commonly use
for industrial processes.

(2)

Formula proposed by
Sillen

(3)

With increase in the C
content in hypoeutectic
cast iron the numerical
values of the equivalents
increase for elements
stimulating graphitization
and decrease for elements
suppressing it. [54]

(4)

 =  +  4 +  2
+ 

Silman
[54]

 = 

Where GiC depend on the carbon content.
Bi are the true contents of the ith alloying
element in the cast iron respectively, considering
Si, Al, Cu, Ni, Co, Mn, Mo, Cr and V

Bazhenov
[55]

 =  + 0.3 + 0.33 − 0.015 + 0.26

Shobolov
[56]

 =  + 0.3 − 0.03 + 0.07 + 0.05
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(1)

(5)

The formula was
developed based on the
wear resistance, which
can be improved by
varying the content of
three elements: Cr, C and
Mn.

(6)

Gray Iron Phase Diagram Generator
Phase-diagram-generator software was developed by Conle [57] using data from several authors
[54][55][56][58][59][60][61][62][63][64]. It is based on the stable Fe-C phase diagram
documented by Piwowarsky for 0, 2.4, 4.8 and 6 wt. % Si. The diagrams show how far the
eutectic point shifts to lower carbon contents for each percentage of Si [58][59]. The Phase
diagram generator is set in a system of three axes: temperature, wt. % carbon, and wt. % silicon
as shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2. 10. Fe-C phase diagram for varying wt. % silicon with axes of temperature, carbon content
and silicon content [57].

Each phase transition line was digitized from the original documented graph lines. Figure 2.11,
shows an example of the phase diagram Fe-C with 2.4 wt. % Si. Interpolation between the phase
diagrams for different silicon contents allows that creation of a 3-D Fe-C diagram with axes of
temperature, carbon content, and silicon content.
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Figure 2. 11. a) Fe-C- 2.4 wt. % silicon phase diagram reported by Piwowarsky [58], b) same phase
diagram digitized and re-plotted.

Phase diagram generator uses the chemical composition of the alloy under study. The value of wt.
% Si is an input to the program. This value is compared to the bracketing phase diagrams with
higher and lower levels of Si. Interpolation between the lines of these bracketing phase diagrams
is accomplished to produce a phase diagram at the required Si content. The Gnuplot software
generates the graph of this new phase diagram, which can be compared with the Fe-C phase
diagram at 0 wt. % Si.
The phase-diagram-generator also indicates the carbon content with a line perpendicular to the
wt. % carbon axis for the interpretation of the state of the alloy: hyper- or hypoeutectic. The
second operation of the phase-diagram-generator is to calculate the carbon equivalent (CE) using
the formulae, Table 2.4, suggested by

Silman [54], Bazhenov [55] and Shobolov (for high

Chromium levels) [56]. The CE also establishes the hyper- or hypoeutectic state of the alloy.
The wt. % Si and the interpolation operation already shift the eutectic point. An approach was
developed to eliminate the Si content in the formula. Any remaining equation fractions were then
used to apply an additional shift of the eutectic point. The phase-diagram-generator was used for
the analysis of the alloys of the experimental work.
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2.3.4 Sequence Formation of Gray Iron Structures
Primary Particles. Based on the study of the inoculant effect, Riposan [65] proposed that the
graphite nucleation process encompasses three stages. The first stage is the formation of
microinclusions with diameters in the range 1-8 µm, such as AlO-XO, where X can be strong
deoxidizing elements such as Mn, Si, Al, Ti, or Zr. These deoxidizers can be present in the melt
and/or added by inoculation.

In the second stage, these microinclusions nucleate (MnX)S

particles with dimensions less than 5 µm. X can be elements such as [66] Fe, Si, Al, O, Zr, Ti,
Ca, Sr, P, etc. With the addition of Ca and Sr by inoculation, the misfit between the lattice
parameter of graphite and (MnX)S is reduced, which enhances the third stage: graphite nucleation
[65]. Sommerfeld [67], Fraś [68], and Muhmond [69] stated that the AlO-XO particles form
above 1300 °C, and at this temperature the (MnX)S nucleates homogeneously.
Primary austenite. The solidification process of the hypoeutectic gray cast iron begins with
nucleation and growth of the primary austenite dendrites [25][70]. Austenite nucleation and
growth depend on the undercooling conditions and the chemical composition. With increased
undercooling, the dendrite length is prolonged and has a more obvious orientation distribution
[71]. Under fast cooling conditions, C atoms in the liquid will have no time to diffuse far away,
and they restrict the lateral growth of dendrite austenite axes. If CE decreases, the length of
primary austenite dendrites increases [35]:
Austenite contracts as it crystallizes [72]. The solidification morphology of the primary austenite
precipitation follows either an exogenous or endogenous model, Figure 2.12 [35]. Exogenous
nucleation corresponds to the heterogeneous model described by Porter [73], in which nucleation
starts at the liquid-mold interface, and the dendrite grows perpendicular to the wall up to the mold
center. The endogenous models correspond to the homogeneous model [73], wherein nucleation
and crystal precipitation occur throughout the whole casting section.
Dendritic austenite growth continues during part of the eutectic solidification; thus the
temperature ranges of the processes overlap [74]. An increase in secondary dendrite arm spacing
is observed until end of the solidification. It could be the result of the continuous thickening of
the dendrite cross section, or possibly due to re-melting of the dendrite arms due to the
instabilities in the melt interface [74].
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Figure 2. 12. Solidification of primary austenite a) Exogenous, b) Endogenous [35].

Dioszegi observed that the increment in number of eutectic cells, refinement of primary austenite,
and the increased fraction of primary austenite occur simultaneously [51]. During dendritic
growth, the interdendritic melt is enriched in alloying and impurity elements causing segregation
[29][35]. The desired morphology of these features is controlled by chemical and thermal means
[51].
Primary Graphite. In the hypereutectic region, graphite is formed in stable systems with slow
cooling rate. Figure 2.13 shows that graphite has a hexagonal crystal structure with lattice
parameters a = 0.2461 nm and c = 0.6708 nm at room temperature [40][75]. Two characteristic
types of graphite defects are found: twin boundaries [76] and stacking faults. Compared to
eutectic graphite, the primary graphite formed in hypereutectic alloys has less rotation twins [35].

Figure 2. 13. Graphite crystallography. a) Hexagonal unit cells and cell parameters, b) monolayer
plane, c) c-axis rotational staking faults between layers [75].
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Above 3.5 wt. % carbon, there are more carbon rich regions, which promote graphite nucleation
and also have an influence on austenite nucleation. If the melt is superheated, carbon groups are
reduced to solitary atoms, which promote the easy formation of cementite [32][77].
Eutectic graphite and austenite are formed through cooperative growth when the remaining
liquid reaches the eutectic composition [25][35]. Recent evidence has shown that eutectic grains
can overgrow and envelope the primary austenite dendrites [78][79]. The relationship of the two
phases in the eutectic system leads to thee classifications [35].
1. Regular eutectic - both phases grow simultaneously and the solid-liquid interface remains
almost planar
2. Irregular eutectic - one phase grows quicker than the other
3. Divorced eutectic - both phases are separate in site and growth time
Eutectic Stable (TES) and Eutectic Metastable (TEM) temperatures are using to describe the cooling
curve of a casting. Figure 2.14 shows the solidification cooling curve schematics for gray,
mottled and white cast iron [32]. The suffix notation for the temperatures reproduced from the
Jiyang schematics. Alloy segregation reduces the interval between stable and metastable systems
[59]. Close to solidification, the residual liquid has strong segregation; it solidifies at a
significantly lower temperature than the bulk alloy [32].
The lower the undercooling (TEU), the easier the solidification of the alloy as white cast iron. The
factors affecting TEU include chemical composition, raw materials, melting process, and
inoculation [32].

Figure 2. 14. Cooling solidification curves defined by Eutectic Stable Temperature (TEG) and Eutectic
Metastable Temperature (TEM). a) Gray Iron b) Mottled Iron c) White Iron [30].
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Eutectic growth. A eutectic cell has an approximately spheroidal solidification front. Once
graphite precipitates, the austenite grows on the lateral side of graphite flakes. The dendrite
austenite formation on the lateral side of graphite flakes is fomented by the temperature gradient
in the melt (decreased due to the heat generated by austenite formation) and the constitutional
undercooling. The graphite tip is never engulfed by austenite because its front plane (I0Ī0) has a
growth velocity higher than that of the austenite. The graphite tip can grow via twins to branch
continually, and changes growth direction toward carbon enriched regions. Austenite starts to
nucleate from the lateral side of new graphite branches, thus both phases grow cooperatively
[35][25].
Rivera’s work suggests that graphite flakes grow in the last stage of solidification or during solid
state, i.e., due to carbon diffusion through the austenite metal matrix rather than growth in contact
with the melt [79]. Rivera observed that the graphite flakes frequently cross the austenite dendrite
branches, suggesting that the flakes can grow even after they have been engulfed in austenite.
Rivera proposed a solidification model, the first step of which is the nucleation and growth of
austenite dendrites. The graphite particles present in the melt embedded on the austenite
dendrites. These graphite particles and/or new graphite clusters make contact with austenite
branches and start a cooperative growth process to form a eutectic cell, which means there is no
eutectic cell nucleation event. Under this model the effect of inoculant addition is to increase the
interaction between the austenite branches and the graphite particles [79], Figure 2.15.

Figure 2. 15. Black and white print of hypereutectic melt after color etching. Austenite dendrites
appear white [79].
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After dendrite austenite growth, the dendrites interact with graphite particles to form
solidifications units which are described as grains of austenite. These grains contain dendritic
substructures and have large amounts of graphite particles inside [78].
Dioszegi [51] reported that hypereutectic samples show smaller grain size than samples of
eutectic composition, probably due to the primary graphite particles in the hypereutectic melt,
which act somehow as nucleation centers for austenite dendrites [78]. Using a color etching
technique, Lopez observed that areas with low concentrations of silicon, the last to solidify, are
surrounded by dendrite arms. Areas rich in silicon, the first to solidify, correspond to the eutectic
colonies, which start growing from primary austenite, assuming a high silicon content in the
austenite [78].
Segregation in Cast Iron. Segregation occurs in gray iron in both macro- and microscopic
forms. Macrosegregation presents itself as non-uniform distribution of the chemical composition,
and is mainly due to the large-range flow of liquid in the mold and the redistribution of solute
elements over a large area. Microsegregation has a non-uniform distribution of chemical
composition on the size scale of grains. It can appear as cellular, dendritic and intergranular [80].
Alloy elements have different segregation behaviors. Graphitizing elements remain in austenite
and promote the rejection of carbon from the austenite. Carbide-forming elements are segregated
and can form carbides with the carbon rejected from austenite. The interaction effect of the
elements and the solid diffusion coefficient of each element also have an impact on segregation.
A fast solidification rate (103-109 K/s) impedes segregation; while a slow solidification rate
prompts microsegregation mainly on the eutectic cell boundaries [80].
Generally, positive segregation elements are the ones which form carbides (except sulphur and
phosphorus), and inverse segregation elements are graphitizing elements. Si has the major impact
as an inverse segregation element in gray cast iron. It is enriched in the center of the eutectic
cells. High content of silicon promotes ferrite formation in eutectic center [80].
Last To Freeze Volume (LTF). The last to freeze volume is located between the eutectic cells.
The LTF volume is very small; it has good thermal conductivity, and thus has a relatively fast
solidification velocity. Carbide-forming elements, including Cr, Mn, V, and Mo are enriched in
LTF volume, while graphitizing elements, including Si, Cu, Ni, Al are diminished. The LTF has a
low melting point, which promotes the formation of microshrinkage porosity [80].
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Phosphorus solubility is decreased with increasing carbon content. As a result of the solidification
process, the liquid melt becomes enriched in phosphorus. As such, the LTF volume has a high
phosphorus content, and the melt is solidifies as Fe3P or Fe-C-P compounds [81], Figure 2.16.
The phosphorus eutectic is very hard (800 - 900 HV) and brittle; so any phosphorus addition
should be restricted. More than 0.2 wt. % addition leads to increased shrinkage porosity.

Figure 2. 16. a) Ternary fine-grain steadite in gray cast iron after etching with 4% Nital. b) Iron
phosphide in ternary fine-grain steadite after etching with hot Murakami’s reagent [81].

Graphitization in the Solid State. Graphite grows during the solidification process and during
solid state cooling [75]. After solidification, typical gray iron will contain about 2.0 wt. %
graphitic C and 1.50 wt. % of C dissolved in austenite. During solid state cooling and above the
eutectoid temperature, C from the austenite is rejected as graphite until austenite reaches 0.83 wt.
% C content. Low C content in austenite promotes ferrite formation [15].
Eutectoid transformation. In the eutectoid transformation, austenite decomposes according to
the stable (ferrite + graphite) or metastable (ferrite + cementite) Fe-C phase diagram (Figure 2.7).
The ferrite and cementite sequential lamellar structure is referred to as pearlite [15].
The eutectoid transformation is noted to occur at 738 - 723 °C; however alloying elements
(mainly Si) modify this temperature [40][70][82].

Lacaze summarizes several studies and

concludes that the pearlite formation proceeds in cast iron in the same manner as it does in steels
[82][83]. Hillert states that the growth of pearlite in Si steel depends more on the low Si content
in cementite rather than the high Si content in ferrite. Pearlite inherits the austenite chemical
composition [82].
Jiyang [32] concludes that the heredity in cast iron is understood as the retention of
microstructure, composition and physical characteristics from the raw materials added to the melt,
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which remain in the new cast part. This phenomenon is due to the inherited dispersed particles
from charge materials, which act like potential crystallizing nuclei.

This heredity seems to be

lost when the melt is superheated to 1550 °C.

2.3.5 Quenching Experimental Studies
For understanding the sequence of formation of the microstructure, several authors [84]–[91]
worked with quenching experiments, the purpose of which was to observe the structure of the
gray iron formed at a determined temperature. The factors that affect structure, however, were
not considered together. For example, the chemical composition, whether hypo, hyper or eutectic,
will show a different sequence in terms of the austenite formation. Hypoeutectic composition
exhibits primary austenite solidification; hypereutectic compositions exhibits primary graphite.
The correct evaluation of the CE is a priority in these studies.
Research by Stefanescu et al. used samples, which were quenched at different temperatures prior
to solidification [75][92] . The results showed that primary austenite grows in an anisotropic way;
its dendritic shape is modified by the melt, showing only protuberances rather than well-defined
secondary arms. The eutectic austenite grows in the vicinity of primary austenite with the same
crystallographic orientation; the eutectic cell grows as a combination of the austenite layer and
graphite grains. The graphite grains nucleate at the interface of austenite and C-rich liquid. The
research showed the cooling curve of the quenching experiments; however, the correlation
between the quench temperature and the events in the nucleation process were not clearly stated.
Larrañaga et al. conducted quenching experiments on hypoeutectic (CE = 4.05 wt. %), eutectic
(CE = 4.3 wt. %) and hypereutectic (CE = 4.55 wt. %) alloys [88]. The CE was calculated using
conventional formula, referred by Campbell, Table 2.4. The temperatures of the samples were
registered using a commercial analyzer. It was reported that austenite dendrites grow in the
hypoeutectic alloy at 1189 °C. After 28 % solidification (fraction solid FS = 0.28), the eutectic
graphite begins to nucleate at the border of the austenite, where (MnX)S particles favor its
nucleation. In the eutectic and hypereutectic alloys, while dendritic austenite is less favored, it
does grow; graphite nucleates on the austenite border as well as in the melt. The liquidus
temperature decreases from 1158 °C for the eutectic alloy to 1160.2 °C for the hypereutectic.
Graphite grows as type A for the eutectic alloy, and as type C for the hypereutectic. The
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hypoeutectic alloys present graphite type D. The microstructures show the formation of austenite
dendrites for the hypoeutectic alloy as primary structures. It is stated that in the hyper- and
eutectic alloy the formation of austenite dendrites decreases as a primary structure, but does not
disappear. The use of a sand cup suggests that high mass samples were used (> 200 g) in this
work.
Larrañaga stated that the solidification process is affected by the cooling rate (no data was
shown), the chemistry of the sample, and the nucleation capacity. Although the cooling curves
and the difference between them are shown, Figure 2.17, there is no thermal analysis to correlate
with the formation of the structures reported [88].
The purpose of the quenching experiments by Alonso was to describe the austenite solid fraction
[93] and the solid fraction evolution in hypoeutectic samples. The quenching points were
established using the fraction solid obtained with the first derivative and the base line (further
reviewed). However sand cups were used, which necessitated that the effective quenching
temperatures be moved to lower temperatures. The quenching experiments could be improved
using low thermal mass samples.

Figure 2. 17. Solidification region of cooling curves registered from hypoeutectic, eutectic, and
hypereutectic alloys [88].

Research using the quenching technique is focused on the solidification process, but there are few
studies that address the cooling after solidification and the eutectoid reaction [90][93].
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2.4 Thermal Analysis (TA)
The following formal definition of thermal analysis was provided by the International
Confederation for Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry (ICTAC) [94]: “Thermal Analysis (TA)
means the analysis of a change in a property of a sample, which is related to an imposed
temperature alteration.” The change could be physical such as melting or crystalline transition,
etc., or chemical involving a reaction which alters the chemical structure of the material
[95][96][97].
The TA principles of solidification processes were developed in recognition of the high potential
for a powerful scientific and applied engineering tool to develop phase diagrams, as well as rapid
and informed manufacturing and R&D decisions.
Newtonian and Fourier Thermal analysis are used for TA. Fourier analysis considers heat transfer
in the sample by conduction, while the Newtonian Analysis considers the heat transfer by
convection. Mathematically, the Fourier analysis is more accurate than the Newtonian Analysis,
but its experimental application requires placement of two thermocouples in precise positions.
The Newtonian analysis is simpler than Fourier analysis because it employs only one
thermocouple and does not consider thermal gradients in the sample [59][98]. Newtonian TA is
better when a small mass crucible is used [99].
The basic TA techniques can be listed as [97]: thermometry; differential thermal analysis;
calorimetry; thermomechanical analysis; dilatometry, and thermogravimetry. The test methods
and analysis for some of the techniques are covered by international standards such as ASTM,
DIN, AFNOR, and BSI [100].
Thermometry, the simplest and oldest TA technique, refers to the measurement of the
temperature in a range of time. This technique provides the heating and cooling curves, both of
which have been used to establish phase diagrams [97].
The ICTAC, established in 1965, formulated the parts of the TA assembly: a furnace, a
temperature controller, a transducer to measure the sample physical property and a recorder
[96][101]. Several TA systems have been developed following these schemes for gray iron
casting science and technology, and testing techniques. Due to their availability and affordability,
commercial TA systems such as ATAS [102], Itaca, Heraeus, and MetLab are widely utilized in
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industry and academia [59]. A thermal sensor located in a large rectangular and/or cylindrical
solidifying test sample is held in a Very High Thermal Mass (VHTM) sand test cup(s).
The sand cups are made of high-grade silica sand; a K-type thermocouple junction, protected with
a quartz tube, Figure 2.18 [103], is inserted with the wires connected to a data acquisition system.
The cylindrical sand cups have a diameter of 33 mm, height of 36 mm, and hold about 200 grams
of iron [103]. An additional size of the equipment holds 160 g. The square sand-cup has a side
width of 51 mm, height of 52 mm, and a weight of 115 - 125 g [104].

Figure 2. 18. Typical QuiK-Cup used in industrial and academic thermal analysis. a) Isometric view
b) Cross section view [18].

2.4.1 Commercial Thermal Analysis Systems
Thermal analysis is used in the industry to control the chemical composition, mainly C content, to
determine the CE, to define the pouring temperature, and to characterize the carbide formation
tendency of the melt. With this information, the inoculation process can be improved. It is
proposed that TA is also useful to characterize the tendency for microshrinkage and chill [105].
Some of the commercial TA systems are described below.
The ATAS (Adaptive Thermal Analysis System) [106] is used to analyze samples from Electronite pouring cups, Figure 2.18. This TA system evaluates the active oxygen, active carbon
equivalent (ACEL), nucleation state, determines pearlite content in the matrix, and mechanical
properties such as Brinell hardness, and tensile strength –Rm [53][106][107][108].
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However, the liquidus temperature on the cooling curve, Figure 2.19, is defined in the plateau of
the first arrest of the cooling curve, as indicated on the patent, US3375106 [109]. In this patent,
the liquidus and solidus temperature are indicated on the first and second arrest, respectively, of
the cooling curve.

Figure 2. 19. Cooling curve showing the liquidus and solidus temperature proposed in US Patent
3,375,106 [109].

ATAS uses two cups for that calculation. The first cup, with Te, obtains the total C, including
active carbon plus carbon tied up as primary carbides and/or not dissolved, from a solidified
white iron sample. The second cup, without Te, obtains the active carbon, which is the carbon
crystallized as graphite.
The ITACA software offers evaluations on the cast iron status. It simplifies the correction
operations on any identified composition anomalies, suggesting the amounts of the materials to
be added to the bath. The liquidus temperature is identified according to Figure 2.19 [110][111].
A Meltlab system uses first and higher order of the derivatives (up to 5th); however, its use of the
sand cups remains a factor leading to missing information. TA of iron using dual cups, with and
without Te, was developed by Meltlab to calculate the chill in terms of: the CE derived from the
liquidus temperature taken from the US patent approach [109]; the temperature of eutectic
undercooling; and the temperature of carbide eutectic (metastable or white eutectic) [112]. The
first and second derivatives are used to identify oxide formation in the melt. Detailed information
remains an industrial secret, because Meltlab has developed a smoothing technique to obtain
higher order derivatives up to the 5th order [112].
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Heraeus. The content of C and Si in the melt is calculated using the TA data. According to
Heraeus, the liquidus temperature (TLiq) and the the wt. % C, Si and P, are related by the formula
[18]:
 = 1623.60 − 112.36 !% +

%#
$

+

%%
'…….………(7)
&

The concept of a Carbon Equivalent Liquidus (CEL) is introduced. It refers to the CE obtained
from the liquids temperature measurement and is defined by the formula:
( = 14.45 − 0.0089 ∗  …………………..…….. (8)
The solidus temperature (TSol) is obtained to make a system of two equations to get the wt. % C.
Te is added to the sand cup in order to obtain the clear arrest of TSol.
#,- = 1138.2 − 6.4. + 4/ − 1.65. + 4/& ….…. (9)
The percentage of C is obtaining by the formula:
 = −6.51 − 0.0084 ∗  + 0.0178 ∗ #,- ……………. (10)
Calculation of the Si content is made using the TsSol formula, which is dependent on the
percentage of P. Thus a correction factor is introduced (Siadj). The Si content formula is simplified
as:
 = 78.411 − 4.28087 ∗ 012 − 0.06831 ∗ #,- ………(11)
In the Heraeus TA system it is important to point out that the CE is evaluated considering only
the percentage of Si and P.
The formulas to get the CEL and the C content are valid, according to Heraeus, for nodular iron
as well; however, the formula for the Si content must be modified.
Measured and calculated data are provided by this system, mainly the liquidus temperature. It is
not indicated how the following are identified: the CEL, the content of Si and C according with
the formulas shown above, and the estimation of the tensile strength and hardness based on
thermal results obtained experimentally.
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2.4.2 TA Academia Research
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) has been used for gray iron TA [113]. Although the
microstructure and the thermal data can be correlated, the samples are not large enough to
conduct mechanical properties testing.
Charoenvilaisiri [114] used sand cups to obtain the cooling curve of compacted iron. The first and
second derivatives were used to identify the significant parameters for prediction of graphite
shape. A correlation of R2 = 0.78 between the time interval at the end of eutectic solidification
and sphericity was reported. First stage TA has been applied to gray iron to predict the nodularity
in the ductile iron [59] considering the shape of the cooling curve, eutectic recalescence, and
eutectic undercooling.
Analysis of the gray iron cooling curve provides information about its structural formation with
respect to time. The first derivative of the temperature with respect the time, which is the cooling
rate, improves the accuracy of the determination of the points were the beginning and end of
transformations occur [59][115].
On a common time axis, the temperature at the beginning and end of each reaction can be
identified from the first derivative curve. Exothermic reactions will show a peak on the first
derivative, due to heat regenerated by the reaction; the melt increases in temperature.
Endothermic reactions will show a valley in the first derivative curve because the reaction is
taking heat from the system [116].
Prediction of mechanical properties using thermal data events have been also been studied but
with poor correlation [59][72][114]. Comprehensive studies of the effect of different chemical
elements on eutectic temperature variation and eutectic solidification range have been undertaken
[37][117].
Kalkanli [118] used QuiK-Cup to study the effect of different amounts of inoculant on the
cooling curve of gray cast iron. In that research, the inoculation and TA was made in sand cups,
but the microstructure and the tensile test specimens are taken from as-cast gray iron test bars.
The correlation of eutectic undercooling value, microstructure, and tensile strength is not valid,
due primarily to the difference in cooling rates between the QuiK-Cup and the as-cast tensile test,
and its effect on microstructural formation. A study under similar conditions was developed for
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analyses of gray cast iron using QuiK-Lab-E apparatus and cups [119]. It is shown that the
liquidus temperature is misinterpreted at the first peak of the first derivative, Figure 2.20.

Figure 2. 20. Commercial TA cooling curve and first derivative with respect time. Liquidus
Temperature is indicated as US Patent-1960’s [119] (nomenclature used by Binczyk).

Binczyk shows the relationship between the CE obtained from the liquidus temperature identified
on the thermal curve (CEL) [18] and the C and Si content obtained by spectrometric analysis
using a “coin sample.” The results of this correlation are show in Figure 2.21a. The value of R2
for carbon content is 0.50, and for silicon R2 = 0.45. A second comparison was made for
mechanical properties hardness (HB) and tensile strength (Rm). For this study it was not stated
clearly, but most likely a mold pouring stand inoculate was used. The results for Hardness are
shown in Figure 2.21b. For the mechanical properties, the values of correlation obtained are R2 =
0.06 for hardness (HB), and R2 = 0.138 for tensile strength (Rm).
The author stated that “the application of thermal analysis in control of the technological process
of melting and pouring the gray cast iron for brake discs does not stand up to the expectations.
The obtained results lack the required consistency as regards the chemical composition (the
content of carbon and silicon) and are not acceptable as regards the mechanical properties.” Most
likely, the determination of carbon and silicon using TA methodology can be improved by using
the actual liquidus temperature instead of the liquid arrest approach [109].
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Figure 2. 21. Correlation diagram of Derivative Thermal Analysis (DTA) for: a) analyzed carbon
content, and b) measured hardness [18].

The vast majority of TA research considers neither the effect of austenite transformations nor the
effect of the interaction of solidification and austenite transformations in as-cast mechanical
characteristics. Most likely, these factors limited the relationship between solidification
characteristics and mechanical properties, resulting in unacceptable and statistically invalid R2.
The latent heat and fraction solid during solidification can be calculated using the first derivative
and the base line (zero curve) [59][93][98][115]. There is no unified acceptance of a base-linecalculation procedure. Erbas [99] and Alonso [93] proposed

formulations of the base line

calculation and made validations using sand cups. Erbas proposed that the closer approximation
of the base line must consider the effect of the mold on the formula, due to the use of the high
thermal mass sand cup.

Alonso concluded that the best approach is to take points at the

beginning and the end of solidification for a linear trend line. Three coefficients for the heat
transfer are obtained from the first derivative of the cooling curve. In Alonso’s research, the
negative peak is present but calculation of the zero curves does not have physical meaning, Figure
2.22.

The fraction solid of austenite is determined by Alonso [93] using several different

methods, including the first derivative and the proposed base line.
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Figure 2. 22. a) Calculation of the amount of phases from the areas under the cooling rate and above
the zero curves, b) Three methods of generation of the zero curve are graphed (The nomenclature
shown is the one used by Alonso) [93].

The negative peak on the first derivative of the cooling curve at the end of the eutectic reaction
has been associated with the shrinkage propensity [59]. Stefanescu proposed that the negative
peak is a result of the latent heat released at the end of solidification, and presented a comparison
versus laminar graphite and spheroidal graphite negative peaks. The lamellar graphite has a
narrower negative peak angle than the spheroidal graphite.
The thermal mass of the crucible should be as low as possible to determine the latent heat
accurately [98]. Latent heat calculation will depend on the method used for obtaining base line.
Newtonian calculation considers a single temperature function during solidification, while
Fourier calculations consider the thermal gradient [98][120]. Emadi stated that Fourier
calculations seem to be independent of the type of sample cup.
Accuracy and interpretation of the cooling curve and its first derivative are improved by the
smoothing of the curves. The smoothing techniques developed include: Gaussian smoothing,
Polynomial interpolation, Savitzki-Golay, and Spline line [59][121][122].
The thermal peak(s) from the nucleation of (MnX)S and many other oxides particles Chisamera
and Riposan [67] are not detected using low resolution TA systems, where data acquisition rate is
limited [69]. In the same way, the formation of (FeX)P eutectic particles is not detectable on
thermal traces. The nucleation of (MnX)S particles and primary austenite dendrites are not fully
recorded, and critical information regarding the control of graphite morphology is missing.
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In summary the commercial TA systems are not designed to emulate actual industrial processes
parameters at their different stages: scrap and ingot(s) melting; on-line alloying; inoculation;
casting; solidification and cooling processes; and including inoculation, critical thin and/or heavy
sections, and heat treatment.
The different sections of a cast brake rotor have dissimilar thickness. A survey made of brake
rotors indicated that the brake plate thickness is in the range of 8-13 mm. This dimension is not
comparable with the diameter of the commercial sand cup, which would lead to differences in the
solidification and austenite decomposition.
A vast majority of leading R&D organizations do not use the scientifically proven base line
[18][106]. The dynamic base line was used successfully by Guba et al. for determination of many
critical TA data in aluminum alloys [123].
Commercial TA systems consider the structures obtained after the solidification. However, the
critical solid state transformations, which result in various structures having significantly different
metallurgical characteristics, are not part of the analysis. The sand cup disintegrates during the
solidification process [93], exposing the test sample to the environment. This uncontrolled TA
process and its unquantifiable effects are not considered in TA data.
A vast majority of publications indicate that the prediction of as-cast properties, including
structure, and mechanical characteristics, can be accomplished utilizing TA data from the
solidification process alone. However, the correlation of TA parameters with as-cast properties
cannot be reliably established due to low resolution and incomplete cooling curves.
The metallurgical reactions together with the solid-state transformations (decomposition of
austenite to pearlite and ferrite, as well as diffusion of carbon to the graphite phase)
characteristics are necessary to determine and optimize the as-cast properties, and for heat
treatment parameters, and the maximization of gray cast component properties.
A major issue is the lack of a consistent description of the cooling curves and thermal-event
nomenclature throughout the studied research [59]. An incorrect identification of the liquidus
temperature [109] induces error into the calculation of the phases formed from the melt and into
the calculation of the wt. % C.
Using sand cups for test sample requires manual safety-hazard transfer of the melt between work
stations. This process results in the lack of continuous monitoring of the temperature, thus
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leading to a gap in the metallurgical information, such as the liquidus temperature [72] and
formation of (MnX)S particles.
The use of high thermal mass sand cups [59][106][124][125] results in a “smeared and
convoluted” TA signal that is not ideal for high resolution heating/cooling curve analysis. It
results in errors in the identification of liquidus and solidus temperatures, as well as in the
identification of the primary solidification peak.
Prior work at the University of Windsor on TA in Al, Mg, and Cu alloys [123][126][127]
suggests that high resolution cooling curves are attainable using a low thermal mass test cup.
Additionally, methodologies such as in-situ neutron diffraction can be developed [128].

2.5 High Temperature Universal Metallurgical Simulator Analyzer -UMSA
The Universal Metallurgical Simulator Analyzer platforms (UMSA), US Patent # 7,354, 491 and
Canadian Patent # 2,470,127 [129], were developed for high-temperature TA of the melt and
physical simulations of technological processes for ferrous and nonferrous cast alloys. The
UMSA platforms integrate melting, thermal and other processing capabilities using computerized
control system and a thermal data analyzer. High-Temperature (HT) UMSA provides a complete
and continuous thermal history using a stationary test sample [123]. Figure 2.23 shows the
instrumented HT UMSA technology platform [123][126].
The HT UMSA uses precision, clean-source heating and high-performance cooling/quenching
cycles. Comprehensive thermal data links the materials and component characteristics with
process parameters [130]. The HT UMSA Platform uses a macro test sample (monolithic and/or
complex) that is automatically processed in the environment selected by the operator, i.e.,
pressure, vacuum, reactive/protective gas.
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Figure 2. 23. Photograph of the High Temperature Universal Metallurgical Simulator Analyzer (HTUMSA) [123].

UMSA technology platforms are capable of physically simulating a complex and wide range of
industrial metal casting and heat treatment processes. These physical simulations allow for rapid
prototyping of technologies, quality control, reverse engineering; the development of new
materials, processes, and components with superior microstructures and functional properties; and
the development of improved computer simulation codes.
Physical simulations assist researchers in the development of novel methods for closing wide and
several-decade-old knowledge gaps. The sophisticated computer modelling and commercially
available equipment/procedures used currently are not necessarily capable of delivering unbiased
outcomes and controlling processes at the micro level. This literature review has indicated that
current commercial TA systems do not provide for characterization that matches industrially cast
components.
Research outcomes need to address not only manufacturing, design and development, but also
benefit in cost savings, improvements in component performance, weight reduction, and alloy
substitution for new generations of components in future transportation industries.
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Selected capabilities of the HT-UMSA are identified [131]:
•

Diversified and complex tasks including the failure analysis of processed components
through the use of dedicated test samples and the metallurgical interpretation of the test data
[126]

•

Re-melting and processing of test samples taken from industrial components [132][133][134]

•

Processing of the UMSA test samples to reverse engineer operations.

•

Scrap melting, melt treatment, and forming of bars for mechanical testing and comprehensive
analytical characterization

•

Testing the effects of micro and macro alloying, inoculation, and thermal melt treatments
[126]

•

Sequential quenching at the desired temperatures using liquid and gas media [71][135]

•

Adaptation of the UMSA electromagnetic coil size and geometry to accommodate specific
experimental tasks and operating temperatures up to 1650 °C.

•

Conventional and new heat treatment processes [126][136][137]

•

Computer controlled & logged processes

•

Software for comprehensive TA [138]

•

Ultra-Low & High thermal mass crucibles; sample diameter: 3 - 30 mm, height: 3 - 200 mm

HT-UMSA data acquisition rates up to 10,000 data points/sec allow the high-resolution analysis
of the metallurgical transformations. Procedures for thermal analysis of the UMSA recorded data
are incorporated in the software. They include the following items.
•

Heating/Cooling curves recording [133][138][139]

•

Curve smoothing [122][129]

•

First derivative curves and baselines calculation [140][141][142]

•

Thermal power and energy calibration [126]

•

Fraction Solid and Fraction of Decomposed Austenite [126][134]

2. 5.1 Comparison of UMSA and Commercial System Capabilities
UMSA integrates the complete sequence of the casting process, heating holding time, and
cooling. As a result, the thermal history is captured in its totality, without any gaps between the
heating and holding time; or between the holding time and the start of cooling. It represents a
primary advantage over commercial systems. DSC, DTA and UMSA systems have heating and
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melting capabilities; however, the samples in these TA systems are small and not suitable for
mechanical properties studies.
The first derivate of the UMSA cooling curve shows the cooling rate prior to the beginning of
solidification start; as such, the base line calculation is reliable.
In the UMSA, the sample size is variable; bars for mechanical properties can be produced.
Commercial systems work with a standard sand cup.
The majority of the UMSA work has been made in Al, Mg and Cu; however, the HT-UMSA is
capable of reaching temperatures of ~1600 °C. This ability makes the HT-UMSA suitable for
ferroalloys studies.
The data acquisition rate of HT-UMSA, up to 10,000 points/sec allows high resolution and
quality TA. Commercial systems have data acquisition rate of as low as 2 points per second.
Physical simulations of industrial metallurgical processes can be performed within HT-UMSA.
Its software controls the heating rate (°C/s), the holding time at given temperature, and the
cooling rate. As such, the thermal profile of an industrial process can be loaded in the HT-UMSA
system for simulation. Commercial TA systems do not melt the alloys, but depend on external
melting and the ability of the operator to pour the melt into the sand cup.
The sand cup, as previously mentioned, does not cool under actual production conditions; further,
it disintegrates after solidification of the melt. Various sample sizes and crucible materials can be
accommodated in the HT-UMSA. Thus, the actual materials that hold the ferroalloys during the
solidification and solid state transformations associated with production can be used for the
simulation. Consequently, the information from solid state transformations, not available in
commercial systems, can be integrated into the correlation between TA data/process parameters
and mechanical properties.
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2. 6 Literature Review Conclusions
The current state of knowledge is not adequate to aid in the development of future generations of
brake rotors and their technologies.
°

The majority of the industrial and academic TA experiments have been made using sand
cup/sand mold plates; most of the obtained TA data do not show the “first derivative
arm” before the (MnX)S nucleation and primary Austenite nucleation points. Without
the liquid melt “first derivative arm,” quantitative analysis of the TA data is not possible.
Consequently, potentially powerful TA techniques, data, and metallurgical assessment of
the melt characteristics can be biased. TA made using UMSA samples considers the
liquid melt arm on the interpretation of the first peak on the first derivative.

°

TA equipment commercially available is not able to conduct industrially relevant
physical simulations and optimization of alloy, processes, and cast-component functional
characteristics because the standard methods do not replicate actual production cooling
rates.

°

Metallographic assessment of structure evolution using sequential quenching is not
feasible using commercial sand cups. As a result, the classical interpretation of the type
and sequence of formed structures is often based on the final as-cast structure and
equilibrium diagrams analysis, which can lead to biased and unreliable TA data of multicomponent alloys.

°

There is a lack of a consistent terminology of the thermal moments in the cooling curve
and first derivative.

°

There are no standardized procedures for using the first derivative as principal tool of
TA.

°

The TA with the first derivative used in aluminum has not been adopted for gray iron
alloys analysis.

°

Industrial melts, phase diagrams, carbon equivalent formulae/interpretation procedures
are too limited to extract comprehensive and unbiased metallurgical information about
nucleation of the primary structure, semisolid and solid state transformations.

°

Much of the research was focused on solidification processes with limited information on
eutectoid transformations.
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−

Several publications indicate that the prediction of as-cast properties can be
accomplished using TA data from the solidification process alone, with no
consideration of eutectoid transformation information.

°

There is a lack of knowledge on the kinetics of solid state transformation for industrially
cast components.
−

Scarce documentation exists associated with the relationship between austenite
(primary and eutectic) formation and its decomposition.

−

Consistent procedures do not exist for the thermal analysis of the solid state
transformation of austenite and the evaluation of the properties of pearlite in the
final structure.

−

There is a lack of documentation concerning the pearlite nucleation process in
gray iron.

These conclusions have helped to shape the present work and form the basis for the following
chapters. Chapter 3 deals with the work associated with high resolution cooling curves for use in
the HT-UMSA thermal analysis.

Chapter 4 addresses the lack of knowledge concerning

production-line cooling curves for cast parts; the methodology for obtaining such curves is
detailed. Chapter 5 discusses the changes to the HT-UMSA system that were necessary to allow
the physical simulation of the production-line-measured brake rotor cooling curve. The analysis
of the simulations included both the solidification and the solid-state transformations.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT WITH HT-UMSA AND CONVENTIONAL
METHODS FOR GRAY IRON

Exploratory experimental work was carried out in order to identify the variables in the process
that had to be considered to perform physical simulation on gray cast iron. The formulas of a
commercial TA system were verified. Thermal traces from a commercial sand cup and standard
Y-plate were obtained. The HT-UMSA was used to obtain TA through all the steps of the remelting of a sample. A review of the literature revealed the need for a standardized nomenclature
for specific points on the cooling curve and its first derivative. Such as systematic nomenclature
methodology for TA is proposed herein.

3.1 TA using Sand Cup
A brief validation of the sand cup method for the evaluation of carbon equivalent (CE) was
conducted in the foundry facilities of Rassini in Puebla, Mexico. Molten gray iron from an
induction furnace for the production line was poured into a sand cup of the commercial Heraeus
TA system. Concurrently, a 35-mm diameter disk, known as a “white coin” was poured. The
values of the C and Si contents shown on the Heraeus system display were recorded. The white
coin was used for chemistry analysis in Rassini’s metallurgical laboratory, carbon content data
was obtained with a C/S determinator [143]; the Si content was obtained using a spectrometer
[144]. This routine was conducted on different charges in alloyed medium carbon content range,
Table 2.1, to obtain a total of thirty sets of data. Using Minitab software, the correlation of the
results from the Heraeus system and the laboratory was obtained, Figure 3.1.
Linear regression was used to examine the relationship between the laboratory and on-line TA
(Heraeus system) values for wt. % C and Si. Calculated R2 values represent the percentage of the
response variable variation explained by the linear model. Better model fitting is associated with
the higher R2 values. The determine values are: R2 = 88.6% for carbon and R2 = 70.8 % for Si.
These low correlation values can be acceptable for an initial on-line control; however, they are
not acceptable for the chemical analysis report submitted to a client or for academic research.
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Figure 3. 1. Correlation between Heraeus TA system and laboratory results. a) Carbon content by
Leco Carbon determinator vs Heraeus, b) Silicon content by spectrometer vs Heraeus.
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Confidence Intervals (CI) were calculate for both the wt. % C and wt. % Si linear relationships
between laboratory equipment and on-line TA system, yielding a 95% confidence interval for
both correlations. A CI gives an estimated range of values which is likely to include an unknown
population parameter [145]. The prediction interval was calculated as 95 % for both correlations.
A prediction interval is an estimate of an interval in which a future observation will fall [146].
The use of different pieces of equipment, a carbon-determinador [143] to evaluate carbon content
and a spectrometer to evaluate silicon content lead to differences in the correlation with the
values calculated with Heraeus formula. The fact that the R2 value is larger for the carbon
correlation would suggest that the Heraeus system formula for this element yields values closer to
the actual value than the formula to predict Si.
According to formula (2.10), the liquidus and solidus temperature are used to calculate C content.
Formula (2.11) uses the solidus temperature and a value for Si adjusted to account for the
presence of phosphorus. The lower R2 correlation could result from the formula disregarding the
remaining elements and not considering the liquids temperature. It is important to consider that
in this calculation, the liquidus temperature is taken in the first plateau of the cooling curve, i.e.,
first peak in the first derivative, Figure 2.20.

3.2 Sand QuiK-Cup and a Y-plate Cooling Curves Comparison
A second study in the Rassini facility to identify the actual difference of the cooling process of
gray cast iron using a sand QuiK-Cup, in which Te was removed, and a Y-plate according with
the specification DIN 1561 [147]. The sand cup and the Y-plate were connected to an external
Data Acquisition System[148][149] and were filled carefully in order to obtain as much as
possible of the thermal traces.

The thermal traces in Figure 3.2 show the time difference

associated with the solidification process and solid state transformation. The chemistry of the
sample is in Table 3. 1.
Table 3. 1. Sand Cup and Y-plate Chemical Composition, wt. %
C

Si

3.74 1.64

Mn
0.69

P

S

0.02 0.04

Cr

Cu

Ni

Mo

Sn

0.17

0.20

0.10

0.18

0.04
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CE
Bazh
4.24

CE
Conv
4.23

It was necessary to introduce these temperature-time data into the HT-UMSA software to obtain
the first derivative and to accurately determine the time-temperature ranges. The objective of this
exercise was to observe the inaccuracy in the evaluation of liquidus temperature, i.e., the start of
the solidification. Information from the sand cup and Y-plate prior to the liquidus temperature
was obtained from the careful pours; however, the waviness of the data from the melt when it is
poured, Figure 3.2, does not allow a clear reading of the data points.
The Figure 3.2 shows the points where the liquids temperature is read. Peaks of the first
derivative plot appear at the reaction and phase transformation points, and thus the start of the
first peak corresponds to the liquidus temperature.
In the Figure 3.2a a star indicates the peak in the first derivative, which corresponds to the point
where commercial TA systems calculate the C and Si content, according to US patent [109]. In
terms of the analysis, the heating and holding portions of the thermal cycle are not need; as such,
the beginning of the cooling is considered time = 0.
Another important issue concerning the thermal traces from the sand cup and Y-plate is the
differences in the metallurgical reactions, which lead to differences in mechanical properties.
From this comparison, it is understood that the correlation among TA, chemical composition and
mechanical properties must be carried out using the same kind of sample.
The commercial TA systems propose the determination of the as-cast structures of industrial
melts using sand cups, which are subject of highly non-equilibrium cooling conditions. This
thermal data is not acquired under equilibrium conditions; thus the sequence of the structure
formation is not comparable to transformation temperatures on the binary Fe-C alloy phase
diagram. The cooling conditions are different, and industry uses alloying elements to modify the
eutectic point of the melt.
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Figure 3. 2. Cooling Curves (CC) and First Derivative Curves (FDC) of: a) sand cup, and b) Y-plate
conventional methods for industrial characterization of gray cast iron. The graph nomenclature
corresponds to Table 3.3.
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3.3 HT-UMSA initial TA in Commercial Gray Cast Iron
The MCPT (Metal Casting and Post-Processing Technology) group from the University of
Windsor [150][151] reported the melting and natural cooling of a gray cast iron sample. The
detailed set up of a mullite crucible insulated with Fiberfrax [152] is described in Chapter 5. The
chemistry of the re-melted parts is presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3. 2. HT-UMSA Sample Chemical Composition, wt. %
C

Si

Mn

P

S

3.72 1.9
0.7 0.02 0.12
Experiment 180503

Cr

Cu

Ni

Mo

Sn

0.19

0.22

0.1

0.01

0.04

CE
Bazh
4.24

CE
Conv
4.23

Figure 3.3 shows the HT-UMSA thermal traces. The first derivative depicts the clear data points
above the liquidus temperature. Observing the whole first derivative curve, the liquidus
temperature point is distinguishable in the first inflexion of the curve. The temperature at the
beginning and end of each metallurgical reaction can be identified from the first derivative. The
first peak is associated with primary austenite in a hypoeutectic alloy; the second peak
corresponds to the eutectic reaction.

Figure 3. 3. HT-UMSA Thermal analysis curves from commercial gray cast iron. The temperature
data and first derivative are plotted versus time. The nomenclature corresponds to Table 3.3.
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The present research established a nomenclature that considered the frequent parameter
frequently encountered in the analysis of the curve, including time (t), Temperature (T), Cooling
Rate (CR). The first step was to identify the peaks of the first derivative curve and their
association with the metallurgical reactions, Figure 3.4.
The next step was to create the base line, which is defined as the theoretical path that the first
derivative of the temperature-versus-time curve would follow if no metallurgical transformations
were to occur [140]. This baseline is used to analyze the sequence of the structures that form
during the transformations associated with solidification, cooling, and solid state transformation.
The baseline is calculated from the first derivative curve plotted versus temperature [140]. First a
series of line segments are used to create a trend line, which follows the first derivative outside of
the reaction peaks. The trend line segments are then fitted to a polynomial, thus creating an
equation for the baseline. The final step is to identify the stages of formation for each peak,
including: a) Nucleation, b) Minimum Point, c) Maximum Peak, d) Growth, and e) End.
The fraction of solid is calculated with the formula used by Marchwica et al [140] :
67
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The present work extends this same concept to the eutectoid reaction associated with austenite
decomposition. The formula is presented below.
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The curves presented in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 are based on the above methodology. Using this
system, the nomenclature established in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 were defined. It is worth noting that
the primary structure solidifying under equilibrium conditions cooling could be either austenite in
hypoeutectic alloys, or graphite in hyper eutectic alloys. This work used a hypoeutectic gray cast
iron melt. A similar approach was used to introduce the concept of difference between points in a
metallurgical reaction, including time difference (∆t), and temperature difference (∆T). The
cooling rate between two points is the result of ∆T/∆t.
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Figure 3. 4. TA data from the HT-UMSA re-melted sample of commercial gray cast iron. a)
Temperature and first derivative (dT/dt) versus time. b) First derivative versus temperature. The
first derivative peaks are associated with metallurgical reactions.
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Figure 3. 5. TA data from the HT-UMSA re-melted sample of commercial gray cast iron.
Temperature and First Derivative Curves vs. time in the a) Solidification region, b) Solid State
transformations. The proposed nomenclature of Table 3.3 is used to identify different moments in the
metallurgical reactions.
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Figure 3. 6. TA data from the HT-UMSA re-melted sample of commercial gray cast iron in the
solidification region. a) First Derivative vs Temperature and Dynamic Base Line, b) Fraction Solid
(FS) vs Temperature. The proposed nomenclature of Table 3.3 is used to identify different moments
in the metallurgical reactions.
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Figure 3. 7. TA data from the HT-UMSA re-melted sample of commercial gray cast iron in the solid
state transformations region. a) First Derivative vs Temperature and Dynamic Base Line, b)
Fraction Decomposed Austenite (FDA) vs Temperature. The proposed nomenclature of Table 3.3 is
used to identify different moments in the metallurgical reactions.
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Table 3. 3. Summary of Metallurgical Events Temperatures for Hypoeutectic
Gray Iron
#

Abbreviation
∆TSH
TMAX

1a

Thermal Event

Detection Algorithm

Super Heating
Temperature Range
Maximum Registered
Temperature

∆TSH= (TMAX-TLIQ)

TLIQ

Liquidus Temperature

T(MnX)SNUC= T

Manganese Sulfide
Nucleation Temperature

LIQ

Manganese Sulfide
Minimum Temperature
Manganese Sulfide Peak
Temperature

At TLIQ, CC changing slope. TLIQ is
detected on FDC as 1st deflection.
At the T(MnX)SNUC CC changing slope.
T(MnX)SNUC is detected on FDC as 1st
deflection.
At the T(MnX)SMIN CC local minimum. On
FDC as dT/dt= 0
Correspond to the local maximum point
on the FDC.
Correspond to the local maximum point
on the CC, on the FDC as a point where
dT/dt= 0. If the FDC does not intersect
the zero line, then the T(MnX)SMIN=
T(MnX)SPEAK= T(MnX)SG and correspond to
the maximum point on the FDC
It is an inflection point on the CC and this
is manifested as decreasing a minimum
on the
FDC. It is assumed that the
reaction is not completed yet and at the
same time it is apparent start of another
reaction. Deconvolution provides more
accurate data.
At the aTPγNUC CC changing slope.
aTPγNUC is detected on FDC as a
minimum. In cases, when the (MnX)S
peak is not observable, TPγNUC is
determined by 1st deflection on FDC.

1b

T(MnX)SMIN

1c

T(MnX)SPEAK

1d

T(MnX)SG

Manganese Sulfide
Growth Temperature

1e

aT(MnX)SEND

Apparent Manganese
Sulfide End Temperature

2a

aTPγNUC

Apparent Primary
Austenite Nucleation
Temperature

2b

TPγMIN

Primary Austenite
Minimum Temperature

Local minimum on the CC, and on the
FDC as a 1st point where dT/dt= 0.

2c

TPγ PEAK

Primary Austenite
Maximum Cooling Rate
Temperature

Correspond to a maximum point on the
FDC.

Primary Austenite Growth
Temperature

The local maximum on the CC and on the
FDC as a point where dT/dt= 0. If the
FDC does not intersect the zero line, then
TPγMIN= TPγPEAK= TPγG and correspond to
the maximum point on the FDC

2d

TPγ G
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It is an inflection point on the CC and this
is manifested as a minimum of the FDC.
Deconvolution provides more accurate
data.
It is and inflection point on the CC and is
manifested as a minimum on
FDC.
Deconvolution provides more accurate
data.
Local minimum on the CC and on the
FDC as a point where dT/dt= 0.

2e

aTPγ END

Apparent Primary
Austenite End
Temperature

3a

aTEUTNUC

Apparent Eutectic
Nucleation Temperature

3b

TEUTMIN

Eutectic Minimum
Temperature

3c

TEUTPEAK

Eutectic Maximum
Correspond to the maximum point on the
Cooling Rate Temperature FDC.

3d

TEUTG

Eutectic Growth
Temperature

3e

TEUTEND = aTSOL Eutectic End Temperature

4a

T(FeX)PNUC

Iron Phosphides
Nucleation Temperature

4b

T(FeX)PMIN

Iron Phosphides Minimum
Temperature

(FeX)P

A local maximum on the CC and on the
FDC a point where dT/dt= 0.
TEUTEND is signified as an inflection point
on the CC. If there is a drops back to the
base line value, then aTSOL is identified at
the intersection of the FDC and the DBL
[142].
At T(FeX)PNUC CC changing slope.
T(FeX)PNUC is detected on FDC as a
deflection,
after
solidification
transformation and around 970 °C [15].
At T(FeX)PMIN local minimum on the CC
and on the FDC as a point where dT/dt=
0.

At T(FeX)PNUC CC changing slope.
Iron Phosphides Maximum
T(FeX)PNUC is detected on FDC as a local
cooling rate Temperature
maximum.
At T(FeX)PG is a local maximum on the CC,
on the FDC as a point where dT/dt= 0. If
Iron Phosphides Growth
the FDC does not intersect the zero line,
Temperature
then, the T(FeX)PMIN= T(FeX)PPEAK= T(FeX)PG
and correspond to the maximum point on
the FDC.
At T(FeX)PEND CC changing slope.
Iron Phosphides End
T(FeX)PEND is detected on FDC as a
Temperature
deflection, after solidification region.
At TEUTDNUC CC changing slope.
Eutectoid Reaction
TEUTDNUC is detected on FDC as a
Nucleation Temperature
deflection.

4c

T

4d

T(FeX)PG

4e

T(FeX)PEND

5a

TEUTDNUC

5b

TEUTDMIN

Eutectoid Reaction
Minimum Temperature

It local minimum in the CC in the FDC
correspond to a point where dT/dt= 0.

5c

TEUTDPEAK

Eutectoid Reaction
Maximum Cooling Rate
Temperature

Correspond to a local maximum point on
the FDC.

PEAK
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5d

TEUTDG

Eutectoid Structures
Growth Temperature

5e

TEUTDEND

Eutectoid Reaction End
Temperature

∆TEUTUC

Eutectic Undercooling
Range Temperature
Eutectic Undercooling
Duration
Eutectic Undercooling
Average Cooling Rate
Eutectic Recalescence
Temperature Range
Eutectic Recalescence
Duration
Eutectic Recalescence
Average Cooling Rate
Eutectoid Undercooling
Temperature Range
Eutectoid Undercooling
Duration
Eutectoid Undercooling
Average Cooling Rate
Eutectoid Recaslescence
Temperature Range

∆tEUTUC
ACREUTUC
∆TEUTR
∆tEUTR
ACR EUTR
∆TEUTDUC
∆tEUTDUC
ACREUTDUC
∆TEUTDR

A local maximum on the CC and on the
FDC a point where dT/dt= 0.
TEUTDEND is signified as an inflection point
on the CC and is manifested as the local
minimum on FDC
∆TEUTUC= (aTEUTNUC –T EUTMIN) [153].
∆tEUTUC = (tEUTNUC–tEUTMIN)
ACREUTUC= ∆TEUTUC /∆tEUTUC
∆TEUTR= (TEUTG-TEUTMIN)

[153].

∆tEUTR = (tEUTG-tEUTMIN)
ACR EUTR = ∆TEUTR /∆tEUTR
∆TEUTDUC = (TEUTDNUC-TEUTDMIN)
∆tEUTDUC = (tEUTDNUC-tEUTDMIN)
ACREUTDUC = ∆TEUTDUC/ ∆tEUTDUC
∆TEUTDR = (TEUTDG-TEUTDMIN)

Eutectoid Recaslescence
Duration
Eutectoid Recalescence
Average Cooling Rate

∆tEUTDR = (tEUTDG-tEUTDMIN)

ACRMAX-LIQ

Melt Average Cooling
Rate

ACRMAX-LIQ = (TMAX-aTLIQ)/ (tMAX-atLIQ)

∆TLIQ-SOL

Solidification Temperature
Range

∆TLIQ-SOL= (aTLIQ-aTSOL)

∆tEUTDR
ACREUTDR

∆t LIQ-SOL

Solidification Duration

ASR

Average Solidification
Rate

∆TSOL-EUTDNUC

Solid State Cooling
Temperature Range

∆tSOL-EUTDNUC

Solid State Cooling
Duration

ACRSOL-

Solid State Average
Cooling Rate

EUTDNUC

∆TEUTDNUC-END

ACREUTDR = ∆TEUTDR /∆tEUTDR

∆TLIQ-SOL= (atLIQ-atSOL)
ASR= ∆TLIQ-SOL / ∆t LIQ-SOL
∆TSOL-EUTDNUC = (aTSOL-TEUTDNUC)
∆tSOL-EUTDNUC= (atSOL-tEUTDNUC)
ACRSOL-EUTDNUC= (aTSOL-TEUTDNUC)/
(atSOL-tEUTDNUC)

Eutectoid Transformation
Temperature Range
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∆TEUTDNUC-END = (TEUTDNUC-TEUTDEND)

∆tEUTDNUC-END
ACR EUTDNUCEND

ACRLIQ-EUTDEND

Eutectoid Transformation
Duration

∆tEUTDNUC-END= (tEUTDNUC –tEUTDEND)

Eutectoid Transformation
Average Cooling Rate

ACREUTDNUC-END= ∆TEUTDNUC-END/
∆tEUTDNUC-END

Liquids to Eutectoid End
Average Cooling Rate

ACRLIQ-EUTDEND= (TLIQ-TEUTDEND) / (tLIQtEUTDEND)

* The temperature where some reactions occurs is called apparent because the peaks in the
FDC are not deconvoluted

Table 3. 4. Nomenclature Set up for Metallurgical Events for Gray Iron
a)Parameter
t = time
T= Temperature
CR= Cooling Rate
ACR= Average
Cooling Rate
∆= difference
FS= Fraction Solid
FDA= Fraction
Decomposed
Austenite
Example:

b) Peak on the
FDC c) Stage of formation
(dT/dt)
(MnX)S= Sulfide Particles NUC = Starting Nucleation, inflection in
CC
γ= Austenite
MIN = point in CC, where dT/dt= 0
Γ= Graphite
EUT= Eutectic Reaction
PEAK = in CC, Maximum Peak in FDC
(FeX)P= Phosphide
Particles

G = Growth, Maximum point in CC, where
dT/dt= 0

EUTD= Eutectoid Reaction

END= End, Inflection in CC

T EUT G
Eutectic Growth Temperature

3.4 Comparison between UMSA Sample and Sand Cup
Figure 3.8 and Table 3.5 compare the cooling curves between the UMSA sample and sand cup.
A primary difference is observed at the end of the solidification. The negative peak on the sand
cup had been reported in the literature; however, a satisfactory explanation has not been put
forward [142][59][110]. The low thermal mass HT-UMSA sample does not evince a negative
peak. This observation could support the idea that the peak results from the heat released by the
system in the high thermal mass sample-crucible. The sand cup sample mass is around 200 g,
while the HT-UMSA sample mass is 40 g. Additional experimental work is needed. The fact
that the sand cup disintegrated after solidification could also contribute to the generation of the
negative peak.
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Figure 3. 8. Temperature data and first derivative are plotted versus time of sand cup (200 g)
compared with HT-UMSA test sample (40 g).

Table 3. 5. Comparison of Main Thermal Parameters
ACR MAX-LIQ , °C/s
ASR, °C/s
ACR EUTNUC-SOL, °C/s
ACR SOL--EUTDNUC, °C/s
ACR EUTDNUC-END, °C/s
ACR LIQ-EUTDEND, °C/s

Sand Cup
5.47
0.74
0.43
1.43
0.31
0.85

HT-UMSA
0.57
0.42
0.17
0.69
0.18
0.51

Y-plate
2.61
0.30
0.22
0.62
0.12
0.34

Figure 3.9 presents the solidification process of the sand cup sample. It is indicated the evaluation
of the TLIQ value according to the US patent [109]. There is a difference of 34 °C between the
TPγNUC and the patent TLIQ. The incorrect evaluation of the liquidus temperature results in the
misinterpretation of the primary austenite peak, which in turn prevents the determination of the
Dendrite Coherency Point. These characteristics are critical for assessment of melt feedability.
The microstructure comparison is presented in Figure 3.10; a detailed analysis is beyond the
objectives of this study, and is left to the future work.
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Figure 3. 9. TA data from sand cup and Dynamic Base Line indicated for identification of liquidus
and solidus temperature. Ref A= [109][18][102][59]; B= [142]; C= [18][154][155].

Figure 3. 10. LOM micrographs of the a) Sand cup sample, b) HT-UMSA sample. Evaluation

according to ASTM 247 [27].
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Observations and Conclusions
TA techniques attempt to predict not only the chemistry of the melt but also several metallurgical
characteristics. These characteristics include the nucleation potential (degree of inoculation),
shrinkage propensity, dendrite arm spacing, grain size, graphite shape, solidification
microstructure, and room temperature microstructure.
Commercial TA software provides limited information for some critical thermal events; the
events of eutectoid reaction are not even recorded. In some papers, the liquidus temperature is not
reported [59][118][119][156][157]; this value is a critical piece of information for the evaluation
of pre-eutectic transformations.
Studies were made using sand cup, Y-plate and step like plates which do not represent the actual
production cast part process.
The commercial sand cups do not allow the detection of the thermodynamically weak reactions
like (MnX)S and (FeX)P. Furthermore, the spatial resolutions of the cooling curves from this
technique, and the reliability of the TA data, are inadequate to accurately characterize industrial
metal casting and heat treatment processes.
The creation of a data base matrix, including temperature, time, cooling rates, FS and FDA, and
ranges of temperature and time, would be invaluable for defining a statistically valid basis for
TA. The TA must include both solidification and austenite decomposition process information.
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CHAPTER 4
IN-SITU THERMAL MEASUREMENTS OF BRAKE
ROTOR PROCESSED IN THE DISA LINE

High quality DISA line TA data is crucial for the successful HT-UMSA Physical Simulation of
the brake rotor semi-solid and solid state metallurgical transformations. This research approach
represents a new attempt for the holistic analysis of the temperature variation in a cast production
part to control the homogeneity of the metallurgical transformation, which contributes to
microstructure formation.
A realistic analysis of the temperature distribution and cooling rates within the rotor requires
direct measurement from the brake rotor during solidification and cooling. The temperature must
be measured on the production line in the critical sections of the brake rotor, including the
braking plate. Both intuition and numerical simulations identify that the last section of the rotor to
solidify is the region closest to the risers; however, there is no actual numerical data to support
this statement.
The commercial data acquisition systems available on the market measure the temperature and
cooling rates in a sand cup outside of the actual production line. Some researchers have used both
step-like plates, as well as a static off-line production-mold. These methods allow the
thermocouples used for the measurements to be directly connected to a data acquisition system.
Such a wired connection does not allow the measurements to be taken during line movement.
A molding line may transport the cast mold more than fifty meters to the shake out point were the
sand is removed. Measurements, taken as the casting cools while moving along the molding line,
are critical for the evaluation of the temperature and microstructure distributions. A wireless data
acquisition system can be used to manage the thermocouples in the molding line, with the data
being transmitted wirelessly to a remote computer near the molding line [148].

4.1 Experimental procedure
In this work, the measurement of temperature data along the molding line required development,
selection, and coordination of a number of physical components. Thermocouple selection had to
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take into account the temperature range of the process. The wireless system would have to be
able to deal with the environment in the plant. The incorporation of the thermocouples into the
sand mold was accomplished with additive manufacturing; protection of the thermocouples
during production had to be addressed. Additionally, there were issues associated with
implementing this system within a moving production line.

4.1.1 TC-Link Measurements Advantages
The Microstrain TC-Link unit consists of a TC-Link node into which the thermocouples are
connected. It transmits information to the base-station control unit using a radio signal. The
control unit is USB-linked to a computer data acquisition system, which receives and records the
data from the thermocouple.
Figure 4.1 shows both the arrangement and the basic connection of the thermocouples, as well as
a view of the base station with antenna. Figure 4.2 shows the software input screen and identifies
the information required by the data acquisition system to find and communicate with the TCLink nodes.
The base station communicates with one or more TC-Link nodes via radio frequencies (2.405 to
2.470 GHz direct sequence spread spectrum over 14 channels). It should not be placed on a
metallic surface. When used outdoors, good communication requires the antenna to be in an open
region and within a 2-km line of sight of the TC-Link node. Used indoors with obstructions, the
range is quoted as about 50 meters.

Figure 4. 1. The Microstrain TC-Link unit consists of: a) TC-Link node connected to the
thermocouples b) Base-station control unit with the antenna to send the signal to a CPU.
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Figure 4. 2. The Microstrain TC-Link software input screen identifies the information required to set
up the system.

The small dimensions of the TC-Link node allowed it to be placed into the molding production
line. The exact model used is TC-Link-6CH-LXRS. The TC-Link node is battery powered and
requires several hours to charge. The data acquisition rate used was the maximum available: 8
hertz / thermocouple.

4.1.2 Selection of Thermocouples
A typical pouring temperature for gray cast iron is in the range of 1425 -1435 ˚C. According to
exploratory experimental work, the melt loses 100˚C as it pours from the holding temperature
furnace to the fill gate of the brake rotor.
For this investigation, thermocouples similar to the ones used in laboratory work were selected: K
type, cromel-alumel, which works up to 1350 ˚C. The diameter for good sensitivity is 0.020 in
(0.5 mm). The length of the thermocouples varied between 24, 30, and 36 inches, (60, 76 and 91
cm) depending on their placement at different positions within the brake rotor.
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4.1.3 Brake Rotor Selected
Terminology associated with the brake rotor sections is provided in Figure 4.3. A ventilated,
passenger-car brake rotor was chosen for the temperature measurements on different sections on
the molding line. Figure 4.4 shows the main dimensions (mm) of this rotor.
The chemical composition of the gray-cast-iron rotor is classified as medium carbon, which is
typical on the production line. It has carbon content in the range of 3.40-3.65 wt. %. The
complete chemical composition of the rotor material is provided in Table 4.1.
Based on the equilibrium iron-carbon phase diagram, the alloy is considered hypoeutectic
according to the formula for the calculation of the CE in Table 2.4. The calculated values for the
Conventional (Referred by Campbell [19]), Bazhenov [55], and Silman [54] CE are: 4.19, 4.15,
and 4.04 wt. % respectively.

Figure 4. 3. Terminology associated with brake rotor sections. The CAD model includes a cut view to
show the internal fins.
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Figure 4. 4. Schematic of the brake rotor sections

Table 4. 1. Chemical Composition Specification, wt. %
Element
Client Required
Carbon
3.40 - 3.65
Manganese
0.50 - 0.70
Silicon
1.60 - 2.40
Sulfur
0.15 Max
Phosphorus
0.12 Max
Chromium
0.40 Max
Copper
Residual
Nickel
Residual
Molybdenum
Residual
Tin
Residual
Titanium
Residual
Vanadium
Residual
Values according to production line report
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Results
3.53
0.56
2.03
0.13
0.02
0.20
0.17
0.06
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01

4.1.4 Additive Manufacturing (AM) of Sand Core
Placement of thermocouples in the green sand mold was difficult because of the just-in-time
fabrication of the mold in the production line. Accurate thermocouple positioning required the
production line to be halted for several minutes. An additional constraint was that the green sand
is fresh; handling of the thermocouple wires could cause the sand to fall apart. Any such damage
to the mold would result in a cast product out of geometrical specifications, and a concomitant
loss of accuracy in the thermocouple measurements.
Considering these constraints, it was decided to place the thermocouples in a sand core, which in
the regular production is produced off-line. The core is then placed inside the green sand mold
just before the pouring the mold.
AM technology was used for the production of the sand cores. This method allowed accurate
localization of the thermocouple-tip, and routing of the thermocouple-wires inside the core. It
had no effect on the geometry of cast brake rotor, and it guaranteed that the thermocouples would
remain in position after the core was placed in the green sand mold. The main steps of the
manufacturing of the 3D sand cores are identified below.
•

A CAD model of the core was developed using the Catia software. The core production
design was modified by the addition of tunnels, through which the thermocouples were
routed. These tunnels were small enough to fit in the geometry of the core, but of sufficient
size to allow the thermocouple and the ceramic protection tubes to fit inside. A drawing of the
tunnels included in the production designed core is shown in Figure 4.5. The thermocouple
tips are located in different sections: baking plate, fins, hat and mounting surface; and in
different positions with respect to the melt gate: 5 o’clock (near melt gate) and 12 o’clock
(vents, 180˚ from the melt gate).

•

The core model was converted from Catia to the STL file format.

•

The file was transferred to an STL file to Ex-one machine S-Print™ Furan.

•

The set up was made following the established procedures for core printing.

•

The cores were printed using silica sand as powder and furan as binder.

•

The 3D printed cores were removed following the best practices on the work station; four
cores were printed at the same time.

•

The cleaning process required a different tool and additional care to eliminate any remaining
sand in the core channels.
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•

Following cleaning, the 3D printed cores were coated with the regular production thermal
coating.

•

The thermocouples were then positioned into the 3D printed cores.

Figure 4. 5. The design of the core for 3D printing, with the tip of the thermocouple to be placed in
the Hat, a) Isometric view b) Section view of the core

4.1.5 Protection and Set up of Thermocouples in Sand Core
Graphite coating (Landle coate) was used for extra protection in the walls of the tunnels of the
outside diameter of the core, Figure 4.6.

Thermocouples were protected by using mullite

(3Al2O3 · 2SiO2) tubes. They received three layers of alumina (Al2O3) coating [158] to ensure the
endurance of the thermocouple during the solidification and cooling processes of the casting,
Figure 4.7.
The thermocouple tips were extended outside of the core surface to a distance of 0.5 times the
final thickness of the cast part. This placement resulted in the thermocouple tip being placed at
the middle of the selected section: ½ (5 mm) in the fins; ½ (10 mm) in the hat section. In total,
two sand cores were instrumented; eighteen thermocouples were set in place; three TC-Link
nodes were used.
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Figure 4. 6. 3D printed core and coated a) before instrumentation, b) after instrumentation with KType thermocouple and with the covered channels.

Figure 4. 7. View of the core with the thermocouple tip covered with mullite tube and alumina
coating.

Table 4. 2. Green Sand Mold Physical Properties
Moisture
Compactability
Compression Resistance
Permeability
Temperature
Volatile Material
Active Clay
Combustible Material
Tensile Strength (Humid)

3.3-4.6
29-44
32 Min
70 Min
18-42
1.3-2.9
7.6-11.8
2.8 -6.2
0.18 Min
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%
%
PSI
Lt/s
°C
%
%
%
N/cm

4.1.6 Process Line Parameters
Temperature measurements were made in a regular production run of 3000 cast parts. The
properties of the green sand mold and the process parameters of the molding line followed regular
work protocols. Table 4.2 summarizes the green sand mold characteristics.
The instrumented sand cores were manually placed on the green sand mold line. As such, the
production line was stopped just before the ram pushes the mold into the molding line, Figure 4.8.
There were three important issues associated with these steps, the first of which was to avoid
breaking the sand cores. Second was properly aligning the sand core with the mold. The third
and final issue was placing the “tail” of the thermocouples through the gas vents, which allowed
their connectors to exit the mold and to be plugged into the TC-Link node.
Once the sand core was placed, the ram pushed the mold to close the chamber. Before the
pouring stage, the thermocouples were connected to the TC-Link node.

The tails of the

thermocouples were numbered for identification. The TC-Link system was then activated to start
the recording of the temperatures.

Figure 4. 8. a) Operator placing the Instrumented 3D core in production green sand mold on the
line, b) view before closing the green sand mold, showing the thermocouple connector over the mold.
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The mold and instrumented sand cores were poured following production work instructions; one
coin was taken for the chemical analysis shown in Table 4.1. Pouring time for each mold was 9 10 seconds. The melting and pouring temperature were in accordance with production ranges,
1530 °C and 1425 °C respectively.
After the pouring, and while moving through the production line, six thermocouples became
unplugged from the TC-Link node. Although the connections were restored, the resultant cooling
curves were incomplete. Additionally, one thermocouple failed due to high temperature.
The molds arrived at the shake-out point in 43 minutes. At this point, the thermocouples were
disconnected from the TC-Link node. After the node was removed, the instrumented cast part
continued to the sand removal cleaning stage. After the removal of excess material on the parting
line, the instrumented cast parts and two additional, standard-production cast parts were taken for
regular microstructural and mechanical properties inspection. Figure 4.9 shows the cast part with
the thermocouple tip position indicated in sectioned regions.

Figure 4. 9. As-cast brake rotor showing the referred positions. a) Brake rotor picture. b) Section
for 5 o’clock position with indicated locations of the thermocouple tips for TA. Tc8 point is located
in the cooling fin between outer and inner braking plates. Tc10 point is in the outer braking plate,
close to the hat and cooling fin. Tc11 is located in the hat, c) Hat brake rotor section mounted in
Bakelite for LOM analysis.
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4.2 Results
This section presents the results of the thermal analysis, microstructural analysis, SEM analysis,
mechanical properties, Magma simulation.

4.2.1 Thermal Data
Data was collected at 18 points in the rotor. Of the six thermocouples that were disconnected due
to constrains on the line, data from only four were completely

recorded. In the remaining

thermocouples, the signal from the solidification process was not good enough to determine the
liquidus point. As such, only three positions were selected to make the analysis; they were
positioned where the material entered into the mold (5 o’clock position).

Because the

temperature was higher at these locations, it was possible to identify the liquidus temperature.
Figure 4.10 shows the cooling curves for the three thermocouples selected. A comparison of the
graphs of these three curves reveals a noticeable difference metallurgical transformation times.
These differences arise due to not only the difference in the time when the liquid metal reaches
the location, but also effect of section thickness on the cooling rate.

Figure 4. 10. Comparison of smoothed data from thermocouples 8, 10 and 11: which were located at
the 5 o’clock position.
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The data were smoothed by Spline Line Interpolation Smoothing Procedure [159][160]. A linear
spline is a continuous function formed by connecting linear segments. The points where the
segments connect are called the knot of the spline. A spline of degree N is a function formed by
connection polynomial segments of degree N such that:
•

The function is continuous

•

The function has N-1 continuous derivatives

•

The Nth derivative is constant between knots

The procedure used a fifth-order polynomial; the curve was divided in 94 segments. The result of
the line smoothed is show in Figure 4.11. The red points are the raw data gathered from
production line measurements. The black line is the linear connection between these points. The
blue line is the resultant line from the spline interpolation procedure.

Figure 4. 11. a) Segment of CC data collected from thermocouple number 10; Tc10, in the production
line; b) Data smoothed by spline procedure; c) comparison of raw data from production line and
spline line smoothed data.
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Figure 4. 12. Comparison of TA from three thermocouples recorded. a) Temperature and first
derivative versus time in solidification region; b) Temperature and first derivative versus time in
solid state transformation region.
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Figure 4. 13. Thermal data from thermocouple 10 located in the outer braking plate

Comparison of the data collected from different locations revealed the cooling time to be the
primary difference. To better interpret the cooling curves, the first derivate was plotted from the
equations obtained from the spline smoothing procedure. Figure 4.12a superimposes the first
derivative curve on the time-temperature data from the three thermocouples. The turbulence
generated due to the pouring creates the peaks at the beginning of the TA curves. Figure 4.12b
shows the temperature time data and first derivative curves for the solid state transformation of
the gray cast iron.
The base line is obtained from the graph of the first derivative versus temperature and considers
both the solidification and solid state transformation, as shown in Figure 4.13 for the data
obtained at the thermocouple selected (Tc10). There are “bumps” at the end of the eutectic and
eutectoid transformation. Because these “bumps” are encountered above the base line they are
interpreted as heat coming from unknown sources, most likely associated with the latent heat of
solidification and solid state transformation from the surroundings of the brake plate. Because of
the uncertain source of these “bumps” the lines coming from the undercooling of the eutectic and
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eutectoid reaction, respectively, were extended by polynomial interpolation until the intersection
of the base line. In this way the end of eutectic and eutectoid reaction were defined. The thermal
data for solidification and solid state transformations are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4. 3. Temperature and First Derivative for Solidification and
Solid State Reactions Tc10
Experiment # Rotor 170427; Tc10; Out Braking Plate Thickness: 8 mm
Time, s
Temperature,°C
dT/dt, °C/s FS/FDA, %
T SH
T MAX

24.3
39.0

1535
1309.5
1182.8

-4.87
-3.214

0.00

46.0

1171.7

-0.662

2.73

aT Pγ END
aT EUT NUC
T EUT MIN

54.0

1164.4

-1.000

6.30

68.0
80.0

1150.4
1144.0

-0.967
0.014

11.29
16.28

T EUT PEAK

93.0

1146.1

0.254

23.71

T
G
aT SOL

125.0
257.0

1149.0
1111.1

0.001
-1.512

41.97
100.00

T EUTD NUC

1110.0

755.8

-0.198

0.00

MIN

1275.0

736.5

-0.001

17.66

PEAK

1310.0

736.7

0.009

27.55

1428.0
1673.0
2650.0

737.3
720.7
610.6

0.000
-0.132
-0.096

60.84
100.00

T LIQ =T
T

Pγ
NUC

Pγ
PEAK

EUT

T

EUTD

T

EUTD
EUTD

T
G
EUTD
T
END
T DEMOLD

4.2.2 Microstructure
Precise metallographic preparation of samples was undertaken to obtain the exact position of the
thermocouple tip.

Dimension data from the design was used in conjunction with stepped

sectioning of the part to avoid losing the thermocouple tip position. The cut sample was mounted
in Bakelite, then ground and polished in a semiautomatic grinding-polishing machine. Grinding
was accomplished using silicon carbide discs through 600 - 1200 grit. Diamond solutions of 9
µm, 3 µm and 1 µm were used for finish polishing.
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Figure 4.14 contains a mosaic of the polished sections in order to identify the general differences
between the regions of the brake rotor. The mounting surface area revealed the largest graphite
flakes. The methodology of ASTM A247-19 [27] Standard Test Method for Evaluating the
Microstructure of Graphite in Iron Castings was applied to the microstructural region closest to
the thermocouple tip. As per the standard, micrographs were examined with Olympus gx71
Microscopy at 100x magnification, Figure 4.15. Image Analysis Pax it software was used to
quantify the graphite size and free ferrite percentage.

Figure 4. 14. LOM mosaic micrographs associated with the three selected thermocouples’ tips.

Tables 4.4 and Figure 4.16 detail the percentages of both graphite type A by size number, as well
as ferrite in different regions of the rotor. The graphite size number shows an increasing trend
from the hat to the fin. The hat contains the highest percentage of graphite size 4 and 5. The
braking plate contains a high amount of graphite size 5. The fin section content highest amounts
of graphite size 6 - 8. A trend is also noted in the percentage of ferrite. The hat has the lowest
percentage of ferrite (0.2 %). The ferrite amount increases to the fin, where the maximum
percentage of 2.5 is noted.
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This work has identified that the ASTM 247 classification of graphite is not consistent with
morphology. The size of the graphite does not represent/indicate the type of graphite in the
sample. As such, the size number cannot easily be used to differentiate the type of graphite,
which then detracts from any statistical analysis to evaluate mechanical properties associated with
graphite morphology.

Figure 4. 15. As-polished and etched (5% Nital) LOM micrographs for the three thermocouple
positions in brake rotor with graphite morphology indicated. Pearlite is predominant in all cases,
with ferrite increasing from the hat area (a) to the fin area (c).
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Table 4. 4. Amount of Graphite Size per Number According to ASTM 247 [27]
Graphite Size
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Free Ferrite

Tc11
Hat, %
0.4
5.3
10.3
20.6
22.2
18.9
12.8
9.5
0.2

Tc10
Braking Plate, %
1.0
3.2
7.2
11.7
15.9
14.3
12.7
9.0
1.1

Tc8
Fin, %
0.1
1.9
5.4
13.4
17.2
23.1
21.2
17.6
2.5

Figure 4. 16. Image Analysis data of graphite (a) according to ASTM 247 [27], and free ferrite (b) for
hat, braking plate and fin sections.

4.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Analysis
Analysis of the microstructure of etched samples was conducted at the Great Lakes Institute for
Environment Research - University of Windsor using a scanning electron microscope equipped
with: a field emission gun (filament) for highest resolution; Everhart-Thornle secondary electron
detector; solid state backscatter detector; large field Secondary electron detector; and EDAX
Octane Plus energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) x-ray detector.
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Figure 4. 17. SEM micrographs and EDS spectra: a) Fine pearlite; b) (MnX)S particle surrounding
an Al203 particle; c) Ti, V, Cr, Nb, C particle; d) P, Cr, Mo, Fe, C particle.
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Figure 4.17 shows the structure of the metal matrix and embedded particles. The fine pearlite in
Figure 4.17a) is only distinguishable at this range of magnification (3000x); at lower
magnification (500x), the same area appeared ferritic. EDS analysis of the embedded particles
revealed compositions containing elements such as Ti, V, Cr, and P, as well as C and Fe.
(MnX)S particles were encountered near graphite morphologies.

The particles shown are

representative of the braking plate rotor microstructure.

4.2.4 Mechanical properties
One of the rotors produced in the same batch as the instrumented rotors was used to evaluate the
tensile strength. The tensile strength was obtained by the wedge method, according to Rassini
specification [161] approved by the clients. Wedge compressive strength (Rk) is converted to
tensile strength (Rm) by means of the following Equation:
Rm = 1.8 x Rk - 55(N/mm2)
The specimen taken from the sample for the test has dimensions 6 x 20 x 25 mm and was milled
to a micro finish of 3.2 µm. The sample was subjected to a slowly increasing load in the Kogel
machine until fracture, Figure 4.18. The maximum load is recorded and the tensile strength
calculated. Test-samples for the wedge compressive strength were taken from the braking plates.
Brinell Hardness (HB) was measured on the different sections of the rotor, Figure 4.19, using a
load of 7500 MPa and a ball of diameter 5 mm in EMCO (M4U–075) equipment. The tensile
strength and hardness results are summarized in Table 4.5.

Table 4. 5. Brake Rotor Mechanical Properties
Tensile Strength Rm (MPa)
Required
207 Min

A
235

Hardness 0.5 mm below the
surface HB (HBW)
Required
1
2
187-241
198
192

B
255
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Figure 4. 18. Kogel Machine for wedge compressive strength test. a) General view of the machine
with no sample; b) Zoom with a sample already broken.

Figure 4. 19. Cross section drawings of the brake rotor, the positions for mechanical properties
evaluations are indicated. a) Wedge compressive strength samples were taken from braking plates;
b)wedge compressive strength sample; c) Brinell Hardness points measurements (5mm / 7500MPa)
were taken at: two points 0.5 mm below the surface (ASTM E 10) [162].
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4.2.5 Magma Simulations
The same positions occupied by the thermocouples in the brake rotor were monitored in a
Magmasoft simulation. The conditions of the simulation were set up using the data from the
production line and from the database within Magmasoft.
A comparison was made to show the difference between the measured temperature and the
Magmasoft simulation results. The simulation results do not have a consistent time interval. The
results were first interpolated, and then the first derivative was obtained using UMSA-software.
Figure 4.20 shows the comparisons at the three different thermocouple positions selected.
Maximum temperature differences are indicated in the graphs.
By taking the first derivative of the curve the differences associated with the metallurgical
reactions become more evident. Figure 4.21 shows the first derivative of thermocouple Tc10 in
the braking plate. The temperature of the reactions and the cooling rate are indicated. The
liquidus temperature shows a significant difference, 24 °C. The average solidification rate and the
average cooling rate for the solid state transformation are faster in the Magma simulation. Time
differences at the beginning and finish of the reactions lead to different ASR and ACR.

Figure 4. 20. Comparison between cooling curves of actual measured in brake rotor and the
Magmasoft simulations for the three thermocouples positions. a)Fin CC, highest difference 93 °C; b)
Braking plate CC, highest difference 55 °C. This graph also shows a difference of 60 seconds at the
beginning of the curve; c) Hat CC, highest difference 301 °C at the beginning of the curve.
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Figure 4. 21. Comparison of first derivative curve between Magma simulation and actual rotor
measurements in the braking plate, Tc10; a) Solidification process; b) Solid state transformations.
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4.3 Observations and Discussion
Observations and discussion of the data obtained through production line measurement of the
temperature in actual gray cast iron rotors are provided in a number of areas. Time-temperature
data allows the determination of cooling rates, as well as the identification of phase
transformations through the analysis of the first derivative of the time-temperature curves. The
effect of section thickness and cooling rate on microstructure can be determined.

4.3.1 Thermal Data and Microstructure
The thermal data of the cooling curve selected, Tc10, can be detailed numerically by use of the
first derivative of the data.

The metallurgical reactions cooling rates are summarized in Table

4.6.
Table 4. 6. Metallurgical Reactions Cooling Rates, °C/s

Thermocouple
Tc10,
Braking Plate

°C/s

ASR
0.33

ACR

ACR

ACR

ACR

EUTNUC-SOL

SOL-EUTDNUC

EUTDNUC-END

LIQ-EUTDEND

0.21

0.42

0.06

0.28

The data of Tc10 is the most critical due to its location in the section associated with the braking
performance of the rotor. This area the rotor exhibits the desired microstructure; its cooling curve
and first derivate show provide data to serve as a goal for further material development.

4.3.2 Phase Diagram Generator
For gray cast iron, the Carbon Equivalent (CE) establishes the state of the alloy, hypoeutectic or
hypereutectic with respect of the stable Fe-C phase diagram. Knowing this state is necessary to
analyze the solidification process of the melt according to the phase diagram.
The chemical composition of the brake rotor provided in Table 4.1 was used as an input to the
Phase-Diagram-Generator Software [57]. Figure 4.22 shows three phase diagrams generated by
this software. Figure 4.22a considers only the addition of 2.1 wt. % Si including the inoculant to
generate the phase diagram. The position of the eutectic point and the lines of the diagram are
interpolated based on already-reported Fe-C phase diagrams. Figure 4.22b considers the Si
addition and the elements mentioned in the Silman formula from Table 2.4. The CEUT is shifted
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to 3.65 wt. %. Figure 4.22c reflects the effect of additions of Si, S, Mn, and P from the Bazhenov
formula. In this phase diagram, the CEUT is shifted to 3.59 wt. %.
In the phase diagrams of Figures 4.22b and 4.22c, the calculated value of eutectic carbon (CEUT)
is shown at the top. These values do not match the CEUT obtained from the generated phase
diagram. This discrepancy is explained due to the fact that the phase diagrams used as source for
the interpolation are ideal Fe-C systems in stable conditions, i.e., only the Si content was
changed. The value of CEUT is a result of the effect of the different elements in the formula used;
then the CEUT calculated is compared with the C content in the melt (CEUT-C) to identify if the
alloy is hypoeutectic or hypereutectic. The alloy in all the cases is hypoeutectic, the biggest
difference is encountered using the Silman formula (CEUT-C= 0.27).

Figure 4. 22. Three different phase diagrams generated by interpolation. The red line on the three
graphs indicates the C content. The phase diagram a) considers only the addition of 2.1 wt. % Si
including the inoculant. Phase diagrams generated considering the elements in b) Silman formula,
c) Bazhenov formula.

Figure 4.23 shows the equilibrium Fe-C phase diagram and the CE calculated using the brake
rotor chemistry (Table 4.1) and 2.1 wt. % Si (increased because of the addition of the inoculant).
CEConv considers the C content, and Si addition. CESil considers C content, the Si addition and the
elements mentioned in the Silman formula, and CEBazh reflects the effect of additions of Si, S,
Mn, and P from the Bazhenov formula.
Under this scheme, the CEConv is closest to the eutectic point. The difference is 0.15 wt. %; as
such, the expected a solidification process should produce a low content of austenite dendrites
and higher amount of eutectic structures. The farthest from the stable eutectic point (4.34 wt. %)
is the CESil (CE-CESil= 0.26); a higher amount of austenite dendrites is expected. A detailed and
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statistical analysis to correlate the (CE - CE

calculated)

or (CEUT calculated - C) with the amount of

austenite dendrites in a given alloy, is beyond the scope of the present research.

Figure 4. 23. Equilibrium Fe-C phase diagram with CE calculated with three different formulas for
the chemical composition of the brake rotor.

Figure 4.24 shows the interpolated phase diagram obtained considering only the Si addition and
the thermal traces obtained from the braking plate (Tc10) in the industrial cast part. It illustrates
the differences between the thermal moments identified by the first derivative curve and the ones
identified on the phase diagram. The liquidus temperature according to the phase diagram is
1169 °C; it lies at the point where the line of 3.5 wt. % C crosses the liquidus line. The first
derivative curve identifies the liquidus temperature at 1183 °C, a difference of 14 °C.
The alloy is identified as hypoeutectic with its C content below the CEUT indicated on the
diagram. For a hypoeutectic composition, the first peak on the first derivative curve corresponds
to austenite formation. The primary austenite peak ends at the same temperature as the CEUT in
the phase diagram.
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Figure 4. 24. Interpolated equilibrium Fe-C- 2.1 wt. % Si phase diagram superimposed with the first
derivative (dT/dt ) vs Temperature of the cast component [57]. Liquidus temperature in the phase
diagram results from the intersection of the C content line = 3.5 wt. % and the Liquidus line. The
eutectic temperature is indicated by the solid horizontal line which passes through the eutectic point.
The eutectoid reaction temperatures are shown with the solid horizontal lines in the phase diagram.
In the first derivative versus temperature curve, the TLIQ value (left) is marked by a dot. At lower
temperatures, the apparent solidus points are indicated on the dT/dt curve with dots; the related
temperature near to the left is connected by dotted lines; the eutectoid transformation temperatures
are similarly indicated. The 3D heat flux effect due to the latent heat released by surrounding areas
during solidification and solid state transformation are indicated on the dT/dt curve.

The phase diagram does not indicate when the eutectic reaction is finished, i.e., when
solidification is complete. Superposition of the first derivative on the phase diagram identifies
the solidification completion temperature at 1111 °C. A new finding in the present work is the
possible effect of three-dimensional (3D) heat flux, which results from the interaction of the
surroundings on the cast part. Such bumps have not been reported in the literature; they were also
not observed during exploratory work on the HT-UMSA platform. It is observed in Figure 4.12
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that the “bump” associated with Tc10 is under the solidification range region of Tc11. The bump
associated with Tc8 is under the solidification range region of Tc10. Such interactions are
possibly a consequence of the data being acquired from the part geometry associated with an
actual industrial process rather than under controlled laboratory conditions using a simple
geometry.

Figure 4. 25. Phase diagram generated by interpolation, Si= 2.03 wt. % with superimposed Fraction
Solid and Decomposed Austenite to show the beginning and end of the transformation in terms of the
temperature, and to compare with the phase diagram lines. Values for different Average
Solidification and Cooling Rates (ASR & ACR) Tc10 are indicated.

In the eutectoid region the differences in terms of the nucleation and completion of the austenite
transformation are more obvious. There is a temperature difference of 18 °C in the nucleation
temperature; 25 °C in the apparent completion of the eutectoid reaction; and 78 °C in the finish of
the transformation considering the 3D heat flux presumable from the latent heat of solid state
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transformation in the surroundings. Further experimental work is required to understand the
phenomena of the observed bump.
Figure 4.25 presents the interpolated phase diagram with the Fraction Solid (FS) and Fraction
Decomposed Austenite (FDA) taken from the thermal data of the braking plate (Tc10). It
suggests that the solidification temperature range, primary freezing range + eutectic freezing [15],
required for an actual cast part is between 72 to 164 °C. The theoretical primary freezing range
spans 11 °C, but eutectic freezing range is not clearly indicated on the stable phase diagram [58].
Heine reported the finish of eutectic freezing at about 1098-1126 °C [15]. Eutectic freezing data
from Tc10 thermocouple identify the end freezing area at 1111 °C. The maximum temperature
range of decomposed austenite (FDA) based on the measured values is 35 °C, compared to 28 °C
for the theoretical range identified on the interpolated phase diagram. Heine gives the range as
111 °C, but at higher temperature T EUTD NUC= 843 °C to T EUTD END= 721 °C. These temperatures
are higher compared to T EUTD NUC= 756 °C to T EUTDEND = 721 °C in the present work. It is worth
noting that the end of the bump in the eutectoid region is at 668 °C, Figure 4.24.

4.3.3 Liquidus Temperature
The liquidus temperature obtained from the first derivative was compared to the liquidus
temperature obtained from the phase diagram, Figure 4.24. Formulas reported by several authors
were used to calculate TLIQ considering the chemical composition of the brake rotor. The different
calculated values of TLIQ are provided in Table 4.7.
The maximum difference between these values is 15 °C; the difference is derived from the values
obtained from actual rotor first derivative curve (1183 °C) and calculated by formula (1168 °C).
As discussed in the second and third chapter, the formulae encountered in the literature consider
the peak in the first derivative curve associated with the primary structure to be the liquidus
temperature, instead of considering the nucleation point of the primary structure.
Table 4. 7. TLIQ Obtained Using Brake Rotor Chemical Composition
Obtained Means
First Derivative Tc10
Phase Diagram Generator
TLIQ =1623.60-112.36(C+Si/4+P/2)
TLIQ =1669-124(C+Si/4+P/2)
TLIQ =1569-97.3 (C+0.25Si)

TLIQ, °C
1183
1169
1170
1168
1177
94

Reference
Actual Brake Rotor Braking Plate Area
Phase Diagram Generator [57]
Heraeus [18]
Humprey/Stefanescu [163]
Heine/Stefanescu [163]

4.4 Conclusions and Future Work
Thermal Analysis
1.

The thermal data on a brake rotor varies for the different sections. The hat section was
shown to solidify last, 108 seconds after the fin section. The time difference in solidification
depends on the position.

2.

The TLIQ calculated by existing formulas is not valid. Due to the fact that they consider the
peak of the first derivative curve of the primary structure. Instead, the nucleation of the
primary structure should be used to determine the value of TLIQ, because the solidification
process actually begins at nucleation.

Phase Diagram
3.

The complex geometry of cast parts and the more elaborate chemistries of new alloys
demand a new approach on the phase diagram interpretation and construction.

4.

The Fe-C phase diagram for cast iron chemistries needs to be updated to include a line
associated with the end of the eutectic reaction

5.

Enough data collected under similar conditions can lead to the construction of a phase
diagram. Due to the variability of the cooling rate in the different sections of a component, a
phase diagram would most likely need to be developed for each alloy/cast component used
by a company.

Microstructure
6.

Plant brake rotors contain a mixture of ultrafine and coarse pearlite; the fine pearlite can be
misinterpreted as ferrite, due to the white brilliant appearance under the LOM. As such, there
exists an opportunity to standardize the characterization of pearlite, which could provide
procedures suitable for use on production parts.

Simulation (CAD)
7.

While the Magma simulations are useful for predicting the general temperature distribution
in a casting, the thermal traces obtained are not sufficient for detailed thermal analyses.
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CHAPTER 5
HT-UMSA REPLICATION AND ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION COOLING
RATES AND MICROSTRUCTURES

This chapter contains three main sections. The first section deals with experiments that use
natural cooling to define the thermal characteristics of the rotor alloy. The second section details
the upgrades to the HT-UMSA platform to allow the replication of cooling rates associated with
the production process. The final section uses a sequential quenching technique to characterize
the metallurgical reactions associated with solidification and cooling of gray cast iron.
Standard procedures were employed for the preparation of the metallographic samples in this
work. Precise sectioning of regions associated with thermocouple placement was accomplished
with a diamond blade saw. Samples were hot press mounted in Bakelite. Automatic grinding and
polishing was conducted with silicon carbide grit papers (120 to 1220 grit) and diamond paste (9
to 1 µm).
Unless otherwise noted, K-type thermocouples, 0.50 mm diameter, were used for fast thermal
response in all the experiments. The thermocouple tip was contained in a mullite tube to improve
high-temperature life. The mullite tube was inserted inside a stainless steel tube to provide
stiffness. A high-temperature coating was used to seal the interface between the tubes; an
alumina coating layer was then applied to the thermocouple tip.

5.1 Experiments with Natural Cooling
The experiments in this section demonstrate that raw materials and scrap metal can be combined
in the UMSA to produce gray cast iron. The effect of inoculants on cooling and microstructure is
characterized. Aspects of sand cooling media are explored. Finally, the ability to re-melt brake
rotor material is demonstrated. These experiments reveal the impact of sample size on cooling
rate, and that cooling rate can be changed by physical insulation of the sample. All of these
experiments are important to the industrial sponsor because they address the initial purpose for
this work: to demonstrate that the HT-UMSA platform can be used to accelerate the process of
alloy development
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5.1.1 Scrap Melting
Raw material from Rassini facilities was used to conduct experiments involving the melting of
scrap. The three objectives of these natural-cooling experiments were to:
•

Achieve the production melting temperature, up to 1590 °C

•

Obtain a homogenous gray iron solid sample from melted scrap material

•

Meet the production requirements for chemical analysis, microstructure, and mechanical
properties

Experimental procedure
The crucible charge was calculated using Rassini’s production methodology. The raw materials
listed in Table 5.1 were segmented to reduce their size as shown in Figure 5.1. The scrap was
cleaned with acetone; boring chips were mechanically compacted; the inoculant (FeSi) and iron
sulfide (FeS) were consolidated with the scrap ingredients.

Table 5. 1 Crucible Charge
Charge materials

Mass, g

Returned Gray Iron ( 25-mm diameter disk)
Low Carbon Steel (20x10x1 mm)

37.8
32.4

High Mn Steel (20 x 40 x 2 mm)

9.9

Boring Chips (compacted)
Pig iron, <10 mm pieces

5.4
4.5

Graphex (powder)

1.93

SiC (powder)
Ba based Inoculant (powder)
FeCr (powder)
FeS (powder)

0.79
0.16
0.07
0.07

Total

93.02

This charge was placed in a mullite crucible (Assembly mullite tube-ceramic caps). A B-type
thermocouple was placed inside the sample, 3.25 mm from the sample edge, near to the crucible
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wall.

It was protected by two mullite insulator tubes, the inner of which had a two-hole

configuration with outer diameter 3.2 mm; the outer of which had a diameter of 6.4 mm. This
configuration was used to protect the thermocouple assembly from getting frozen into the sample.
As such, the thermocouple could be re-used multiple times

Figure 5. 1. Segmented raw material used for HT-UMSA scrap melting experiment

A B-type thermocouple (TW) was used to control the heating and temperature control processes
due to its better survival capacity at high temperatures up to 1700 °C. The before mentioned KType thermocouple assembly was located at the sample center; it was not immersed in the sample
until the temperature on cooling dropped to 1350 °C. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic of the test
assembly.
Once the HT-UMSA test sample assembly was configured, the process parameters, Table 5.2,
were entered into UMSA 7-Fe_MS software. Table 5.3 identifies the various variables associated
with the testing; the numerical values associated with the most successful run are listed.
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Figure 5. 2. Set up of the scrap melting HT-UMSA experiments. a) A rounded gray iron slice with
hole for the thermocouple B-type protection mullite tube, b) Closed crucible assembly (Mullite tube,
top and bottom with machinable ceramic caps), the B-type (TW) and K-type (TC) protected
thermocouples, c) Cross section drawing of the final assembly, a Fiberfrax insulation layer between
the crucible and the induction coil was used, and a third thermocouple was placed for reference of
coil parameters can influence in the thermal parameter (TF) monitoring interface temperature
between coil and Fiberfrax, and safety issues. Tc moved to point 2 until the sample temperature
dropped to 1350 °C. d) Picture of the final assembly for the scrap melting experiments.

Table 5. 2. UMSA Parameters for Scrap Melting
Parameter Set in UMSA Software
Heating Power
Maximum Temperature
Melt Homogenization Time
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Value
3500 w
1590 °C
180 s

Table 5. 3 Variables for Scrap Melting Experiments Insulation
Variable
Melt Temperature, °C
Fiberfrax Inside Layer, mm
Fiberfrax Outside Layer, mm
Fiberfrax Top Layer, mm
Water Flow Rate, LPM
Heating Power Change, %
Air coil, LPM

Value
1530
15
30 Max.
31 Max.
230 Max.
n/a
n/a

Table 5. 4. Rassini’s Customer Requirements and HT-UMSA Sample Data
Chemical Composition

≤3.7
0.4-0.8
0.95-1.35
≤ 0.1
≤ 0.10
≤ 0.20
≤ 0.60
≤ 0.20
≤ 0.60
Not required
Not required

HT-UMSA
Result , wt. %
3.55
0.76
1.46
0.05
0.03
0.16
0.06
0.04
0.01
4.03
3.99

Required

Result

I
70% min
Tolerated
Tolerated
Tolerated
Permissible
Predominant
≤10%
None
None
2 /cell
Required
170-220

I
IA 3-5˃70%
<20%
Trace
Trace
<5%
Predominant
4%
None
None
None
Result
191

Required, wt. %

C
Mn
Si
S
P
Cr
Cu
Ni
Mo
CEConventional
CE Bazhenov
Metallographic, DIN EN ISO 945
[26]
Form:
Graphite A3-5
Graphite B
Graphite C
Graphite D 7-8
Graphite E 3-5
Pearlite Lamellar
Ferrite
Ledeburite
Cementite
Carbides
Mechanical Properties
HB 5/750 (DIN EN ISO 6506)[164]
Experiment 160422
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Results
Table 5.4 reports the chemical composition, microstructure, and hardness of the resultant sample
in the standard format of the industrial sponsor. Microstructural analysis revealed that the sample
was fully melted; it solidified into a homogeneous gray iron structure, Figure 5.3. The chemical
composition corresponds to a conventional carbon equivalent of 4.03 %, and a Bazhenov carbon
equivalent of 3.99 wt. %. These values are consistent with a hypoeutectic alloy, which would
have primary austenite dendrites. Brinell hardness (5/750) was measured at 191. The results of
these characterizations reported in Table 5.4 conform to the listed production requirements.

Figure 5. 3. Resultant microstructure from scrap melting experiment. a) Unetched sample center; b)
Unetched sample edge; c) Etched sample center; d) Etched sample edge.

Table 5.5 shows cooling rates calculated from the first derivative analysis of the HT-UMSA
platform. These rates are associated with the experimental variables noted in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
An average solidification rate (ASR) of 0.42 °C/s was obtained in the free cooling experiment,
which as previously noted corresponds to the most successful run. The average cooling rate over
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the eutectoid transformation, from nucleation to completion, is 0.17 °C/s. The nomenclature and
methodology for calculating these cooling rates is fully detailed in Section 3.3.

Table 5. 5. Cooling Rate results for Scrap Melting Experiments
Sample
HT-UMSA
Scrap Melt

ASR
°C/s

0.42

ACR

ACR

ACR

ACR

EUTNUC-SOL

SOL-EUTDNUC

EUTDNUC-END

LIQ-EUTDEND

0.31

0.87

0.17

0.61

Experiment 160422
Observations and Conclusions
The scrap melting experiments demonstrated the capabilities of the HT-UMSA Platform.
♦

Re-melting of the scrap, and processing of the liquid, semi-solid and solid HT-UMSA
test samples to obtain homogenous gray cast iron

♦

Physical simulation involving melting at a high temperature (1540 °C) in support of alloy
development for industrial applications

♦

Capture of high resolution thermal data for the comprehensive assessment of kinetics
during solidification and solid state transformations

These natural-cooling experiments identified areas for improvement in the processing of scrap
melting. Reduction of free ferrite in the microstructure to required levels is achieved both by
controlling the levels of chromium, manganese, and copper content, as well as by increasing the
average cooling rate during eutectoid solidification above the range of 0.15 - 1.66 °C/s associated
with natural cooling. This reduction in free ferrite is obtained in the experiments in Section 5.2.
It is noted that chemical analysis of the scrap metal could be undertaken to maintain tighter
control of composition.
Graphite A, B and E is obtained with average solidification rates in the range of 0.37 - 1.54 °C/s.
Adjustment of the solidification rate to increase the amount of graphite A and reduce/eliminate
graphite E is again accomplished in Section 5.2.
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5.1.2 Inoculant Effects Natural Cooling
Experiments were undertaken to identify the effect of inoculants on the cooling curve. The
results of these experiments were examined to determine which inoculant produced better a
microstructure.
Experimental procedure
Inoculant experiments were conducted on base metal samples from the same material in bar form,
19-mm diameter and 25-mm length. The chemical composition is provided in Table 5.6. Using
the maximum and minimum compositions ranges, the conventional carbon equivalents was
calculated at 4.09 - 4.14 wt. %; the Bazhenov CE was calculated at 4.05 - 4.09 wt. %.
Table 5. 6. Base Metal Composition for Inoculant Experiments
Element
Wt. %

C
3.48-3.50

Mn
0.55

Si
1.85-1.92

S
0.05

P
0.02

Cr
0.2

Element
Wt. %

Cu
0.23-0.24

Ni
0.02-0.30

Mo
0

Sn
0.06

Ti
0.01

V
0.01

Table 5.7 details the different inoculants and additions of FeS used in these experiments. The
chemistry of the inoculants can be complex and dependent on the manufacturing process. The
element/compound listed in the table is the primary microstructural contributor, with exception of
silicon carbide, which was mechanically treated in the University of Puebla, Mexico [165]. One
sample with no additions was re-melted as a control.

Table 5. 7 Inoculants and FeS Additions
Inoculant
Barium

Inoculant, wt. %
0.19

FeS, wt. %
0.07

Ferro Silicon

0.19

0.20

Barium

0.19

0.20

Strontium

0.19

0.20

Silicon Carbide
(SiC-16H)

0.19

0.20
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The crucible assembly, Figure 5.4, consisted of a mullite tube and ceramic cups. Insulation of the
sample was accomplished using Fiberfrax. Two calibrated K-type thermocouples were placed at
the center and 2 mm from the edge of the sample. The 5-minute defined thermal profile, Table
5.8, included the heating time plus a 3-minute holding time. Davis [1] identified that inoculant
fading begins at five minutes.

Figure 5. 4. Set up for experiments with different inoculant and FeS additions. a) The assembly
crucible with two thermocouples, the sample is already inside, b) The final assembly, a Fiberfrax
layer was used for insulation, c) Cross section drawing view of the configuration of the final
assembly.

Table 5. 8. HT-UMSA Parameters for Inoculant Experiments
HT-UMSA Software Parameter
Heating power:
Maximum Temperature:
Holding Time:
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Value
3500 w
1330 °C
180 s

Figure 5. 5. Dissimilar Cooling Curves and First derivate plotted versus time from samples
inoculated with: 0.19 wt. % Ba + 0.07 wt. % FeS; 0.19 wt. % SiC + 0.20 wt. % FeS, and sample with
no additions. The main difference observed is the time duration of the solidification and austenite
decomposition nucleation and end moments.

Results
Figure 5.5 shows the effect of inoculant on the cooling curve and its first derivative for the three
most dissimilar curves. Not shown are the Sr-inoculated and FeSi curves, which are similar to the
SiC-inoculated and control curves, respectively. The primary difference in the curves is the shift
in time of the eutectic and eutectoid reactions. The sample inoculated with 0.19 wt. % Ba + 0.07
wt. % FeS required the longest time to complete the reactions.
The inoculant experiments identified temperature differences associated with the nucleation of
the primary austenite peak (Pγ) and the end of the eutectic reaction. The non-inoculated control
samples exhibited the highest nucleation temperature for primary austenite (TPγ NUC) at 1214 °C,
compared to the Ba+ 0.07FeS inoculated sample, which had the lowest value at 1200 °C. This
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same temperature trend is noted for these same inoculant conditions for the end of the eutectic
and eutectoid reaction.
Cooling rates associated with solidification, the eutectic transformation, and the eutectoid
transformation were calculated. For each of these three cooling rates, the difference between the
non-inoculated sample and the sample inoculated with 0.19 wt. % Ba+ 0.07 wt.% FeS was less
than 0.1 °C/s. The SiC-inoculated sample shows exhibited the highest value for each rate. The
overall range for all samples in all conditions was between 0.1 and 0.5 °C/s.
Microstructure
Figure 5.6 shows the graphite distribution resulting from the control and inoculated samples.
According to the specification ISO 945 [26], the graphite is Type I; the distribution is mainly A,
with some presence of B and E. The size varies from 3 - 8. Figure 5.7 identifies the percentage of
each graphite size in each sample. The general trend is a high percentage of graphite sizes 6 and
7. The sample inoculated with Sr exhibits the highest content of graphite size 8. Of note is the
highest content of graphite size 5 and 6 and the lowest percentage of graphite size 8, on sample
inoculated with 0.19 wt. % Ba+ 0.20 wt. % FeS.
Figure 5.8 identifies that inoculant affects the amount of free ferrite. Light Optical Microscopy
(LOM) revealed 0.2 % free ferrite for the non-inoculated sample; the sample inoculated with
Barium and 0.20 wt. % addition of FeS had the highest amount of free ferrite at 2 %.
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Figure 5. 6. Polished and etched (Nital 5%) microstructure for samples with different inoculant and
addition of FeS. A) Non-inoculated control sample, b) Inoculant FeSi (0.19 wt. %) and FeS (0.20 wt.
%), c) Inoculant Barium (0.19 wt. %) and FeS (0.20 wt. %),
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Figure 5. 6 continued. d) Inoculant Barium (0.19 wt. %) and FeS (0.07 wt. %), e) Inoculant Sr (0.19
wt. %) and FeS (0.20 wt. %) , f) Inoculant SiC (0.19 wt. %) and FeS (0.20 wt. %).
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Figure 5. 7. Percentage of graphite size (ISO 945[26]) for samples with different inoculation.

Figure 5. 8. Percentage of free ferrite for samples with different inoculation.
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Observations and Conclusions
The preferred graphite morphology occurs with the addition of 0.19 wt. % barium inoculant, and
is enhanced by the addition of 0.20 wt. % of FeS. This inoculant was selected for use in the
physical simulation experiments in Section 5.2. The free ferrite percentage is higher in the
sample with 0.20 wt. % FeS; the addition of elements to stabilize the pearlite formation is
required to decrease the free ferrite amount. The effectiveness of the Sr inoculant decreased due
to the fading effect [44].
Future work is identified in two areas. First, Figure 5.9 plots the average graphite size against the
average cooling rate for eutectic solidification. A linear correlation (R2 = 0.89) between these
parameters was noted.

Further work is required to determine whether this correlation is

statistically significant. The current data set is small, with the average calculated from samples
with graphite sizes ranging from 3 to 8. However, the distribution of graphite size in Figure 5.7
appears normal. Second, some variability in the evolution of austenite decomposition was noted
between different inoculants. The effect of the inoculants on eutectoid kinetics is not often
described in the literature. Further work can determine whether this variability stems from
increasing silicon content or from the presence of different elements in the inoculant.

Figure 5. 9. Correlation between the average cooling rate from the eutectic growth temperature
(TEUT G) up to the eutectic end temperature (TEUTEND), and the Graphite average sizes of the sample
with different inoculants.
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5.1.3 Low Thermal Mass Samples Sand Cooling Media
Silica sand was used as a cooling medium to increase the cooling rate at beginning of
solidification, which is limited by natural cooling to about 3 °C/s. This value comprises to 26
°C/s in production.
Experimental Procedure
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.10. A low thermal mass sample with an 18-mm
diameter and 24.9-mm length was used. Stainless steel foil, 0.5-mm thick was used as a crucible.
It was coated with alumina paint for high temperature use. Two ceramic caps at the top and
bottom were used to hold the stainless steel foil and insulate the sample.

The K-type

thermocouple assembly described at the beginning of the chapter was used. As shown in Figure
5.10b, the crucible-sample assembly was placed on a bigger ceramic container, which contained
two additional thermocouples.
Table 5.9 identifies the UMSA software parameters used. After the test sample reached the
maximum temperature of 1330 °C, it was held there for 120 s. Then unused, room-temperature
silica sand was added to the outer crucible container using a funnel. The inherent fluidity of the
sand allowed it to cover the sample completely.
Table 5. 9. UMSA Parameters for Experiments Using Silica Sand
UMSA Software Parameters
Heating power:
Emergency stop Temperature:
Maximum Temperature:
Holding Time:

Value
3500 w
1600 °C
1330 °C
120 s

Table 5.10 identifies the sample composition used in these experiments. The amount of silicon
was increased due to the addition of inoculant. Carbon equivalents were calculated for this
sample composition: 4.29 wt. % for the conventional value; 4.24 wt. % for the Bazhenov value.
Table 5. 10. Sample Composition for Silica Sand Addition Experiments
Element
Wt. %

C
3.68

Mn
0.66

Si
1.71

S
0.04

P
0.02

Cr
0.20

Cu
0.19

Element
Wt. %

Ni
0.11

Mo
0.08

Sn
0.04

Ti
0.01

V
0.01

CEConv
4.29

CEBazh
4.24
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Figure 5.10. Silica sand experimental configuration. a) Sample and crucible assembly with
thermocouples; b) Cross section drawing of sample-crucible assembly inside a ceramic crucible
placed into the UMSA induction coil; c) Drawing of sand addition moment; d) Assembly picture after
the sand addition.

Results
Multiple experiments were conducted; however, the results presented are for the experiment in
which the thermal data and microstructure are closest to the values associated with the industrial
process.
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Thermal Data
Figure 5.11 shows the thermal traces at the wall of the sample, their first derivatives, and the
temperature outside the sample during heating. A maximum temperature of 660 °C was recorded
in the surroundings of the sample before the sand addition due to radiative heating. The addition
of sand decreased this temperature by up to 48 °C. Further flow of heat into the sand results in a
maximum temperature near the sample (Tsc) of 562 °C. At the wall of the ceramic crucible (Tsw),
the maximum sand temperature peaked at 260 °C after 152 seconds later. The maximum cooling
rate occurred right after the addition of the sand. The microstructure obtained from this enhanced
cooling experiment is shown in Figure 5.12. The peak temperature experienced by the sample
was 1330 °C.

Figure 5. 11. Temperature of the sample at the wall (TW) and first derivative (dT/dt). Temperature
from the thermocouple outside and near to the sample (TSC). Temperature from the thermocouple
outside the sample and near to the crucible wall (TSW). TSC and TSW registered the temperature of the
sand after it was added to the final assembly.
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Figure 5. 12. Sample microstructure using silica sand as cooling medium. a) Unetched center of
sample; b) Unetched edge of the sample.

Observations and conclusions
As noted the sample results are shown for the experiment in which the thermal data and
microstructure are closest to the values associated with the industrial process. The cooling rate at
the moment of sand addition was in the range of 11.1 °C /s; this value is 26.5°C/s for the actual
rotor braking plate during production (Tc10).
While the HT-UMSA sand cooling experiment was not optimized, this experiment reproduced
conditions that sand goes through during the metal casting process. The sand mold (and core)
suffers a first thermal shock with the addition of the melt. Then the sand mold receives heat by
both radiation and convection from the cast part. The measurement of the sand thermal profile is
of value to the industrial sponsor in terms of the evaluation of the heat transfer of the sand and its
potential for degradation due to the high temperatures. In this experiment commercial unused
sand with no additions was used, however a mixture of sand and clay could be used to evaluate
and determine the quality of the sand mixture.

5.1.4 Re-melting Brake Rotor Section
Re-melting of samples of the brake rotor material was undertaken to obtain the liquidus
temperature of this specific material under controlled conditions; and to obtain the instantaneous
cooling rate at the liquidus and solidus temperatures.
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Experimental procedure
A sample of the brake rotor material, Table 4.1, with a 16-mm diameter and a 29-mm length, was
machined from the rotor at the intersection of the hat and the mounting plate, Figure 5.13. This
area is the thickest part of the brake rotor. The slice taken corresponded to the region where the
rotor thermocouples were placed.
The experimental configuration consisted of a mullite tube with an inner diameter of 25 mm. A
ceramic cup was used as the crucible; it was insulated with a layer of Fiberfrax. Two K-type
thermocouple assemblies, as previously described, were placed: one in the center of the sample
(TC); the other 1.25 mm from the edge of the sample (TW). The test configuration is similar to
Figure 5.4. The HT-UMSA parameters are the same as Table 5.8: 3500 W power; 1330 °C
maximum temperature; 180 s holding time. After the 180 s hold, the HT-UMSA power was
turned off and the sample cooled naturally.

Figure 5. 13. Cross section drawing of brake rotor, with the circle indicating the area of
sample extraction for the re-melting experiment

Results
Figure 5.14 shows the curves obtained from thermal analysis. The top curve plots the original
cooling curve, its first derivative, and baseline versus time.

The HT-UMSA software

methodology for determining the first derivative (cooling rate) curve, as well as the dynamic
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baseline for the first derivative curve is detailed in Section 3.3. Departures of the first derivative
curve from its dynamic baseline identify the beginning and ending points for metallurgical
reactions.
The bottom graph in Figure 5.14 plots the first derivative and baseline curves versus temperature.
Using the method outlined in Section 3.3, the fraction of solid and the fraction of decomposed
austenite versus temperature were determined, Figure 5.15.

The microstructures of the

production rotor material and the HT-UMSA re-melted rotor material are presented in Figure
5.16.
Main Observations and conclusions
Experiments using the UMSA to re-melt of the actual production line brake rotor material allow
the direct comparison of thermal data and microstructure between the production part and the HTUMSA simulation.

Section 5.2 details the modifications to the UMSA platform that were

undertaken to address these differences.
Figure 5.17 plots the first derivatives curves of the HT-UMSA and production parts. The natural
cooling experienced by the HT-UMSA sample results in a noticeable difference between the first
derivatives of the HT-UMSA sample and production part. Table 5.11 captures the average
cooling rate during solidification (ASR), the average cooling rate from the end of eutectic
solidification to the beginning of eutectoid transformation (ACRSOL-EUTDNUC), and the average
cooling rate for the eutectoid transformation (ACREUTDNUC-END). When compared to the cooling
rates obtained at Tc10 in the production part, the cooling rate in the HT-UMSA sample must be
increased during solidification, decreased during solid state cooling, and decreased during solid
state transformation.
The microstructure of the HT-UMSA re-melted sample is compared to the production brake rotor
material in Figure 5.16. The center of the re-melted sample is better representative of the
production microstructure. It exhibits graphite type A, size 3-5, and < 1% free ferrite.
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Figure 5. 14. TA plots for hypoeutectic gray cast iron taken from a production cast brake rotor,
identifying metallurgical reaction peaks, and eutectic and eutectoid transformation undercooling. a)
Cooling Curve (CC), First Derivative Curve (FDC), and Dynamic Base Line (DBL) plotted versus
time; b) First Derivative and Dynamic Base Line plotted versus temperature.
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Figure 5. 15. a) Fraction Solid (FS) and b) Fraction Decomposed Austenite (FDA) plotted versus
temperature for re-melted sample taken from industrially-cast brake rotor.
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Figure 5. 16. Comparison of microstructures of production part and HT-UMSA re-melted part. Top
row: Production part unetched (left), production part etched with Nital 5 % (right); Middle row:
HT-UMSA re-melted sample center unetched (left), HT-UMSA re-melted sample center etched with
5 % Nital (right); Bottom row: HT-UMSA re-melted sample edge unetched (left), HT-UMSA remelted sample edge etched with 5 % Nital.
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Table 5. 11 Cooling Rates for Production Part and HT-UMSA Re-Melted Part
Sample
Tc10
Brake Rotor, °C/s
HT-UMSA
Re-Melt, °C/s

ACR

ACR

ACR

ACR

EUTNUC-SOL

SOL-EUTDNUC

EUTDNUC-END

LIQ-EUTDEND

0.33

0.20

0.41

0.06

0.28

0.31

0.17

0.71

0.19

0.51

ASR

Figure 5. 17. Comparison between the first derivative curves (FDC) from brake rotor thermocouple
Tc10 and the HT-UMSA re-melting brake rotor sample.

The graphite morphology at the wall of the re-melted sample does not correspond to the
morphology of the brake rotor. It contains graphite distribution type E, austenite dendrites, and
free ferrite. The type E graphite is indicative of inoculant fading during the holding time at
melting temperature. For this reason, it was decided that future experiments would include new
inoculation to assure the correct microstructure. Additionally, the addition of Mn, Cr, and Cu
alloying additions are considered in Section 5.2 to control the amount of free ferrite.
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5.1.5 Inactive Cooling Control Experiments Main Observations and Conclusion
It was identified that natural cooling using insulation was not sufficient to achieve the thermal
profile obtained from the production brake rotor. HT-UMSA capabilities are needed for a precise
simulation using dynamic control based on the thermal traces of the sample.
It was observed that the re-melted HT-UMSA sample did not exhibit a bump on the thermal
trance after TEUTEND and TEUTDEND . It is likely due to the cooling conditions in the static sample,
which do not reflect the turbulence created due to the melt addition in the mold. The HT-UMSA
sample has a simple cylindrical shape and weight 43 g.
The inoculation effect was decreased and the (MnX)S particles were deactivated by the remelting process. As such, the addition of inoculant and alloy elements to the re-melted sample is
required to ensure the replication of the production microstructure in the HT-UMSA sample.
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5.2 Experiments with Physical Simulation
The previous section of this chapter compares natural cooling in the HT-UMSA to the cooling
curves obtained in the industrial plant, as discussed in the chapter four. Improvements to the HTUMSA software and sample setup are detailed in this section, which allowed the replication of
production-line cooling rates and microstructures.
In order to carry out the physical simulation experiments, an updated version of the HT-UMSA
software was used. The temperature-time data recorded from the brake rotor at the brake plate
(Tc10) was used as HT-UMSA input for the physical simulations. Presently, the HT-UMSA
software used to control the hardware for heating, cooling, and quenching accepts one
temperature-time data point per second. As such, 3100 data points would compose the physical
simulations.
The thermal data obtained from the brake rotor measurements were managed as described in
Section 4.2.1. The Tc10 thermocouple data further processed to be incorporated into the UMSA
software. This processing was done automatically by removing seven temperature-time data
points out of every eight data points from the production line data (Decimation). The result was
one temperature point per second (1Hz). The heating curve and holding time were established
according to the natural cooling experiments. Figure 5.18 shows the steps that the raw data went
through to become an HT-UMSA file for physical simulations. Figure 5.19 shows the thermal
profile ready to be loaded in HT-UMSA software.

Figure 5. 18. Block diagram of the steps performed on the brake rotor production data to prepare it
for loading into the HT-UMSA software.
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Figure 5. 19. Plot of the thermal data set for the HT-UMSA physical simulations.

The thermal profile is loaded in the HT-UMSA software. Temperature feedback was
accomplished via two thermocouples connected to HT-UMSA data acquisition, which were
placed inside the sample. One of the thermocouples has the function of both, control and
registration of the temperature during heating and cooling of selected location (e.g. TC and/or
TW).
The control thermocouple (TW) sends temperature information to the HT-UMSA software. Once
the HT-UMSA software recognizes the temperature in the sample, it is compared with that of the
HT-UMSA temperature command file.

If the temperature in the sample is lower the next

command point, the current through the induction coil (heating power) is automatically increased.
If the temperature in the sample is higher than the next command point, the air valve
automatically opens to allow the sample to cool down. Thus the parameters of the HT-UMSA
software that have a primary impact on the physical simulation are the heating power and the gas
flow.
Additionally, the platform contains an air valve optional switch to manually open, close or
regulate the air flow. Devices such as rings with small holes of different diameters, and tubes can
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be adapted to the HT-UMSA airline. The geometric properties of each device modify the
airstream applied.
The physical simulations of gray iron experiments are grouped as follow.
1. Hollow samples
2. Graphite crucible and hollow sample
3. Sequential Quenching

5.2.1 Hollow Samples Physical Simulation
The data obtained from the natural cooling experiment identified the major challenge as obtaining
a high cooling rate (above 3 °C/s) at the beginning of solidification. The objectives of the hollow
samples experiments were as follows.
•

To verify whether the air stream at the center of the sample contributes positively to
matching the brake rotor thermal process

•

To corroborate the mixing of the inoculant and alloy additions in the melt

Experimental procedure
The sample used in this experiment was taken from a Y-plate cast according to ASTM 536 [166].
It was machined to dimensions outer diameter (OD)= 18 mm; inner diameter (ID)= 9.8 mm;
height (h)= 18 mm; and W= 30 g, as noted in Figure 5.20. Table 5.12 shows the chemical
composition of the hollow sample used for physical simulation. The inoculant addition was
placed on only one side of the sample. The purpose was to concentrate the inoculant in one spot
to understand how the magnetic field affects the stirring of the inoculant in the melt. The
inoculant addition of FeSi was 0.16 wt. % of the sample.

Once the inoculant and FeS were

placed into sample, the top surface was covered with a coating layer to avoid oxidation.
Table 5. 12. Chemical Composition of the Hollow Sample for Physical Simulation
C

Mn

Si

S

P

Cr

Cu

Wt.
3.68 0.66 1.71 0.04 0.02 0.20 0.20
%
CEConv=C+ (1⁄3 ) Si = 4.31 wt.%
CEBazh =C+0.3 Si+0.33 P -0.015 Mn +0.26 S = 4.28 wt. %
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Ni

Mo

Sn

Ti

V

0.11

0.08

0.04

0.01

0.01

The initial HT-UMSA set up for the physical simulation consisted of a hollow sample, Figure
5.20. A stainless steel tube with an outside diameter of 9.5 mm was placed through the sample.
The top end of this tube was connected to the HT-UMSA automated air-line. The bottom end of
the tube was flared out in a Rosette shape to hold the ceramic and sample assembly. The crucible
was made by placing a ceramic cap at both the bottom and top of a mullite tube with an inside
diameter of 25 mm. The stainless steel tube allowed forced-air cooling of the sample. This
holding set up eliminated the thermal mass of an additional base for the assembly.

Figure 5. 20. HT-UMSA Hollow sample physical simulation sample set up. a) Cross section drawing
of assembly: crucible made with mullite tube and ceramic caps, SS support and sample with
inoculant and FeS additions, b) picture of the sample, crucible, central cooling SS tube and K-type
thermocouple assembly. The rosette arrangement at the end on the SS tube holds the samplecrucible, c) the HT-UMSA set up with the crucible-sample assembly. The SS tube is connected to the
air-line and is fixed to the HT-UMSA supports.
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Table 5.13 lists the process parameters associated with the physical simulation. The heating
power and air cooling are automatically regulated by the HT-UMSA software according to the
thermal profile in Figure 5.19. The maximum values indicated in the table were loaded in the
HT-UMSA software.

Table 5. 13. HT-UMSA Parameters for Hollow Sample Initial Physical Simulation
Parameter Set in UMSA Software
Maximum Heating power:
Maximum Temperature:
Holding Time:
Air cooling :
Experiment 180516

Value
2500 w
1330 °C
180 s
100 LPM

Results
The thermal data from the physical simulation are compared to the control data from the
production process in Figure 5.21. The first derivative was smoothed by the HT-UMSA SavitzkiGolay procedure [167], using two different size windows: w4 for solidification region, and w8 for
solid state transformation.
The maximum variation between both curves is 56 °C at the beginning of the melt cooling. In
terms of the first derivative, the noise decreases due to the smoothing. Below 726 °C, there is a
large increase in signal noise.
The microstructure obtained showed graphite distribution A on the side where the inoculant was
placed, Figure 5.22.

On the opposite side where no inoculant was placed, the graphite

distribution was D and E on the opposite side, where no inoculant was present.
Main Observations
The Curie temperature indicated in the equilibrium Fe-C phase diagram is 770 °C. The magnetic
response of the material below the Curie temperature to the induction field of the HT-UMSA
could explain the noise in the signal.
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The stirring of the inoculant is deficient through the perpendicular plane of the magnetic field. In
order to get a homogeneous structure, inoculant additions must be equally distributed around the
center tube. A thin sample wall may contribute to the difficulty in dissolving the inoculant
addition. It was found that this effect is not addressed in the current literature

Figure 5. 21. Thermal traces from the physical simulation (PS) are compared to the input trace
(TPD). a-b) Temperature-time plot, c-d) First derivative curve vs time plot shows noise below the
Curie temperature.
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Figure 5. 22. Microstructures and sample geometry from the initial physical simulation experiment.
a) Microstructure near the inoculant (FeSi) and FeS shows graphite Type A and size in the size range
of 3-6 b) the transverse section drawing of the sample set up, c) Microstructure opposite the
inoculant placement show graphite type D and E (Experiment 180516).
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5.2.2 Physical Simulation using Hollow Sample and Graphite Crucible
Unlike stainless steel, graphite has the ability to be heated by the induction currents. The use of a
graphite tube as the crucible was considered in the next simulations.
Experimental procedure
From the measurements made in the production line, two brake rotors were taken from the same
batch (Production identification 7D27). Cylindrical sections were extracted from one of these
brake rotors. Figure 5.23 shows the area where the brake rotor was sectioned. Two cylindrical
sections were used in the experiment in order to reach a 24-mm height sample.

Figure 5. 23. Cross section drawing of brake rotor indicating where the cylindrical sections for
physical simulation HT-UMSA experiments were sectioned.

The chemical composition of the sample is shown in Table 5.14. As in the previous section, both
conventional and Bazhenov carbon equivalents are noted in the table. Due to the results obtained
in the previous experiment, inoculation of the sample was made with Barium at 0.25 wt. %. For
pearlite stabilization, and to reduce the amount of ferrite, FeCr at 0.07 wt. %, and FeMn at 0.24
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wt. % were added. The inoculant and additions were placed at four equidistant points in the
sample to ensure stirring and to create a final homogeneous microstructure.
The final assembly used for the physical simulation is shown in Figure 5.24. The graphite tube
performs as both crucible and heat conductor. The ceramic caps at top and bottom insulated the
sample and promote only radial direction cooling. A 3-mm diameter alumina tube was placed in
the center hole. The tube was coated with a layer of graphite. The central tube was used to cool
down the sample by air convection inside the inner tube. The hollow sample had a 17-mm outer
diameter, a 4-mm inner diameter, and a 24-mm height. The sample was protected with a layer of
graphite coating and with a layer of alumina coating to avoid oxidation.

Table 5.14. Chemical Composition Hollow Sample for Physical Simulation
C

Mn

Si

S

P

Cr

Cu

Ni

Mo

Sn

Wt. 3.55 0.52 1.91 0.12 0.02 0.20 0.17 0.06 0.01 0.03
%
Not Inoculated
CEConv=3.55+ (1⁄3) (1.91)=4.19 wt.%
CEBazh=3.55+0.3 (1.91) +0.33 (0.02)-0.015 (0.52)+0.26 (0.12)=4.15wt.%
Inoculated
CEConv=3.55 + (1⁄3 ) (2.072)=4.24 wt.%
CEBazh=3.55 +0.3 (2.07)+0.33 (0.02)-0.015 (0.73)+0.26 (0.12)=4.20 wt.%
Average values from three measurements in white coin taken from holding furnace

Ti

V

0.01

0.01

The whole assembly was insulated using a quartz tube 50 mm in diameter and 70 mm high, and
by the bottom and top ceramic cups. The base of the assembly was also a quartz tube (diameter =
50 mm, height = 70 mm). This set up reduced the thermal mass of the system. The quartz tube
base is placed on two small bricks, which are separated to allow easy flow of air into the alumina
tube that extends through the sample. The alumina tube extends through the top cap of the
insulation layer, to ensure that air can flow through it.
The sample was also coated with one layer of graphite coating and one layer of alumina coating
to avoid the oxidation and interaction with the graphite crucible. The use of a specific cooling
media was not required in the final set up.
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Figure 5. 24. Assembly for Physical Simulation HT-UMSA experiment using a graphite crucible. a)
Cross section drawing of the assembly sample-crucible and insulation. The hollow sample in placed
in a graphite tube, and one ceramic tube is located at the center of the sample. Two ceramic caps
closed the crucible. The sample-crucible is placed in a ceramic cap. A quartz tube and ceramic caps
are used as insulation; a second quartz tube is used as support. Two K-type thermocouples are
placed inside the sample, b) Picture of sample assembly in the HT-UMSA induction coil. Ceramic
bricks are used to center the whole assembly. Tw is used to control the heating, melting, and cooling
processes.
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The power applied to the induction coil was regulated by the brake rotor thermal data in the
control program of the HT-UMSA. With the new tubes and specimen design, the heating and
holding time were re-designed. Figure 5.25 shows the new thermal process defined for the
physical simulation using graphite and alumina tubes.
The parameters set in the HT-UMSA software (UMSA 7Fe-HT) for physical simulations are
show in Table 5.15. In previous experiments (not detailed here) the airline was opened with an air
flow from 8 to 20 LPM; however, the microstructure obtained was dissimilar to the brake rotor
microstructure. Thus in the final design of the experiment, the air valve was manually closed; the
air flow is minimum and unable to be measured with the available devices.

Table 5. 15. HT-UMSA Parameters for Physical Simulation Using Graphite Tube
Parameter Set in UMSA Software
Maximum Heating power:
Maximum Temperature:
Holding Time:
Air cooling :
Experiment 181113

Value
3900 w
1330 °C
242 s
N/A

Figure 5. 25. Revised HT-UMSA thermal input for Physical Simulations in hollow sample using a
heat conductor graphite tube.
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Results
Figure 5.26 illustrates the excellent match between the brake rotor thermal data, black-dotted line,
and the thermal data from the HT-UMSA sample, red-continuous line. The solidification process,
solid state cooling, and eutectoid transformation of the sample occurred at the same times as those
of the rotor cooling curve. The maximum time difference is 2 seconds; and the maximum
temperature difference 10 °C.
Figure 5.27 shows the first derivative of the tine-temperature data plotted versus time and
temperature. Signal noise associated with the Curie temperature in the eutectoid range was
smoothed (Window 8 in the HT-UMSA software). The solidification region data was also
smoothed (Window 4 in the HT-UMSA Software); otherwise the details of the primary peak
would be lost.

Figure 5. 26. Thermal traces from physical simulation experiment. a) Overall HT-UMSA thermal
process definition (TPD) and thermal traces obtained from physical simulations (Tw), b) Results
from the solidification region, c) Results from the solid state transformation region.
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Figure 5. 27. First derivate curves of the HT-UMSA thermal process definition (TPD) and physical
simulation (Tw): versus time a) solidification region, b) solid state transformation. First derivative
curves versus temperature: c) solidification region, d) solid state transformation.

Microstructure
Figure 5.28 demonstrates that the graphite morphology from the HT-UMSA sample physical
simulation matches graphite morphology of the production rotor. The metal matrix of the sample
evaluated after etching with 5% Nital reveals a pearlite structure as in the production rotor.

Main observations and conclusions
•

HT-UMSA is capable of reproducing the thermal traces obtained from an industrial
process

•

The microstructure of the production brake rotor can be reproduced in physical
simulations using the brake rotor thermal traces and raw material with the same chemical
composition. Adjustments in the Cr and Mn content were necessary minimize the free
ferrite content, in accordance with the present results and some references [15][31][32].
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The microstructures obtained in experiments with the same type of set up, inoculant and
FeS, without Mn and Cr additions had free ferrite on the outer diameter
•

Cr and Mn supported the formation of pearlite. High levels of Cr and Mn enhance carbide
formation

•

The magnetic response of the sample at the Curie temperature increased the noise in the
thermal data

•

The graphite outer shell has adequate thermal properties to follow the defined thermal
profile

•

Hollow sample configuration improves the heat transfer

•

High thermal mass of the assembly deteriorates the performance of the graphite shell.
The quartz tubes not only insulate the system but also reduce the thermal mass of the
system
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Figure 5. 28. Microstructure of brake rotor from braking plate a) Polished b) Etched with Nital 5 %;
Comparison with physical simulation c) Polished center of sample, d) Etched center of the sample, e)
Polished edge of the sample, f) Etched edge of the sample. Magnifications the same for a, c, and e;
and for b, d, and f.
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5.2.3 Comparison of Natural Cooling vs Physical Simulation
In this section, the data obtained from a natural cooling experiment using a graphite crucible are
compared to the results from the successful physical simulation of the rotor.
Experimental Procedure
The samples were removed from a cast rotor, Figure 5.23, the chemistry of which was previous
given in Table 5.14. The parameters used to control the natural cooling experiment are given in
Table 5.16.
Table 5. 16. HT-UMSA Parameters for Natural Cooling
Experiment with a Graphite Crucible
Parameter Set in HT-UMSA Software
Value
Maximum Heating power:
2500 w
Maximum Temperature:
1330 °C
Holding Time:
240 s
Air cooling :
N/A
Experiment 181119

Results
Figure 5.29 shows that the natural cooling sample using a graphite crucible cools faster than the
sample using the brake rotor physical simulation. The eutectoid end point in the natural cool
sample is at 737 seconds (tEUTDEND); in the physical simulation, it is at 2140 seconds. The
instantaneous cooling rate dTPγNUC/dt for the natural cooling sample is -4.8 °C/s, and for the brake
rotor physical simulation is -4.1 °C/s.
The analysis of the microstructures, Figure 5.30, shows the differences in the size of the graphite,
and the metal matrix. The sample cooled naturally exhibits graphite distribution D and E, and
long austenite dendrites. The sample from the physical simulation shows the graphite distribution
A. Both samples exhibit pearlite in the metal matrix.
Table 5. 17. Cooling Rates for Experiment with a Graphite Crucible and Naturally Cooled
Sample
Natural Cooling +
Graphite Crucible,
°C/s

ASR
1.68

ACR

ACR

ACR

ACR

EUTNUC-SOL

SOL-EUTDNUC

EUTDNUC-END

LIQ-EUTDEND

1.12

2.72

0.45

1.63
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Figure 5. 29. Comparison of samples naturally cooled and sample from Physical Simulation
experiment. a) Cooling Curves versus time. b) First Derivative Curves versus temperature.
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Figure 5. 30. Microstructures comparing a Physical Simulation sample (a, b) to a natural cooling
sample (c,d) using a graphite crucible. a) Polished center of the sample, b) Etched center of the
sample, Nital 5%, c) Polished center of the sample, d) Etched center of the sample.

Main observations and conclusions
•

Although the two compared samples had the same chemistry and both of them were
inoculated, the naturally cool samples exhibited graphite type D and E, which does not
match the graphite type A morphology from the braking plate of the production rotor.
The second sample was tested with the same set up, but with a thermal profile that
matched the production brake rotor. It exhibited graphite type A and a graphite size
similar to the graphite morphology of the brake rotor measured using thermocouple Tc10.

•

The metal matrix in both samples is predominately pearlite. In the naturally cooled
sample the pearlite is obtained due to the rapid cooling. The sample physically simulated
has slow cooling and the pearlite matrix was obtained because of the addition of Mn

and Cr. A detailed analysis was beyond the scope of this investigation. Future
work could compare the characteristics of the pearlite between the two samples:
colony size, interlaminar spacing, etc.
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5.2.4 Physical Simulations Main Observation and Conclusions
•

HT-UMSA is capable to reproduce the thermal traces obtained from an industrial process
in a given sample. It was shown that by using samples with a chemical composition
similar to the chemistry in the industrial process, equivalent microstructures can be
produced.

•

Insufficient stirring of the inoculant through the perpendicular plane of the magnetic field
in the HT-UMSA experiments was noted in experiments with a single point of addition.
This effect may be present in industry as well. It is not addressed in the current literature,
probably because there is no hollow induction furnace in the industry similar to the
down-scaled HT-UMSA experiments. More complete dispersal of the inoculant and
alloying additions was obtained in the HT-UMSA using multiple addition sites. In
industrial practice, any inhomogeneity of inoculant is likely associated to the time (and
thereby energy) allowed for mixing of additions in the production melt. It may be that
there is a critical radius in the furnace where the injection of inoculant and alloying
additions is more effective than placement in either the center of the furnace or near to
the furnace wall. Any industrial study of this nature should consider the eddy current
flows in the furnace.

•

The Curie temperature was identified as a source of signal noise. This temperature,
around 770 °C, is associated with the magnetic transition on cooling.

Smoothing

procedures were capable of reducing the noise to obtain a useful data set for thermal
analysis.
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5.3 Sequential Quenching Experiments
Sequential quenching experiments comprise the final section of this chapter.

Broadly, this

technique is used to confirm by microstructural evaluation that the temperature ranges determined
through thermal analysis of the HT-UMSA results do correspond to the actual metallurgical
reactions experience in the sample.

The sequential quenching was carried out with the brake

rotor material, and with the same thermal process parameter cooling curve defined in the physical
simulation experiments, Figure 5.25. The quenching points are associated with the changes in
slope of the first derivative of the thermal curve.
The objectives were:
•

To understand the sequence of solidification for gray iron brake rotor

•

To identify (MnX)S formation

•

To identify (MnX)S evolution through cooling gray iron process

Experimental procedure
A sample of 4.5 mm diameter and 12 mm height, taken from brake rotor as show in Figure 5.23,
was used for the sequential quenching experiments. The sample was placed in a mullite tube,
which acted as crucible. A K-type thermocouple, protected as described in the introduction, was
located at the center of the sample. The mullite tube was fixed to the K-type thermocouple using a
holder which was screwed to the thermocouple, Figure 5.31. A second thermocouple was
connected to a peripheral device for recording referential temperature of the graphite conductor.
The HT-UMSA work station for the sequential quenching experiments is shown in Figure 5.32.
The test sample thermocouple is connected to the HT-UMSA Data Acquisition and Active
Process Control System. A hollow ceramic brick supports the graphite conductor. The test
sample assembly was held by tweezers, which were attached to the support arm of the HTUMSA. At the predetermined quenching temperature, the tweezers can be manually opened,
allowing the test sample to drop through the graphite conductor and the ceramic brick into the
brine water bath by gravity.
The quenching points for the study were established based on the first derivative of the
production line cooling curve, Figure 5.33. The figure depicts the cooling curve and indicates the
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quenching temperature of the experiments. The first derivative is shown and the peaks associated
to the metallurgical transformations are indicated.
Results
The quenching process of the samples allowed the collection of 11 thermal data points.
Quenched samples were fractured to obtaining the section near to the thermocouple tip. This
section was then mounted in Bakelite and prepared for SEM analysis as described previously.
The results of the analyses are described for each sample obtained by quenching at the
temperatures indicated in Figure 5.33.

Figure 5. 31. Sample assembly for sequential quenching experiments. a) Schematic of the sample
assembly to reveal internal geometry, b) Picture showing the sample assembly and graphite
conductor.
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Figure 5. 32. Sequential quenching sample assembly positioned in the HT-UMSA. Schematic of the
set up a) Prior to quenching, b) After quenching, c) Picture prior to quenching.

Figure 5. 33. Thermal points selected for sequential quenching experiments. The First Derivative
Curve was used to identify the nucleation and end points of metallurgical transformations.
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Microstructure
At the first quenching point, 1330 °C, the (MnX)S particles are formed; their average size was
determined to be 3.4 µm. These particles are triangular and in some cases cubic. AlO-XO
particles are identified in the center of (MnX)S particles, Figure 5.34; however, the small
diameter, approximately 0.8 µm, did not allow an accurate EDS measurement. At 1330 °C, the
solidification process has not started; thus fine austenite dendrites and large ledeburite regions
(cementite + pearlite) are the result of the quenching process.
At quenching point T= 1200 °C, the [AlO-XO+(MnX)S] were encountered, Figure 5.35a; the
average size was increased compared to the sample quenched at 1330 °C. The AlO-XO central
particle has a diameter of 1.69 µm. (MnX)S sizes reached 6 µm, with their shape remaining
triangular and in some cases rhombohedral. At this temperature, the solidification process has not
started; as with the previous sample, fine austenite dendrites and large ledeburite regions are the
result of the quenching process. Besides the conventional ledeburite structure, some areas of
cementite+martensite were encountered Figure 5.35b. This is due a high local cooling rate, which
favours the transition to martensite rather than pearlite.
At quench point at T= 1169 °C, the peak of the primary structure has already been reached; the
presence of primary austenite dendrites is noted, as would be expected in hypoeutectic gray cast
iron. In Figure 5.36a, the austenite dendrite arms are wider than the ones observed in the previous
quench point, which confirms the expected slower solidification. The austenite dendrites are
observed as martensite dendrites due to quenching. The not-yet solidified areas have transformed
to ledeburite and cementite-martensite. The (MnX)S particles encountered reach sizes up to 20
µm. Spherical graphite particles were encountered.
At the fourth quench point, T= 1133 °C, Figure 5.37, the eutectic reaction has already begun.
Eutectic graphite flakes are visible. Graphite nucleation from (MnX)S particles was encountered
but not as a general rule, Figure 5.37.b1. The (MnX)S particles encountered reach a size up to 24
µm. There are segregated areas rich in Cr and P, Figure 5.37a1. These areas correspond to the last
solidified material; some of them retain the concave shape of the dendritic structures. At this
point, the eutectic austenite is growing; it transforms to martensite upon quenching. The melt that
remains liquid transforms to austenite and eventually quenches to martensite. Lath martensite is
observed in areas near graphite flakes; plate martensite is observed in areas removed from
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graphite flakes. This difference is explained by the localized reduction in free carbon near the
graphite flakes.

Figure 5. 34. SEM Microstructure after quenching at 1330 °C, etched. (AlO-XO, MnX)S formed
prior to quenching.

Figure 5. 35. Microstructure after quenching at 1200 °C. (AlO-XO, MnX)S formed prior to
quenching.
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Figure 5. 36. SEM Microstructure after quenching at 1169 °C. (AlO-XO, MnX)S + Pγ formed prior
to quenching. Quenched austenite transformed to martensite.

Figure 5. 37. Microstructure after quenching at 1133 °C. (AlO-XO, MnX)S + Pγ + EUT(γ+Γ
Γ) formed
prior to quenching.
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Figure 5. 38. Microstructure after quenching at 1127 °C. (AlO-XO, MnX)S + Pγ + EUT(γ+Γ
Γ) formed
prior to quenching. Fragmented (MnX)S particles are observed.

Figure 5. 39. Microstructure after quenching at 838 °C. (AlO-XO, MnX)S + Pγ +EUT(γ+Γ
Γ) formed
prior to quenching.
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The fifth quench point, T=1127 °C, Figure 5.38, is six degrees above the temperature associated
with the end of the eutectic reaction (TEUTEND). The difference in temperature versus the previous
quenching point is six degrees; the difference in time is 133 seconds. The graphite flake length is
increased. Fragmented (MnX)S particles are observed.
At the sixth quench point, T=838 °C, Figure 5.39, corresponds to solid state cooling. The last-tofreeze structures are fewer in quantity. Both plate and lath martensite morphologies are observed
as before, with lath martensite situated near graphite flakes. It was not possible to register the
carbon gradient near the graphite by EDS. The electron beam encompasses a diameter of 5 µm,
which is larger than the fine martensite halo around the graphite flakes.
At the seventh point, T=737 °C, Figure 5.40, the quench occurred after eutectoid nucleation
(TEUTD NUC). During eutectoid transformation austenite can decompose into pearlite, free ferrite, or
cementite. It was noted that the fraction decomposition of austenite is less than 6%. In contrast
with previous samples, the quenched structures appeared more bainitic than martensitic. Figure
5.40a shows this bainitic-type structure along with the initiation of pearlite. Figure 5.40a shows
the pearlite formation with no apparent nucleation site in this cross section. Figure 5.40a.1 shows
the nucleation of pearlite on the prior austenitic grain boundary. Figure 5.40b.1 depicts the
carbides nucleating pearlitic cementite plates.
An eighth quenching point, T=736 °C, Figure 5.41, occurred after the eutectoid peak (TEUTD PEAK).
Growth of the pearlite colonies is noted, as is the presence of free ferrite grains in the vicinity of
graphite, Figure 5.41a. (MnX)S particles are encountered with no apparent nucleation of graphite
or cementite. The pearlite cementite plates grow from the austenite phase that quenched into the
bainitic-type structure noted in the previous sample, Figure 5.41b.
A ninth quenching point is done at T=725 °C, Figure 5.42, which is 49 seconds before the end of
the eutectoid transformation. At this temperature, 91% of the eutectoid transformation has
occurred (see Figure 4.25).
Figure 5.42a identifies graphite, austenite (transformed to bainite), pearlite, ferrite and (MnX)S
particles.

Figure 5.42b shows a eutectic cell where the graphite rosette is formed surrounding,

and likely nucleated from, a now-fragmented (MnX)S particle. The ferrite grows from the center
of the cell. The austenite halo around the cell center would correspond to eutectic transformation.
Pearlite colonies are formed around the eutectic austenite halo; it suggests that the pearlite is first
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forming from primary austenite dendrites, which are depleted in silicon content. Additionally
identified at the quenching temperature, the Cr and P contents suggest compounds Fe3P and
Cr3C2.
The final quenching point, T=721 °C, Figure 5.43, corresponds to the end of the eutectoid
transformation. This completely transformed structure is devoid of martensite/bainite areas.
Figure 5.43a.1 shows the free ferritic structure in the eutectic cell. Conventional LOM and SEM
are not able to differentiate the austenite eutectic halo mentioned previously. Figure 5.43a shows
the pearlite-ferrite interface. The etched-out ferrite plates in the pearlite nucleate from eutectoid
primary ferrite grains. Figure 5.43b shows an example of a “four-leaf-clover shaped” (MnX)S
particle. This particle has a maximum diameter of 23 µm with a core diameter (AlO-XO) of 5.5
µm. While this cross-sectional view does not reveal the particle to be a site for graphite
nucleation, cementite plate formation is noted at the particle wall.
Figure 5.44 corresponds to a physically simulated sample that was not quenched. The controlled
HT-UMSA thermal profile was switched off below 600 °C, and the sample was allowed to free
cool. The structures encountered are similar to the ones reported in the sample quenched at 721
°C after the end of the eutectoid transformation.

Figure 5. 40. Microstructure after quenching at 737 °C. (AlO-XO, MnX)S, Pγ, EUT(γ+Γ
Γ), and
pearlite are present.
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Figure 5. 41. Microstructure after quenching at 736 °C. (AlO-XO, MnX)S, Pγ, EUT(γ+Γ
Γ), pearlite,
and free ferrite are noted.

Figure 5. 42. Microstructure after quenching at 725 °C. A eutectic cell has nucleated and grown
from a central (MnX)S particle. An austenite halo is noted around the cell center.
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Figure 5. 43. Microstructure after quenching at 721 °C. Free ferrite appears in the eutectic cell. A
four-leaf-clover shaped (MnX)S particle is shown.

Figure 5. 44. Microstructure of a simulated sample, free cooled in the UMSA below 600 °C. The
microstructure is similar to Figure 5.43.
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Main Observations
•

At the quenching points below 1162 °C (MnX)S particles appear with diameters of up to
20-24 µm and the morphology of the particles encountered is variable (Triangle,
rhombohedral, etc.). A “four-leaf-clover” shape surrounds a central AlO-XO particle 5.5
µm (maximum encountered). The entire (MnX)S particle has a diameter of 20-24 µm.
Below 1133 °C the (MnX)S particles are noted to fragment.

The symmetry of the

clover shape is lost, and the particles have different shapes (squares, hexagons and
amorphous) and different sizes (7-17 µm). In some cases the fractions of (MnX)S have a
peripheral carbide shell of either FeC, CrC or TiC. The AlO-XO particles have in some
cases a halo of another Oxide. In the particles encountered, this halo is SiO. This [AlOXO+(Mn,X)S] particle formation coincides with the three stages proposed by Riposan et
al. [65].
•

The (MnX)S fragmentation could be the result of the stress generated by the graphite
growing on the

wall on the (MnX)S particle.

Another hypothesis is that the

fragmentation comes because of the instability of the particle due its growth to around 24
µm. The (MnX)S particles reported by Muhammad [34] are in the range of 10 µm.
Riposan [65] reported sizes < 5 µm with a core (AlO-XO) <2 µm; however those studies
were made on samples which completed the eutectic and eutectoid transformation, i.e.,
with no quenching. The cooling rates were not reported. In the present study the first
derivative shows that the cooling rate after the eutectic peak remains between 0.25 °C/s
and -1.5 °C/s for 164 seconds, and the solidification process lasts 218 seconds. During
this time, the (MnX)S particle could grow and begin to fragment.
•

Two martensite morphologies are encountered. There is not a significant difference in the
chemical composition. The main difference is in the vicinity with the graphite. According
to Durand-Charre [168] there are two martensite morphologies: lath martensite (groups of
roughly parallel laths) generated in low carbon content steel, and plate martensite
(apparently tangled microstructure) observed in medium to high carbon steels. In gray
cast iron quenching experiments, the martensite morphology differences are not reported
[85][88][169][170]. The lath martensite is observable in the vicinity of the graphite flakes
while the plate martensite is far from the graphite, Figure 4.38. The possible reason is the
gradient of carbon concentration around the graphite flakes. The growth of graphite
flakes will locally denude the surrounding austenite of carbon. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to register carbon gradient by EDS because the beam covers a 5-µm-diameter
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area, which is bigger than the lath martensite halo around the graphite flake. Microprobe
work would be required to reveal the carbon gradient.
•

According to Lacaze [82] the pearlite formation in gray cast iron proceeds in the same
manner as it does in steels.

At 737 °C, a structure more resembling bainite is present

instead of martensite. Bainite is formed at lower cooling rates than martensite, however
the quenching procedures did not change. Thus a possible explanation for the presence of
bainite instead of martensite is the change in the heat transfer coefficient of the austenite
at low temperature (737 °C).
•

According to Durand-Charre [168], pearlite nucleates only at grain boundaries, either
austenite, or pro-eutectoid ferrite or cementite. Figure 5.40a shows the pearlite formation
with no apparent site of nucleation; the nucleation site is most likely a pro-eutectoid
ferrite or cementite area outside the cross-section selected for viewing. Figure 5.40b
shows the nucleation of pearlite in a prior austenite grain boundary, a result that agrees
with Durand-Charre and Heine [168][15]. However Figure 5.40b.1 depicts the carbides as
nuclei of pearlite cementite plates. The literature does not inform about the formation of
cementite plates from (FeX)C particles. As described above, the alloy and contaminant
elements are segregated during the solidification process; and in the eutectoid
transformation, the last-to-freeze particles are sites of pearlite nucleation on carbide
particles. This nucleation can be favored due the similar crystallographic structure.

•

The ferrite behavior in Figure 5.42b is in agreement with the Jiyang [80]: silicon is
enriched in the center on the eutectic cells, and high silicon contents promote ferrite
formation. However, any implication of pearlite formation was not reported. The present
study observed “primary” pearlite cells forming on the outside of the eutectic cell.

•

The four-leaf-clover shape is frequent in the samples of the present work, Figure 5.43b.
According to the literature, the regular shape of (MnX)S particles is either hexagonal,
triangular or trapezoidal depending on the amount of sulfur present in the melt and the
inoculant used [34]. The observed four-leaf-clover shape was not reported. The regularly
reported shapes could be associated with fragmented (MnX)S particles.

•

While the present results describe the sequence of (MnX)S formation and growth, it is
not able to determine the effect of cooling rate on (MnX)S growth under the present
experimental conditions.
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Conclusions from the Sequential Quenching Experiments
These experiments have determined for the first time the five stages of (MnX)S particles:
formation, nucleation, growth, instability, and fragmentation.
•

The particles of AlO-XO are formed in the melt at temperatures above 1300 °C.

•

The (MnX)S particle nucleates from AlO-XO particles at temperatures between 1330 °C
and 1169 °C.

•

The (MnX)S particle grows geometrically until it attains a four-leaf-clover shape.

•

The four-leaf-clover becomes unstable due to the formation of carbides at its surface and
the nucleation of eutectic graphite from the AlO-XO particle at the center of the clover.

•

The four-leaf-clover fragments and the individual remnants exhibit different
morphologies.

The stages of graphite flakes are identified.
•

Primary graphite forms in spherical shapes on the primary austenite walls.

•

Eutectic graphite can nucleate either from (MnX)S, AlO-XO, SiO, or the primary
graphite.

The stages of the austenite decomposition are identified.
•

The cementite plates of the eutectoid reaction nucleate from (MnX)S, XC, and Fe3P
particles in the metal matrix.

•

The austenite in the periphery (γ

Periphery Eutectic)

of the eutectic cell is the first to start to

decompose to peartlite: γ Periphery Eutectic →P (α + Fe3C). The austenite in the center of the
eutectic cell (γCenter Eutectic) decomposes to ferrite: γ Center Eutectic → α +Γ. These events can
be simultaneous γTotal→P (α + Fe3C) + α +Γ.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
The results of the preliminary sand-cup work, the measurement of production-line cooling rates,
and the HT-UMSA replication of brake-rotor microstructures are detailed in previous chapters.
Discussion of the results was also undertaken in those chapters. The current chapter collects the
primary discussion points into four major areas of contribution to the state of knowledge in the
field. At the end the discussion of each area, the conclusions of the work are presented.

6.1 Enhancement to the First Derivative Analysis Have Yielded Significant
Improvements over Standardized Methods in Describing the Cooling Process
TA of the sand cup sample in Figure 3.9 shows the difference of 34 °C between the liquidus
temperature according to US patent [109] and the TLIQ identified in the present work. The value
of TLIQ used in this thesis is in agreement with the thermal analysis conducted for aluminum by
several authors[126][140][142][171]. It uses of the first derivative and base line calculations to
identify the beginning and ending of solidification, and to calculate the fraction solidified.
A primary shortcoming of the both the sand-cup and Y-plate methods is that the thermal data
prior to solidification are not registered [51][77][78][79][88][89][91][92][170][172]. This lack of
prior data occurs because the sand cup and Y-plate molds have to be filled by an operator. The
operator takes the melt from the furnace and transports it to the sand cup or Y-plate, during which
time the sample cools. This research demonstrated, Figure 3.8, that with special care to speed the
transport process to the sand cup, it was possible to capture enough time-temperature data prior to
solidification to build the first derivative.
As first discussed in the literature review, Section 2.4.2, thermal data from two sand cup
experiments are shown in Figure 6.1. No base line analysis was conducted in Figure 6.1a; the
liquidus temperature is associated with the maximum of the second derivative. According to the
methodology proposed in the current work, the liquidus temperature derived for the maximum of
the second derivative would correspond to eutectic nucleation. In Figure 6.1b, the lack of data
prior to solidification led to an indeterminate base line; three possible base lines for the first
derivative are plotted along with the original time-temperature trace.
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Figure 6. 1. Thermal data from sand cup samples. a) No first-derivative base line is used and TLIQ is
associated with the maximum of the second derivative [72]; b)Thermal data and first derivative with
three proposed base lines; missing data prior to solidification affect base line determination [93].

The uses of the first derivative in the TA of gray cast iron have been neither standardized nor
disseminated widely. Fras [173] proposed the study of the gray iron cooling curve in the three
stages shown in Figure 6.2. Stage I represents simple cooling of the melt prior to any
solidification. Stage II is associated with the formation of primary austenite; the latent heat
associated with this reaction results in a change in slope on the cooling curve. Stage III is
associated with the start of the eutectic graphite reaction. The end of this stage, as plotted on the
curve, corresponds to a minimum n the cooling curve; however, this minimum does not correlate
to the end of the eutectic transformation or other metallurgical phenomenon.

Figure 6. 2. Identification of solidification stages on a schematic cooling curve for cast iron [173].
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In the present work, the complete thermal history of the process is recorded by the HT-UMSA.
The eight stages are considered, Figure 3.4, are noted below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Heating
Melting
Liquid Melt Homogenization
Melt Cooling
Solidification Process
Solid State Cooling
Eutectoid Transformation
Solid state cooling (after eutectoid transformation)

Studies by Rivera [79], Lopez y Rivera [78], Larrañaga [88], Mampaey [89], Alonso [91], and
Torrance [109], did not use the same first derivative of the temperature-time, and the
identification of metallurgical reactions was not clear. In the research work of Jiyang [32],
Stefanescu [59], Primoz [90], Emadi [98], Erbas [99], Ceschini [110], Binczyk [119], Stan [174],
and Riposan [175], the first derivative was used but there was a lack of systematic standard
nomenclature for metallurgical reactions points.
The use of the first derivative is critical for the identification of the thermal points listed in Table
3.3. The nomenclature proposed in the present work considers five points in the generation of
structures: 1) nucleation, 2) minimum 3) peak, 4) growth and 5) end of the reaction [59]. The first
derivative is used to identify the reactions: primary solidification of either Austenite
(hypoeutectic alloys) or graphite (hypereutectic alloys); the eutectic reaction; and the eutectoid
reaction. Additionally, employing the first derivative curve and the high resolution cooling curve
recorded with the HT-UMSA, the present work was able to observe the thermal response due to
the (MnX)S particles formation, Figure 3.5 and 3.6.
An additional use of the first derivative is to obtain the fraction solid. This method was proposed
by Sokoloswki and Kierkus [140] for the determination of the fraction of solid in the eutectic
relation of aluminum alloys. The formula is presented below.
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The present work extends this same concept to the eutectoid reaction associated with austenite
decomposition. The formula is presented below.
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The level of information provided by the HT-UMSA analysis represents a major improvement
over the traditional sand-cup and Y-plate analysis associated with current industry practice and
ASTM methodology, respectively. A primary conclusion can be drawn from the resent work.
•

The lower-superheat pouring associated with the sand cup and the ASTM Y-plate
processes results in inherent errors in the identification of primary solidification
reactions, including (MnX)S particles and primary austenite dendrite nucleation. The
HT-UMSA system allows for higher-superheat pouring and eliminates these inherent
errors.

6.2 Methodology to Capture Production Cooling Curves of a Cast Component
Past studies have always been conducted using either sand cups, Y-plate, step-like plate or statics
molds [59][72][93][18][106][108][110][112][114][115][118][119]. The thermal profiles obtained
from these standardized geometries do not correspond to the cooling rates experienced by the cast
brake rotor, Figure 3.2 and 4.12.

For the first time, a methodology was developed and

successfully tested to obtain the actual production thermal profiles from within various section of
a production-line brake rotor casting.
Previously measurements in the moving line were not possible due to issues associated with hardwired data acquisition systems, and the inaccurate setup of thermocouples within the sand mold.
The present work developed the methodology of using 3D printed cores [24] and wireless
equipment [149]. This method enabled the recording of brake rotor thermal data from the moment
that the melt enters the mold at the pouring station, and continuing for 43 minutes until the cast
part reaches a temperature below 600 °C at shake out point, Figure 4.12. As such, the recorded
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thermal data incorporates the effect of the sand mold conditions, the interaction with neighboring
cast parts, and the speed of the production line.
In addition to this first capture of production thermal data, the current work incorporates a spline
technique for the first time to smooth the data. The literature identifies three techniques that have
previously been used to smooth cooling-curve data. Gaussian smoothing, as the name implies
assumes a Gaussian distribution. Polynomial interpolation is a mathematical procedure that fits
the data set through a polynomial equation of a selected order [59]. The Savitzky-Golay method
uses coefficient tables to convert the raw data in smoothed data [122]. With these smoothing
methods, there is an inherent risk of loss important time-temperature information, which will
affect the first derivative calculation, i.e., the data points associated with metallurgical reactions
will be missing. Sparkman [176] developed a procedure to obtain high quality smoothed data,
which reportedly yields accurate results through the fifth derivative; this method, however,
remains as an industrial secret.
In the present work, a mathematical spline-line methodology was computer implemented
successfully to smooth the raw cooling curve obtained from the brake rotor. As a consequence,
the first derivative was also smoothed. The calculus of the spline line methodology for the
cooling curves in this study considered the coefficient matrix from the first to the fifth
derivatives. As a result, the thermal analysis and identification of metallurgical reactions are
improved.
Additionally, production brake rotor thermal traces were compared to the result of CAD
simulations. Differences were encountered, thereby identifying an opportunity to improve the
CAD simulations results.
There are two primary conclusions associated with the methodology in the present work to
capture thermal data from production-line castings.
•

A method is successfully demonstrated for the in-situ measurement of temperature-time
profiles during solidification and cooling of brake rotor components using digital printing
of casting cores, sensors, and data acquisition.

•

This work represents the first implementation of spline methodology as a tool for
smoothing the raw temperature-time data in a metallurgical casting process. From the
splined data, precise first-derivative curves were determined, from which can be
determined metallurgical reactions can be identified.
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6.3 Ability of HT-UMSA Platform to Replicate Production Microstructures
Contemporary thermal analyses of gray iron are conducted using methodologies, which include
the sand cup, Y-plate, and mathematical simulation. The comparison between the calculated and
experimental data, Figure 6.3, shows that these conventional test methodologies for thermal
analysis do not match the results seen in the actual cast component, Figure 3.2, 3.3 and 4.12.

Figure 6. 3. Methodologies for the acquisition of thermal data. Black dotted lines correspond to
comparisons already reported. Bold type and red lines correspond to the present work. Although
some studies [174] had been made in industrial products in static mold, the measurements of the
present study were made on a moving production line.

Key to Literature review references:
[A]: Reference [51][77][78][79][88][89][90][91][92][170][172][177][178][179]
[B]: Reference [74][85][180][181][182][183][184]
[C]: Reference [185][186][187]
[D]: Reference [187][188][189]
[E]: Reference [59][67][72][185][186][190]

The present work itself began with HT-UMSA experiments using natural cooling [129]. These
experiments produced results that matched neither the cooling curve from the brake rotor, nor the
graphite morphology of the production part, Figure 5.17. Only with the development of hollowsample geometry and enhanced cooling methods was the present work able to replicate
production cooling rates and microstructures.
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Additional work with the HT-UMSA platform was conducted on the use of inoculants using the
hollow-sample geometry. It was noted that in the hollow sample, the inoculant additions were
not evenly distributed; the width of the sample wall was identified as a critical variable to obtain
proper inoculant stirring throughout the sample. As a result, the method of introducing the
inoculant was changed.

The inoculant and alloying were also introduced in four different

locations around the sample; in conjunction with the holding time, this multiple-location method
resulted in successful stirring of the inoculant into the sample.
Observations from the inoculant experiments in the HT-UMSA may correlate to production
practice, which uses a single-location for the addition of alloying elements. An improvement to
this current practice could be the introduction of alloying at different locations within the furnace.
Holding time is determined based on obtaining good mixing from the single-location addition.
Multiple-location addition of alloying may result in shorter holding time to obtain good mixing;
this shorter holding time would be reflected in lower energy costs.
An upgrade of the HT-UMSA software, combined with the use of a graphite crucible as a
conductor, allows the replication of production brake-rotor cooling curves in a sample with
similar chemical composition, Figure 5.26. Additional changes to the test protocol included the
insulation of the test assembly with a quartz tube. The control of the HT-UMSA software
involved a comparison with the desired production temperature every second. The resulting
microstructure obtained from HT-UMSA physical simulation was comparable to that of the brake
rotor position from where the sample was taken. The microstructure shown in Figure 5.28
demonstrates that the HT-UMSA sample was successfully able to follow the “production thermal
history” of the brake rotor to obtain the same graphite morphology and metal matrix
microstructure.
It was previously noted in this section that the traditional sand cup and Y-plate methods are not
able to reproduce production thermal profiles and microstructures.

This difference in

microstructure is particularly important due to the influence of microstructure on mechanical
properties.

Indeed, the development of test samples with mechanical properties that are

representative of the actual casting depends on the interplay of cooling rate, composition, and
microstructure.

Further, the resulting mechanical property data has to be correlated to the

position where the thermal data is taken.
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With respect to the ability of the HT-UMSA to replicate production microstructures, the present
work involved upgrades to the existing software; the development of a new sample geometry;
enhanced cooling; the development of multiple location method for introducing inoculant and
alloying. The conclusions from these aspects of the work are identified below.
•

Physical measurements and numerical simulations associated with an actual industrial
component, standardized sand cup and Y-plate, computer simulation, and HT-UMSA
revealed differences in cooling rates during solidification and eutectoid reactions.

•

ASTM methodology associated with the removal of mechanical test specimens from the
Y-plate, and the commercially-accepted method of removing samples from the sand cup
result in the testing microstructures that are not representative of the 3-dimensinal cooling
rate experienced by production parts.

•

The developed HT-UMSA methodology is identified as a significant advancement over
current industrial practice and computer simulation in the area of thermal analysis, and
hence microstructural prediction and mechanical property correlation.

•

Improvements in the HT-UMSA set-up and software have allowed for the exact
replication of production microstructures and corresponding metallurgical reactions.

•

Uniform distribution of inoculant via electro-magnetic stirring in the HT-UMSA can be
obtained by controlling the diameter of the hollow-section of the test sample and with
multiple (four location) placement of enclosure of the inoculant.

6.4 Sequential Quenching Experiments to Document Metallurgical Phenomena
The use of sequential quenching is used for the first time to fully document the metallurgical
reactions that occur in gray iron from its initial pour through the completion of austenite
decomposition. The following discussion focusses on the evolution of (MnX)S particles and
austenite decomposition.

6. 4.1 Solidification
Unlike the currently used industrial methods, the HT-UMSA was able to capture the evolution of
(MnX)S particles at high temperatures. Riposan [65] has previously reported three stages for
(MnX)S formation.
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•

Stage 1: Formation of small oxide based sites, usually <2.0 µm, in the melt

•

Stage 2: Precipitation of complex (MnX)S compounds, usually <5.0 µm, nucleated by
stage 1 microinclusions

•

Stage 3: Graphite nucleation on the sides of the (MnX)S compounds that exhibit low
crystallographic misfit with graphite

These stages were observed in the present work, which further identified their temperatures
ranges for the hypoeutectic alloy studied herein.
•

Stage 1: Above 1330 °C

•

Stage 2: Between 1330 °C and 1169 °C

•

Stage 3: Between 1133 °C and 1127 °C

Observations of (MnX)S particles in samples in the present study suggest the follow life stages:
formation, nucleation, growth, instability, and fragmentation. The formation and nucleation
correspond to Stages 1 and 2 proposed by Riposan [65] . The (MnX)S particles were noted to
reach sizes up to 24 µm (Figure 5.43). They exhibited a four-leaf-clover-type geometry. While
this geometry was commonly encountered in the present research, it was not so commonly found
in the actual the brake rotor microstructure. This less-frequent occurrence is likely due to the
controlled laboratory condition associated with the HT-UMSA, which would enhance
geometrical growth. In production, turbulence in the melt would affect particle growth.
The size of the fragments associated with the four-leaf-clover-shaped (MnX)S particles is in the
5 µm range, which is in agreement with the size reported by Riposan [65] and Muhmond [69].
However, they did not report the fragmentation stage, Figure 5.37, 5.38 and 5.42.

6. 4.2 Solid State Transformation
In the sequential quenching experiments, cementite plates were observed coming from austenite,
which is in agreement with the literature [15][168]. The present work identifies a temperature
range 737 -721 °C associated with this aspect of austenite decomposition in the hypoeutectic
alloy.
Ferrite formation in rich silicon areas in the center of eutectic cells, as stated in literature [78][80],
was observed, Figure 5.42 in this study. The identified temperature was 725 °C; the related point
in the first derivative eutectoid peak is shown in Figure 5.33. The austenite decomposition in and
around the eutectic cell was first observed in the quenching experiments as a group of rings. At
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the center of this group of rings is a (MnX)S particle. Nucleating eutectic graphite is surrounded
by ferritic structures, which is then surrounded by bainite/martensite. Finally a pearlite halo is
noted outside of these rings, Figure 5.42b. The complex configuration of these structures should
provide different mechanical properties than the gray iron; however, this testing was beyond the
scope of the present thesis.
With respect to the sequential quenching experiments:
•

Sequential quenching coupled with the identification of first-derivative analysis of critical
moments associated with metallurgical phenomena allow a detailed evaluation of the
microstructural formation in hypoeutectic gray iron.

•

A five-stage model for the life of (MnX)S particles in gray iron is identified: AlO-XO
formation, nucleation from AlO-XO particles, growth, instability and fragmentation.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter presents the conclusions associated with the present work. Future work is
detailed in the final section.

7.1 Conclusions
The following conclusions have been discussed in the chapter six. They are grouped into
four categories as noted below.
Enhancement to the first derivative analysis
1.

The lower-superheat pouring of the sand cup process results in inherent

errors in the identification of primary solidification reactions, including (MnX)S
particles and primary austenite dendrite nucleation.

The HT-UMSA system

allows the capture of temperature data from higher-superheats than is possible
with the sand cup. This data allows the identification of the first derivative and
base line prior to the beginning of the solidification process.

As such, it

eliminates the inherent errors due to an incomplete cooling curve.
Methodology to capture production cooling curves of a cast component
2.

A method is successfully demonstrated for the in-situ measurement of

temperature-time profiles during solidification and cooling of brake rotor
components using digital printing of casting cores, sensors, and data acquisition.
3.

This work represents the first implementation of spline methodology as a

tool for smoothing the raw temperature-time data in a metallurgical casting
process. From the slimed data, precise first-derivative curves were determined,
from which can be determined metallurgical reactions can be identified.
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HT-UMSA platform physical simulation of brake rotor
4.

Uniform distribution of inoculant via electro-magnetic stirring in the HT-

UMSA can be obtained by controlling the diameter of the hollow-section of the
test sample and with multiple (four location) placement of enclosure of the
inoculant.
5.

Improvements in the HT-UMSA set-up and software have allowed for the

exact replication of production microstructures and corresponding metallurgical
reactions.
6.

Physical measurements and numerical simulations associated with an

actual industrial component, standardized sand cup and Y-plate, computer
simulation, and HT-UMSA revealed differences in cooling rates during
solidification and eutectoid reactions.
7.

ASTM methodology associated with the removal of mechanical test

specimens from the Y-plate, and the commercially-accepted method of removing
samples from the sand cup result in the testing of microstructures that are not
representative of the 3-dimensional cooling rate experienced by production parts.
8.

The developed HT-UMSA methodology is identified as a significant

advancement over current industrial practice and computer simulation in the area
of thermal analysis, and hence microstructural prediction and mechanical property
correlation.
Sequential quenching experiments
9.

Sequential quenching coupled with the identification of first-derivative analysis

of critical moments associated with metallurgical phenomena allow a detailed evaluation
of the microstructural formation in hypoeutectic gray iron.
10.

A five-stage model for the life of (MnX)S particles in gray iron is identified:

AlO-XO formation, nucleation from AlO-XO particles, growth, instability, and
fragmentation.
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7.2 Future Work
1.

Identify the relationship between the thermal parameters, Table 3.3, and the graphite

morphology, in order to identify the critical moments for the generation of graphite flakes in the
distribution and size specified for each cast component.
2.

Evaluate the graphite distribution (A, B, C, D, and E) numerically to be able to conduct a

statistical analysis and to correlate graphite characteristics to mechanical properties.
3.

Conduct sequential quenching on hypereutectic gray iron to characterize the

microstructure in each stage, because hypereutectic alloys are associated with high damping
performance, which is a requested characteristic from customers.

4.

Update the Fe-C-X phase diagrams to include the variation in microstructures

due to the dissimilar cooling rate in the different sections of a component. A line
associated with the end of the eutectic reaction should also be identified.
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